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INTRODUCTION AND RULE 35 AND 40 STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 35 and 40, Appellants, No 

Casino in Plymouth and Citizens Equal Rights Alliance (collectively referred to as 

NCIP), petitions for rehearing or rehearing en banc of the panel’s October 6, 2017 

memorandum disposition remanding this case to the district court with directions 

to vacate its judgment, including its finding that NCIP has standing, and to dismiss 

for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. (Docket Entry (DE) 67; copy attached.) 

 The Supreme Court in Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 

(1992), held that, in an Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. §§ 501 et seq.; 

APA) case, standing can be established “by affidavit or other evidence.” The issue 

presented by this petition is what “other evidence” can be considered by the court. 

Consistent with Lujan, the district court, held: “In consideration of the 

arguments made by the parties, the Court finds Plaintiffs have standing to sue.” No 

Casino in Plymouth v. Jewell, 136 F.Supp.3d 1166, 1178 n. 7 (ED Ca. 2015). The 

“other evidence” then before the district court included the administrative record, 

the allegations in the complaint and the unopposed statement of undisputed facts. 

The panel reversed and, contrary to Lujan, held only sworn declarations 

could be considered to evaluate NCIP’s standing.  For the reasons outlined below, 

the panel’s decision is wrong and should be reheard by either the panel or en banc.  
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Rule 40 request that the panel rehear its memorandum disposition: 

NCIP requests that the panel withdraw its memorandum disposition, and: 

1. Reevaluate NCIP’s standing de novo based on all the evidence in the 

record including the:  (a) administrative record, (b) allegations in the 

complaint, (c) unopposed statements of undisputed facts, and (d) 

Dueward W. Cranford II’s declaration (DE 66; copy attached).  

2. Reverse and correct its mistaken conclusion that the administrative 

record is not admissible to establish NCIP’s standing because it does not 

meet the requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56.  

3. Reverse its mistaken conclusion that the statement of undisputed facts 

“cannot be considered for purposes of summary judgement” because they 

were not “stipulated to by Defendants or sworn under oath.”   

Rule 35 request that this court rehear this case en banc and de novo: 

Additionally, because the panel’s memorandum disposition involves 

jurisdictional and standing questions of “exceptional importance” and because 

there is “an overriding need for national uniformity” with respect to these 

important issues, NCIP requests rehearing en banc for the following reasons: 

1. The panel’s conclusion that only sworn declarations can be used as 

evidence to establish standing in an APA case is contrary to: (a) the 
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Supreme Court decision in Lujan, that in response to a motion for 

summary judgment, standing can be established “by affidavit or other 

evidence” and (b) Rule 56(c) which requires reference to “materials in 

the record” including documents and admissions as well as affidavits. 

(See NW Motorcycle Ass’n v. USDA, 18 F.3d 1468, 1475-1476 (9th Cir. 

1994) (unverified comments in the administrative record are evidence).) 

2. The panel’s conclusion that only evidence is “sworn to under oath” can 

be used to establish standing in an APA case is unnecessarily restrictive 

and contrary to Supreme Court decisions establishing standing under the 

APA “is not meant to be especially demanding” and “any benefit of the 

doubt goes to the plaintiff.” Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band v. 

Patchak, 132 S. Ct. 2199, 2210 (2012) (Patchak). A more “lenient 

approach” is appropriate under the APA.  Lexmark International v. Static 

Control Components, 134 S.Ct. 1377, 1389 (2014) (Lexmark). 

3. The panel’s conclusion that the administrative record cannot be used as 

evidence to establish standing conflicts with published opinions of the 

D.C. Circuit. See Sierra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 900 (D.C. Cir. 2002) 

(In most APA cases standing is self-evident; “no evidence outside the 

administrative record is necessary for the court to be sure of it”) See also 

Fund for Animals v. Norton, 322 F.3d 728, 733-734 (D.C. Cir. 2003). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The focus of this lawsuit is a Record of Decision (ROD) issued by David 

Laverdure, an employee of the Department of Interior, in May 2012, which 

purports to place 228.04 acres of land into trust for the Ione Band. The purpose of 

the proposed transfer is for the construction of a Las Vegas style Indian casino in 

Amador County, California. NCIP challenged the ROD under the APA and alleged 

the Ione Band was not federally recognized in 1934 and therefore not entitled to 

the proposed fee-to-trust under the Indian Reorganization Act as interpreted by the 

Supreme Court’s majority opinion in Carcieri v. Salazar, 129 S.Ct. 1058 (2009).  

NCIP filed their First Amended Complaint on October 1, 2012. (ECF 10.) 

The named Defendants included the Department of Interior, the National Indian 

Gaming Commission, and employees of those federal agencies – including Mr. 

Laverdure. NCIP specifically alleged they have standing under the APA and the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Patchak. (ECF 10 at 7, ¶ 11.) 

On September 30, 2015, in a 34 page published decision on the merits, the 

district court denied NCIP’s motion, for summary judgment. (ECF 100.) But, after 

considering the arguments of the parties, and over the evidentiary objections of 

Defendants the district court also held “Plaintiffs have standing to sue.” (Id. at 12, 

n. 7.) NCIP appealed the denial of their dispositive motions. (ECF 102.) 
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On appeal, NCIP argued the ROD signed by Mr. Laverdure was void 

because he lacked the authority to take land into trust under the IRA. Only the 

Secretary of Interior has been authorized by Congress to take land into trust under 

the IRA. (25 U.S.C. § 5108.) Mr. Laverdure’s attempted approval of the ROD 

violates the Appointments Clause of the Constitution. US Const. Art. II, § 2, cl. 2.  

NCIP also argued the Ione Band was not entitled to IRA benefits because it 

was not recognized in 1934 or pursuant to 25 CFR Part 83. In fact, in 1992, at the 

request of the federal defendants, the district court in held in Ione Band v. Burris 

(USDC ED Cal. No. CIV-S-90-0993) that the Ione Band had not complied with 

Part 83 and was never federally recognized. The court entered judgment against the 

Ione Band. The Ione Band did not appeal and the judgment is final. (See ECF 72-2; 

copy attached.) Neither Defendants nor the Ione Band can collaterally attack it 

now. Big Lagoon Rancheria v. California, 789 F.3d 947. 953-954 (9th Cir. 2015).   

 Finally NCIP argued the district court correctly determined that they have 

standing to sue and challenge the federal approval of the ROD (DE 40 at 29-32.)  

Defendants did not file a cross-appeal of the court’s denial of their 

objections and, therefore, waived any objection they may have had to the evidence. 

Morley Construction v. Maryland Casualty, 300 U.S. 185, 191 (1937). However, 

in their answering brief, Defendants claimed “the district court erred” when it 
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found NCIP had standing to sue “without individual affidavits.” (DE 26 at 27.) The 

panel agreed with Defendants and held, without a sworn declaration, the evidence 

was insufficient to support the district court’s finding that NCIP have standing.  

EVIDENCE DEMONSTRATING NCIP’S STANDING 

A. The Administrative Record (2003-2011). 

 NCIP are two community groups with members who reside and own 

property or businesses in Amador County that will be directly impacted by the 

adverse environmental, traffic, and water quantity and quality consequences of the 

proposed casino. NCIP and its members actively participated in the administrative 

process and submitted numerous comments outlining their personal interests and 

community concerns between 2003, the date of the fee-to-trust application, and 

2012, the date of the ROD. These comments were included in the administrative 

record filed by Defendants, without objection, in May, 2013. (ECF 31; DE 41 at 

SER 1096-1204.) Copies of the pertinent comments are attached. Some of the key 

comments that demonstrate the standing of NCIP and its members include: 

 November 5, 2003 letter to the “Counselor to the Secretary of Interior” 

from Elida Malick as “a founding member of No Casino in Plymouth, 

homeowner, parent, small business owner” opposing the fee-to-trust land 

acquisition in favor of the Ione Band. 
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 October 19, 2006 letter to the Associate Solicitor from Elida Malick, on 

behalf of NCIP as a “representational organization” of citizens of 

Plymouth and the surrounding communities “who will be so deeply 

affected by his actions,” and asking him to withdraw his opinion that the 

Plymouth site is restored land eligible for gaming under the Indian 

Gaming Regulatory Act. 

 October 2006 letter to the Associate Solicitor from Butch Cranford, a 

member of both NCIP community groups, questioning his opinion that 

the land in Plymouth is restored Indian lands eligible for gaming under 

the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act.   

 July 2, 2008 letter to the BIA Regional Director from NCIP commenting 

on the EIS for the “Proposed 228.04-Acre Fee-to-Trust Land Transfer.” 

At the beginning of the letter, there is a two page detailed “Description of 

No Casino in Plymouth” outlining the interests of NCIP and its members 

that will be adversely affected by the casino. 

 February 4, 2009 letter to the Secretary of Interior from NCIP, “a 

grassroots organization bringing the voice of the citizens of Plymouth, 

the surrounding communities and indeed throughout Amador County,” 

opposing the proposed casino project. 

NCIP submits that its standing is “self-evident” from all the attached comments. 
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B. Allegations in the First Amended Complaint (2012).  

NCIP alleged that they are non-profit corporations with members who 

“reside” and “own homes and businesses near the areas included in the ROD” 

which will be adversely affected by a casino in Plymouth. (ECF 10; ¶¶13 & 14.) 

NCIP alleged their “interest in the environmental and economic well-being of 

Plymouth, Amador County and . . . California are among the interests that must be 

considered . . . before land is placed into trust” and used for a casino under 25 CFR 

Part 151. (ECF 10; ¶ 92.) NCIP alleged the casino will threaten their “small, rural 

community with among other things: increase in traffic congestion and safety on 

rural roads in the area, increase in air pollution, increase in water pollution, 

overuse of limited water resources used by all residents in the area for drinking 

water and irrigation and potential increase in crime.” (ECF 10; ¶ 93.) And NCIP 

alleged the EIS “fails to adequately address the concerns of the local 

communities.” (ECF 10; ¶¶ 97 & 98.)  

C. Unopposed Statements of Undisputed Facts (2014-2015). 

 On February 17, 2015, NCIP filed an opposition to Defendants’ cross-

motion for summary judgment and, as required by Local Rule (LR) 260(b), NCIP 

filed a separate Statement of Undisputed Facts (ECF 93-1; copy attached) 

including: 
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 NCIP are separate non-profit 501(c)(4) corporations with members who live, 

own homes and/or operate businesses in and around the fee-to-trust areas in 

the ROD and the proposed casino. (ECF 93-1, 9 & 10.) 

 NCIP and their members have an interest in the environmental and economic 

well-being of Plymouth, Amador County and California that must be 

considered before land is placed into trust. (ECF 93-1, 66.) 

 The proposed casino will threaten NCIP members’ homes, businesses and 

community with “increase in traffic congestion and safety on rural roads in 

the area, increase in air pollution, increase in water pollution, overuse of 

limited water resources used by all residents in the area for drinking water 

and irrigation and potential increase in crime.” (ECF 93-1, 67.) 

 Defendants did not oppose these statements. Nor did they offer any evidence 

contesting NCIP’s standing. Thus Defendants are “deemed to have admitted the 

validity of the facts contained in the [movant’s (NCIP’s)] Statement.”  Martinez v. 

Columbia Sportswear, 859 F. Supp. 2d 1174, 1178 (ED Cal. 2012). 

D. Declaration of Dueward W. Cranford II (2017). 

On July 26 NCIP filed the Declaration of Dueward W. Cranford II with this 

Court. (DE 66.) Mr. Cranford is a leading member of both NCIP groups, a resident 

of Amador County, and a property owner near Plymouth. (¶ 7.) His declaration 
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was offered in response to questions from the panel at the July 14, 2017 hearing. 

Mr. Cranford confirmed NCIP’s “comments in the administrative record accurately 

detail our many concerns related to the Ione Band’s proposed casino and fee to 

trust application from 2003 [when the application was submitted] to 2012 [when 

the lawsuit was filed] and to the present day.” (¶ 1.) And he declared: “A Las 

Vegas style casino of the magnitude proposed by the unrecognized, never 

terminated, and not restored Ione Band will destroy the quiet foothill lifestyle 

enjoyed by the residents of Plymouth and surrounding communities and will 

adversely impact families and local businesses in and around Plymouth.”  (¶ 19.)  

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION FOR REHEARING 

A. The evidence, when reviewed de novo, establishes that NCIP and its 

members have standing under the APA to challenge the federal 

approval of the fee-to-trust transfer for an Indian casino in Plymouth.  
 

The evidence in the record demonstrates NCIP, and its members, meet the 

requirements for both constitutional and prudential standing under the APA to 

challenge the federal approval of the fee-to-trust transfer of land to build a large 

Indian casino in their small, rural community in Amador County. Ass’n of Public 

Agency Customers v. Bonneville Power Adm., 733 F.3d 939, 949-955 (9th Cir. 

2013). As outlined below, more than one member of NCIP has “suffered sufficient 

injury to satisfy the ‘case or controversy’ requirement of Article III” of the 
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Constitution. And, as confirmed by the Supreme Court in Patchak, the members of 

NCIP are in the “zone of interests of interests” protected by the Indian 

Reorganization Act, thereby meeting the requirements for prudential standing.  

First, the record establishes at least two members and founders of NCIP, Elida 

Malick and Dueward W. Cranford, have standing to sue in their own right. Ms. 

Malick wrote several letters to the Secretary of Interior, as “a founding member of 

No Casino in Plymouth” and as a “homeowner, parent, small business owner” 

opposing the fee-to-trust land acquisition in favor of the Ione Band to construct a 

casino. (SER 1097-1104.) In one letter, written “on behalf of the organization No 

Casino in Plymouth [and] their many individual members” Ms. Malick concludes 

“it would be an environmental catastrophe to introduce a loud, bright, late night, 

traffic generating, water sucking, sewage spewing casino into a rural city like 

Plymouth.” (SER 1168-1169.) Mr. Cranford confirmed these and all NCIP 

comments in the administrative record in his declaration. (DE 66.) Mr. Cranford is 

a member of both NCIP groups and a resident and property owner who declared 

the proposed “Las Vegas style casino” will “destroy” his interests and their 

community. There is no question Mr. Cranford and Ms. Malick (as well as other 

members of both NCIP groups) have standing and could sue and challenge the 

2012 ROD in their own right. 
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Second, NCIP’s and their members’ prudential standing was confirmed by the 

Supreme Court five years ago in Patchak. There the  Supreme Court held, based 

only on allegations in the complaint, residents and property owners (like NCIP and 

its members) directly affected by the economic, land use and environmental 

impacts of a federal approval of a fee-to-trust transfers for a casino are within the 

zone of interests protected by the Indian Reorganization Act. 25 U.S.C. § 5108. 

Thus NCIP and their members have standing under the APA to challenge the 

approval of the trust transfer for the construction of a Las Vegas style casino in 

Amador County, California. This is especially true since the Supreme Court held 

that establishing standing under the APA “is not meant to be especially demanding” 

and “the benefit of any doubt goes to the plaintiff.” Patchak, 132 S. Ct. at 2210. 

B. The panel’s opinion that only sworn declarations can be used to 

establish standing is unduly restrictive and is contrary to the “lenient 

approach” mandated by the Supreme Court in Lexmark International. 
 

Under the APA, there is standing when one has suffered a legal wrong because 

of agency action or has been adversely affected by said action. 5 U.S.C. § 702. 

Establishing standing under the APA “is not meant to be especially demanding” 

Patchak, 132 S. Ct. at 2210 quoting Clarke v. Securities Industries Assn., 479 U.S. 

388, 399 (1987). And any doubt should be resolved in favor of the Plaintiff. Id. 

After summarizing these “generous review provisions of the APA,” the Supreme 

Court held this “lenient approach is an appropriate means of preserving the 
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flexibility of the APA’s omnibus judicial-review provision, which permits suits for 

violations of numerous statutes of varying character that do not themselves include 

causes of action for judicial review.”  Lexmark, 134 S.Ct.at 1389 (emphasis added).  

Instead of taking a lenient approach and resolving doubts in favor of NCIP, the 

panel applied restrictive and inapplicable evidentiary rules to preclude 

consideration of the administrative record and the statement of undisputed facts. 

The panel also ignored other evidence that should have been considered.  

The panel’s conclusion that the administrative record could not be used as 

evidence of standing because it “does not meet the requirements of Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 56” is incorrect. Rule 56(c) specifically provides, in part, that a 

motion for summary judgment must may be supported “by citing to particular parts 

of record.”   And, although not a perfect fit, the summary judgment procedures 

outlined in Rule 56 are considered a good vehicle for litigating an APA challenge 

because they allow references to the administrative record. See Occidental 

Engineering Co. v. INS, 753 F.2d 766, 769-770 (9th Cir. 1985). See also Northwest 

Motorcycle Association v. USDA, 18 F.3d 1468, 1472-1476 (9th Cir. 1994) 

(unverified comments in the administrative record are evidence). Furthermore, in 

most APA cases standing is self-evident from the record; “no evidence outside the 

administrative record is necessary for the court to be sure of it.” Sierra Club v. 

EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 900 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 
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Likewise, the panel’s conclusion that NCIP’s statements of undisputed facts 

offered in opposition to Defendants’ motion for summary judgment cannot be used 

as evidence to establish standing because they “were not stipulated to by 

Defendants or sworn under oath”  is not correct. They are undisputed admissions. 

There is no requirement that statements of undisputed facts be sworn under oath 

or comply with 28 U.S.C. § 1746. Instead such statements are signed and certified 

by counsel before filing. (LR 131 and Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 11(b).). Furthermore, by 

signing the statement of undisputed facts, counsel certified “to the best of [his] 

knowledge, information and belief” the “factual contentions [in the statement] have 

evidentiary support.” Rule 11(b)(3). The statement of undisputed facts were 

properly certified and considered by the district court. 

Also Defendants did not oppose NCIP’s statement of undisputed facts or offer 

contrary evidence disputing NCIP’s standing. Consequently, Defendants were 

“deemed to have admitted the validity of the facts contained in the [movant’s 

(NCIP’s)] Statement.”  Martinez v. Columbia Sportswear, 859 F. Supp. 2d at 1178 

quoting the United States Supreme Court in Beard v. Banks, 548 U.S. 521, 527 

(2006). See also Simmons v. Navajo County, Ariz., 609 F.3d 1011, 1017 (9th Cir. 

2010) (non-moving party had obligation to comply with local rules to list genuine 

issues).  The unopposed statements of fact are “admissions” by Defendants and 

were properly considered by the district court under Rule 56(c). 
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Finally the panel did not address the allegations in NCIP’s complaint or that, 

based on similar allegations, the Supreme Court in Patchak found standing. Nor 

did the panel discuss the Cranford declaration which confirmed his and NCIP’s 

comments in the administrative record.  NCIP requests that the Court review all the 

evidence de novo and affirm the district court’s finding that NCIP have standing. 

C. The panel’s opinion that the administrative record cannot be used as 

evidence to establish standing is in direct conflict with published 

decisions of the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals. 

 

Circuit Rule 35-1 provides, in part, that a petition for rehearing en banc is 

appropriate “[w]hen the opinion of a panel directly conflicts with an existing 

opinion by another court of appeals and substantially affects a rule of national 

application in which there is there is an overriding need for national uniformity.” 

The panel’s conclusion that the administrative record is not admissible evidence 

to establish standing is in direct conflict with existing published opinions in the 

D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. For example, in Sierra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d at 

900, the court held: “In many if not most [APA] cases the petitioner’s standing to 

seek review of an administrative action is self-evident; no evidence outside the 

administrative record is necessary for the court to be sure of it.” In such 

circumstances, “there should be ‘little question that the action or the inaction has 

caused him injury, and that a judgment preventing or requiring the action will 
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redress it.’” Id. quoting Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561. See Fund for Animals v. Norton, 

322 F.3d at 733-734 (Parties are not required “to file evidentiary submissions in 

support of standing in every case. To the contrary” standing is usually “self-

evident” from the record) and Waukesha v. EPA, 320 F.3d 228, 233-234 (D.C. Cir. 

2003) (evidence in administrative record, not disputed by EPA, is sufficient to 

establish standing). 

Under the test applied in the D.C. Circuit, NCIP’s standing is self-evident from 

the administrative record, especially when coupled with the allegations in the 

complaint and the unopposed statement of undisputed facts.  Furthermore, in 

response to the panel’s concerns, NCIP’s and its members’ comments in the 

administrative record were confirmed by Mr. Cranford’s declaration. (DE 66.) 

The panel did not find NCIP lacked standing. Instead the panel held the district 

court could not rely on the administrative record, or other evidence, because it was 

not sworn to under oath. Contrary to Lujan, the panel held only sworn affidavits 

could be considered. Therefore, according to the panel, there was no evidence to 

support the district court’s finding. The panel’s conclusions are wrong as a matter 

of law and, based on Patchak, unnecessarily restrictive.  

And if not reversed, the panel’s opinion will create an unnecessary conflict with 

published opinions of the D.C. Circuit which, given its location, has jurisdiction 
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and venue over more federal agencies and APA cases than any other circuit. 

Indeed, because of the federal agencies involved, this case could have been filed in 

either this Circuit or the D.C. Circuit.  The APA rules of evidence with respect to 

standing vis-à-vis final agency actions by the same federal agencies should not 

vary with the venue or the circuit. The panel’s decision should be reversed to 

insure there is uniformity with D.C. Circuit opinions that the administrative record 

is admissible to establish standing.1 

CONCLUSION 

For the forgoing reasons, NCIP requests that the panel rehear this case, or 

that the Circuit rehear this case en banc, and find de novo that NCIP has standing. 

Dated:  November 20, 2017.  

Respectfully submitted, 

     /s/ Kenneth R. Williams 

KENNETH R. WILLIAMS  
Attorney for Plaintiffs-Appellants 

                                                           
1 The fact that the panel’s decision was an unpublished memorandum does not 

diminish this potential circuit conflict. Unpublished memorandum can be cited in 

this Circuit for claim or issue preclusion purposes. Ninth Circuit Rule 36-3(c)(i). 

And they may be cited “in order to demonstrate a conflict among opinions.” Ninth 

Circuit Rule 36-3(c)(iii). Furthermore, the D.C. Circuit Rules apparently allows the 

citation of unpublished dispositions from other circuits “as precedent.” D.C. 

Circuit Rule 32.1(b) citing Fed. R. App. Proc. 32.1.  
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

 FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH; and
CITIZENS EQUAL RIGHTS
ALLIANCE, 

Plaintiffs-Appellants,

 v.

RYAN K. ZINKE, Secretary, US
Department of the Interior; U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR;
KEVIN K. WASHBURN, Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs; AMY
DUTSCHKE, BIA Director; JOHN
RYDZIK, Chief, Division of
Environmental, Cultural Resources
Management and Safety / Bureau of Indian
Affairs; PAULA L. HART, Chairwoman
of the Office of Indian Gaming;
JONODEV CHAUDHURI, Acting
Chairman of the National Indian Gaming
Commission, 

Defendants-Appellees,

 and

IONE BAND OF MIWOK INDIANS, 

No. 15-17189

D.C. No. 
2:12-cv-01748-TLN-CMK

MEMORANDUM*

FILED
OCT 6 2017

MOLLY C. DWYER, CLERK
U.S. COURT OF APPEALS

 * This disposition is not appropriate for publication and is not precedent
except as provided by Ninth Circuit Rule 36-3.
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Intervenor-Defendant-
Appellee.

Appeal from the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of California

Troy L. Nunley, District Judge, Presiding

Argued and Submitted July 14, 2017
San Francisco, California

Before:  GRABER and FRIEDLAND, Circuit Judges, and FOGEL,** District
Judge.  

Plaintiffs No Casino in Plymouth and Citizens Equal Rights Alliance

challenge the Department of the Interior’s 2012 decision to take certain lands into

trust for the benefit of the Ione Band of Miwok Indians.  Reviewing de novo, La

Asociacion de Trabajadores de Lake Forest v. City of Lake Forest, 624 F.3d 1083,

1087 (9th Cir. 2010), we conclude that neither Plaintiff has met its burden of

showing that it has organizational standing.

For an entity that sues on behalf of its members to establish that it has

organizational standing, it must show that "(a) its members would otherwise have

standing to sue in their own right; (b) the interests it seeks to vindicate are germane

to the organization’s purpose; and (c) neither the claim asserted nor the relief

 * * The Honorable Jeremy D. Fogel, United States District Judge for the
Northern District of California, sitting by designation.

2
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requested requires the participation of individual members in the lawsuit."  Ass’n

of Pub. Agency Customers v. Bonneville Power Admin., 733 F.3d 939, 950 n.19

(9th Cir. 2013) (internal quotation marks omitted).  Here, neither Plaintiff has "‘set

forth’ by affidavit or other evidence ‘specific facts’" to show that any of its

members would have had standing to sue in his or her own right at the time the

complaint was filed.  See Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992)

(holding that, in order to oppose summary judgment successfully, a plaintiff "must

‘set forth’ by affidavit or other evidence ‘specific facts,’ which for purposes of . . .

summary judgment motion will be taken to be true" (citation omitted)).  The

"undisputed facts" cited by Plaintiffs were not stipulated to by Defendants or sworn

to under oath, nor did they comply with 28 U.S.C. § 1746; accordingly, they

cannot be considered for purposes of summary judgment.  United States v. Ritchie,

342 F.3d 903, 909 (9th Cir. 2003).  And the evidence contained in the

administrative record, even if it can be considered for other purposes, is not

admissible to establish Plaintiffs’ standing, because it does not meet the

requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56.  See Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561

(holding that, because standing is "an indispensable part of the plaintiff’s case,

each element [of standing] must be supported in the same way as any other matter

3
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on which the plaintiff bears the burden of proof, i.e., with the manner and degree of

evidence required at the successive stages of the litigation").

Accordingly, we vacate the district court’s entry of judgment for Defendants

and remand with instructions to dismiss this action for lack of subject-matter

jurisdiction. 

VACATED and REMANDED.  Costs on appeal awarded to Defendants-

Appellees.

4
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November 05,2003

As Iam sure you are aware, the lone Band OfMiwok Indians from lone, California is in
the process oftrying to push through aclass ffl casino complex project in and near the
city ofPlymouth, California inAmador County.

It is clear that this tribe has aformal application procedure to go through with the Bureau
ofIndian Affeirs either as atwo-part determination process or more likely a"sham" claim
as restored lands. Ithas come to this communities attention that this tribe may attempt to
circumvent the requirements imposed by the Bureau by requesting special legislation
through Congress for this land acquisition.

I am writing you today, as Ihave to Congressional leaders across the country, to urge you
to stand as sentry for the California taxpayers ofthis small city by guarding against
attempts at achieving Congressional fiatbythis tribe.

Enclosed are copies ofletters that have been submitted toour City Council, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and Counselor tothe Secretary ofthe Interior(sans exhibits) which
together summarize some ofthe issues we are feeing. The bottom line inPlymouth would
beanother instant reservation for Class m Nevada-style gambling, which isaviolation
of theintent of theIGRA and ofCalifornia voters when we passed Prop. 1A.

We are hopeful that you will assist us in monitoring bills presented toyou carrying
language that would essentially give this tribe the "keys toour city".

Thank you,

Elida A. Malick

209-245-6211

www.nocasinoinplymouth.com

AR001214
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Mr. Clay Gregory
Acting Area Director
Bureau ofIndian Affairs

2800 CottageWay
Sacramento, CA 95825
October 29,2003

Re: Tribal Casino/Plymouth, CA

tt/to/o* &^^^**z"
fty7Z>; <£&>A**tr-&**"*

DearMr. Gregory;

In the October issue ofthe lone Band of Miwok Indians lone Band Newsletter, under the
section ChairpersonReport, the following statement appears.

"On October24 the tribal councilwill be meetingwith the BIA to discuss
landinto trust This meeting will be to support the city ofPlymouth telling
the BIA that they are in support ofthe lone Band's current project..."

To clarify, it is patentlyuntrue thatthe city ofPlymouthsupports this bands projectwithin and
near the city limits. The "City", madeup of people who live here, and supported by the
surrounding neighborhoods, is overwhelmingly opposedto this project. In a City sponsored
survey, 73% ofthe registered voters in Plymouthrejected this casino proposal.

It is unfortunate thattwo members ofourcurrent citycouncil have chosen to represent and
leadthe small minority who favor this project. This feilure to faithfully and honestly represent
the democraticmajority oftheir constituency has led to a recallmovement that is strongly
underway.

It is perhaps more unfortunatemat the Tribe itself, orby virtue of its Ikon representatives,
have chosen to insert themselves into Plymouth City Hall by manner ofdrafting documents for
the Council and, in so doing, preparing to make a litanyof falserepresentations to the federal
government As one example, enclosedyou will find a copy ofthe letter executed for Mayor
Scanlon bythe Tribe/Ikon after the results ofthe City surveywhere made public.

The citizens ofPlymouth will not toleratetribalmanipulationofour government offices.
Likewise, there is zero tolerance for representations made to the federal government on our
behalfthat arebased on falsehood anddeception.

20*d BfrTT 6T2 202 AD3S 3H1 zD 3DIddO t?2:TT £002-£T-rtON
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Thankyou foryour attention and consideration ofthis matter;

Dr.EIidaA.Malick

Citizens For No Casino InPlymouth

Cc : Secretary ofInterior, Gale Norton
GovernorofCalifornia, GrayDavis
Attorney General ofCalifornia,Bill Lockyer
Senator Dianne Feinstein

Chainnan, National Indian Gaming commission, Phil Hogan
Realty Specialist for the Consortium Tribes, Kevin Bearquiver

£0'd 0frTT 6T2 202 A03S 3H1 dO 30IddO *2:TT £002-£T-rtON
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Mr. Greg Bergfeld, Regional Director
National Indian Gaming Commission
5011 Street, Suite 12-400 RECEIVED
Sacramento, CA 95814
November 11,2003 NOV 1 3 2003

National Indian Gaming Commission
Region If. Sacramento, CA

Dear Mr. Bergfeld;

Enclosed please find information regarding the lone Band of Miwok Indians and their
continued drive to establish acasino complex in and near the city ofPlymouth,
California, miles away fromtheirlandbasein lone.

These letters summarize some ofthe more pressing issues confronting our community
with respect to this casino proposal. We are adamant in our stance that this project will
beof serious detriment to this community, as it has already shown itselfto be.

We respectfully urge the Commission not toapprove this off reservation proposal and
thank you for your attention to this matter.

Dr.ElidaA.Malick

209-245-6211

www.nocasinoinplymouth.com

AR001336
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Mr. Michael Rossetti &?£E?7%$ & JP^/0/A^
Counselor to the Secretary of the Interior, Gale Norton
Department ofthe Interior J^J
Washington, D.C. 20240 ^^
November 05, 2003

Re: Proposed Class III Tribal Casino Complex in Plymouth, CA

Dear Mr. Rossetti:

As a founding member of No Casino In Plymouth, homeowner, parent, and small
business owner, am writing to urge Secretary Norton not to approve any land acquisitions
requested bythelone Band of Miwok Indians for purposes of establishing gambling
facilities in ornear thecity of Plymouth, California located in Amador County.

Seventy-three percent of the registered voters in Plymouth, as indicated in aCity
sponsored survey and, over eighty percent of citizens from the immediately surrounding
communities, as found in a citizens poll, are opposed to three tribal casinos in our small
county of 30,000 people (one already existing inJackson and one soon to open in Buena
Vista). We are specifically and strongly opposed to this type of establishment in the heart
ofour home town. If the land in question istaken into trust, it will effectively and
physically split the heart ofourcity in two with a sovereign nation and place a casino
complexnearresidential neighborhoods, churches, schools andsmall family businesses.

Furthermore, the following critical situations exists:
l. Strong and compelling allegations ofRegional BIA office impropriety/illegality

regarding the manner in whichthe current tribal leadership wasattained. We havetwo
tribes calling themselves the lone Band ofMiwok Indians. One group hasbeen a
historical part of the lone area andis well known in the community. The group
attempting to open this casino is made up ofmembers primarily from outside this
community, many ofwhose names appear on othertribalroles, for example the Wilton
Rancheria in Auburn. (Exhibits 1,2) Congressman Richard Pombo, 11th District, with
Oversight Committee responsibility of the BIA (Sacramento), is well aware of the history
regarding the conflict that exists in this regard. (Exhibit 3,4) In the interest ofjustice, a
clean determination of legitimate claim to tribal recognition, free ofany encumbrances
from official manipulation, should be made prior to land to trust exercises being
completed.

Additionally, alarming conflicts of interest exist at the Sacramento Regional offices
ofthe BIA with respect to tribal members of the lone Band ofMiwok Indians occupying
positions of critical authorityover approval of this project. Although the office of Acting
Regional Director is currently being filled on a "director ofthe day" basis, the name Amy
Dutschke, one ofthe Acting Regional Directors, is an example of an individual operating
with clear conflict in that she also appears on the tribal roles of registered voters for the

~At%>&^
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tribein question. (Verified by personal communication with the BIAofficeson 10-31-03,
and Exhibit 1)The Amador County Board ofSupervisors are requesting that this case be
removed from thejurisdiction ofthe regional offices because ofthistype ofconflict of
interest. (Verified bypersonal communication with District 5 Supervisor on 11-04-03)

2. The lone Band ofMiwok Indians has a land base in the lone area. While the current
ruling elements of the tribe call themselves landless, theproperty in lone, termed Indian
Country has been associated with the historical tribe for generations. This new group is
attempting to exploit only those facts pertaining to the loneBandof Miwok Indians that
they find useful. Members of this community are currently investigating the inconsistency
ofthis new grouppossiblyextracting government funds intended for the maintenance of
this lone property yetdisclaiming any significant relationship with it. This land, iswell
described and has been clearly associatedwith this tribe as elucidated in the Ada E. Deer
letter ofMarch 1994 clarifying this tribes tie to the land inlone. (Exhibit 5) Though
apparently still not registered as trust land, it is land that the United States Government
holds in fee simple for this tribe. Susan Jensen, spokeswoman for California Nations
Indian Gaming Association wasrecently quoted as saying," Oneof the main criteriafor
building anoff-reservation casino isthe tribe must have atie tothe land". Contrary to the
assertions made by this tribescurrent ruling faction, they have no relevant claim or
genuine tieto the land inthe center ofour historic California Gold Rush town. Clearly if
any land should be takenintotrustit should betheforty acres located in lone, California.

3. The "reaffirmation" of the lone Band ofMiowk Indians resulted in the tribes
inclusion on the listof "Indian Entities Recognized andEligible to Receive Services from
the United StatesBureau of Indian Affairs". (Exhibit 5) TheAda E. Deer letter points
out the fact that the tribe is eligible for government benefits only and that there was
no mandate given for land acquisitions. Wehavemade a formal FOIA request for all
documentation of the recognition/reaffirmation process for this tribe with Mr. Fred Doka
of the Sacramento officesof the BIA,with no response as yet. Furthermore, this land
request is not an appeal for an initial reservationsite - a homeland - as the tribe and its
investors have made it overtly clear, in open forum, thatthisacquisition will be for the
primary purposeofbuildinga casinocomplex andwill not include housing. Certainlythe
irregularities that exist as regards the "tribes" eligibility for land acquisitions must be
clarified and the intendeduse taken into account prior to taking land into trust.

4.Currentlywe, the citizens of Plymouth, are in the process ofrecalling a city council
that has been completely unresponsive to the vast citizen opposition to this project and
impotent in its willingness to research and provide reasonable levels of information to
substantiate its position to its constituency.

A. There has been public admission and documentation ofallowing tribal
authorities and or the Ikon casino investment group to write draft documentsfor the city
and likewiseour mayor is allowing similardrafts to be written on her behalf which make

AR001224
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false representations to the federal government. (Exhibit 6) Therefore, we are requesting
that any letters received from the City Council ofPlymouth, California, specifically
Mayor Darlene Scanlon, stating support for this project, be thoroughly investigated prior
to action being taken based on their statements.

B. We are in the process ofelecting arepresentative body that can effectively lead
this town through this crisis and prevent the tribal and investment-group manipulation of
this small city government. While the City Council currently powered by two casino
proponents, who have been actively and openly courted by the investment group, are
aggressively pursuing this casino project, they do so against a growing wave of
tremendous opposition which spans not only the City but the entire county.
(Documentation in Exhibit 7)

C. Enclosed you will find a letter submitted to our cityofficials by our legal
council which clearly and concisely explains some of theprimary issues ofconcern.
(Exhibit 8)Also enclosed is our letter to Mr. Clay Gregory, ActingAreaDirector ofthe
Sacramento BIA concerning thesesame issues. (Exhibit 9)

In closing,we are relaying a clear andunequivocal message that the people of this
community are not supportiveof this proposed land acquisition and we urge you againto
reject any requestfor trust statusfor lands in or near Plymouth, California made by the
lone Band ofMiwok Indians. While we would preferno third casino in Amador County,
ifthe taxpayers must subsidize yet anothertribal business venture, it is agreed that
placingit well outside the heartof this small town would be the responsible course of
action.

Plymouth, is a wholesome and virtually crime free environment in which children
arethriving. The current building moratorium due to inadequatewater availability and
sewercapacity, all accessbeingvirtually limitedto winding, two-lane countryroads, local
land use patterns based in agriculture, and community focus on youth and family, areonly
a few ofthe realities that qualify ourhomeasuniquely unsuited to weather the assault of
negative impacts resulting from aClass III Nevada-style gambling casino, a disfavored
industry as stated in the California Business and Professions Code. By preserving the
intentof the IGRA and the intent ofthe voters when we passed proposition 1A you will
be protecting our home, our children, and the future of this town, Plymouth, California.

Respectfully,

Dr.ElidaA.Malick ^
17705-CHwy49
Plymouth, CA 95669
209-245-6211

AR001225
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ISSUES RELATED TO IONE BAND OF MIWOK

INDIANS PROPOSED OFF RESERVATION LAND

ACQUISITION FOR CLASS BDE GAMING

Ijjcepared For:
Congressman Dan Lungren

January 24,2006

^ v'^By:

fr

NO CASINJt) IN PLYMOUTH *
P.O. Box 82

Plymouth, Ca. 95669

209245 6211

www.nocasinoinplvmouth.com

•:v':

* NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH (NCIP) is a grassroots 501c4 corporation organized and
supported by local concerned citizens who oppose the establishment of a large casino
complex in the City ofPlymouth. Note that this presentation deals with irregularities
associatedwith the proposal and does not attempt to deal with the scope, extent, or costs of
the impacts the proposed casino would have on the citizens of Plymouth and Amador
County.
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Issues Related tothe lone Band ofMiwok Indians Proposed
^ Off Reservation Land Acquisition for Class III Gambling

How can we fight to uphold the rule oflaw ifwe break the rules ourselves?"

Admiral John Hutson
Introduction

The Indian Gaming issues that apply to our situation in Plymouth, California, apply across the
country. Citizens and local govemments are impacted by casinos with limited consideration of their rights
and virtually "no voice on whether or not gambling is an accepted industry in their communities." [1] The
American tax-payer isfailed as legislative and administrative processes are corrupted and the federal
government is failing todeal responsibly, via the Bureau ofIndian Affairs, with its Native American
citizens. Few Tribes benefit; many donot, and they are pitted against oneanother as well as their non-
tribalneighbors.

Amador County currently hasone operating casino, with two more proposed. Our county, with a
population of approximately 35,000, will be overwhelmed by a daily influx ofgamblers nearly equal to he
number offull time residents. The proposed Plymouth casino alone isexpected todraw approximately
9000 visitors a day. Amador voters expressed their opposition to any additional casinos in thespecial
election of last November. With nearly 70% voter turnout, citizens voted 85.2% against"approving the
establishment of any more casinos inAmador County."[2]

Inearly2003, the lone Bandof Miwok Indians informed the City of Plymouth (City) that IKON
(their out ofstate investor) held options on landinand adjacentto the City and they intended to build a
smallgaming" facility, just bigenough to support the Tribe. (Only after the Scoping session results were
published did we learn that actualplanscalled fora "World Class"casinocomplex.) Theystated that the
projectwas a done deal and there was nothing the City could do exceptenter intoa Municipal Services
Agreement (MSA) with the Tribe. Over the objections of the resident£,-the City signed the MSA under
veryquestionable circumstances. Subsequently, three City Councilmembers, includingthe Mayorand
Vice-Mayor, were recalled and replaced with individuals opposed to the proposed casino.

In2004, No Casino in Plymouth(NCIP) joined Amador County (County) in a legal action to require
the City, within the context of the MSA, to complywith the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA). Amador CountySuperior Court found Infavor of the County and NCIP. The Cityhas
dropped its appeal. However, the Tribe has intervened as a third party and the case is currently under
appeal by the Tribe in the 3rd DistrictCourt

Fromthe beginning, by not conforming with the procedures established in government regulation,
the processes used bythe Regional Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the Tribe have been
highly suspect Investigations by NCIP since2003 haverevealed a host of irregularities associated with:

I. Tribal Recognition, Status and Leadership/Membership

II. Land status

III. Fee to Trust Process

There are substantial quantities ofconflicting documentation which the Tribeand BIA selectively
referenceas the situation requires. In the following pages we present insome detail the inconsistencies
and conflictingpositions that beg for am impartial resolution.

We ask youto carefully consider the following information, helpus to ensure that existing laws are
followed, advise us of productive approaches to our problem, and act to correct the abuses of a failed
policy.

^
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Table of Contents

Introduction

I. Tribal Recognition, Status, and Leadership/Membership
A. Time line

B. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Impropriety and Congressional Inquires
C. Freedom ofInformation Act Requests
D. Summary

II. Land Status

A. Lands Current Fee Simple Status
B. Landless Claims

C. Request for Restored Status

D. Use ofHistoric lone Land Base for Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Grants:
E. National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) Misuse of 25 USC Sec. 2703 (4)(A)(B)
F. Freedom of Information Act(FOIA) Request Issues atBIA
G. Summary

III. Fee to Trust Process

A Trust Process/ IGRA Issues

B. MSA / Tribal Misinformation

C. Scoping Irregularities

D. Summary

IV. Conclusion / Requested Actions Items

I. Tribal Leadership. Recognition, and Status

A. Time Una

1923 - The Reno Indian Agency's annual reportindicates that lone is listed identifying forty six
residents. The report states "As the office is aware, we have been considering the purchase of a tract for
the Indians at lone forthe past several years, the property being a forty acre tract, which has been tied up
in legal procedure."

1927 - The United States Department of the Interior Indian Reld Service discusses the forty acre
lone tractto be purchased for the lone Indians in his annual reportto the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

October 1972 - A letter from Commissioner for Indian Affairs, Louis Bruce to Mr. Nicholas Villa
and tone Band of Miwok Indians agrees to accept the forty acretractin lone intrust for the lone Band of
Miwok Indian. He also states, "Federal recognition was evidentlyextended to the lone Band of Indians at
the time the lone land purchase was contemplated." [Exhibit 1]

May 11,1992 - Sacramento Area Director, Bureauof Indian Affairs declines to review an
economic development agreement between appellant[IBMI] and the American Development Company,
Ltd. on the grounds the appellant is not a Federallyrecognized Indian tribe.

August 4,1992 - Interior Board of Indian Appeals(IBIA) appeal by the lone Banddeclines their
requestfor federal recognition citing the Federal regulations for acknowledgment 25 CFR Part83, as the
necessary process for recognition.

In the Indian Bureau of Indian Appeals decision for docket no. 92-289-A, Chief
AdministrativeJudge, Kathryn A. Lynn and Administrative Judge Anita Vogt file and order
docketing appeal and affirming decision that the lone Band of Miwok Indian is not a Federally
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recognized Indian tribe.

«~ fc.C?!tl5y t0 ,BMI lnslstence *atthey were not included on the first list of Federally
SlSfJ?JTlan P!68. ?"S to ad8rical error' JudSe Vo9t exP,alns mat "instead, it [the Tribe]was included on alist of Indian groups whose petitions for recognition were pending at the time
H2BUKC!J ""f int° eff?Ct She ftlrther went on to state **"*» district court noted that [the]appellant had not pursued its petition through the acknowledgment process." This, coupled with

i0"?^"Si us? * me term "evWentiy" recognized lends a troubling air of doubt as to the
reality ofthe IBMIbang in fact recognized in 1972.

The IBMI would indeed have been required to comply with rules for Federal
acknowledgment as "the court held that the appellant had failed to demonstrate that it was entitled
to federal recognition through any mechanism outside the acknowledgment process in 25 CFR
Part 83 and that appellant had failed to exhaust its administrative remedies by applying for
acknowledgment in accordance with the regulations."

™ *. ***? ^ 1994 ",n a ,etter from Assistant Secretary Ada Deer to Honorable Nicholas Villa, Jr.,
ewer, lone Band ofMiwok, theAssistant Secretary reaffirms theLouis Bruce letter andstatesthatthe
tribe will "henceforth be included on the list of "Indian Entities Recognized and Eligible to Receive Services
from the United Sates Bureau ofIndian Affairs". [Exhibit 2]

May 24,1994 -Aletter from Hilda A. Manual, Director, Office of Tribal Services, Washington D.C.,
addressed to Chief Villa informs him thathisnameis now ontheTribal leaders list and thatthe relevant
Bureau ofIndian Affairs Offices have been informed that the lone Band ofMiwok isfederally recognized.
[Exhibit 3] J ^

June 22,1994 - Aletter from Harold M. Bradford, Superintendent DOI / BIA toMr. Dwight
Dutschke recognizes "Mr. Nicholas Villa, Jr. as the Chief ofthe IBMI and thegovernment he represents"
and stating that the"Asst Sec.will work with Mr. Villa in the reorganization process." [Exhibit 4]

July14,1994 - A letterfrom AssistantSecretaryIndian Affairs Ada Deer to the SacramentoArea
Director clarifying her letter of March 22,1994 by writing" Itshould be made clearthatthe intent ofmy
letter was to recognize the entiregroupof Miwok Indians associatedwith the land inAmador County."
[Exhibit5]

July28,1994 - Ina letter to Judge Peter Nowinskl, United District Court, Sacramento stated "Iam
writing to provide the court with informationon the status of the lone Band of Miwok Indians. The lone
Band ofMiwok Indians is a federally recognized Tribe." [Exhibit 6]

January 3,1995 - Summary Status of Acknowledgment Cases - Petitions Resolved; lone Band of
Miwok Indians Status clarified byother means i.e. status confirmed by Assist Sec.

July 16,1997 -A letter from Interim Tribal Chairperson Kathy Ramey to Mr. Dorson Zuni, Tribal
Operations - BIA (Sac.) re: Tribal elections reads "Asfor the Franklinfamily, they could not prove that they
were descendants of Captain Charley Maximo." "All the board members voted to deny the Franklin's
applications." [Exhibit7]

1998 - The Historiclone Band appeals to the IBIA to establish criteria for tribal membership in
order to become organized to sign agreements citing the 1915 lone Census.

B. BIA impropriety and Congressional Inquiries

The core issue accordingto historic tribal members and based on available documents is
interference by the Central and Regional BIA Offices in the internalTribal affairs of the Historic lone Band
ofMiwok. [Exhibit 8] The BIA Pacific Regional Office and BIA CentralOfficeviolatedfederal Indian Law
and the Administrative Procedures Actwhen they interfered in an internal tribal issue and forced the
Historic lone Band of Miwok to reorganize, to open its tribalmembership rolls, and to elect new tribal
officers against the protests of historic tribal members.

The BIA, under signature of Scott Keep, BIA-Solicftor and the Assistant U.S. Attorney, Debra
Luther, filed an amicus brief in Federal Court (See: lone band of Miwok Indians v. Bum'set Al. CIV.90,
993 LKK. PAN) claimingthe lone Band of Miwok Indianswas not a recognized Indiantribe until after 1994.
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Tri? u1 ' ?,A' ,g.n?nng Comrn«ssioner of Indian Affairs Louis Bruce's 1972 letter, argued that the
lll^T5 b^e" f!?e^,ly ^^n*** ™* the BIA possessed the authority under the Auburn
pf^fS ^ ^*?!2"?euHlstonc ,one Band to open its rolls and reorganize under the Indian
Keorganteation Act (IRA) by developing an IRA constitution and holding an election. This highly contested
reorganization process resulted in hundreds ofnew tribal members and the election ofMatt Franklin as
tribal chairman.

», b,a P16 ,RA.as amended» including amendments of June 1994 and January 2004, clearly states that
the BIA does not posses the authority to force afederally recognized Indian tribe to open its roils and
reorganize.. Congressional concerns in 2004 about the actions taken by the Regional BIA caused the
Department of intenor, Office of Inspector General (OIG), to look into the matter. The OIG investigation
Ufs.i?ss4r,an comprehensive and the report is adisappointing whitewash. The OIG apparently ignored
me IRA, the amicus brief, the historic tribal rolls and other pertinent documents available totheOIG and
OIG attorney Roy Kime stated, "we didnt look at the recognition issue. We relied on the BIA
determination. We are not going to look at recognition unless we are requested to."[3]

Ample documentation exists establishing the tact that the lone Band ofMiwoks was a federally
recognized Tribe in 1972 and reaffirmed on March 22,1994. This pre 1994 federal recognition is the
reason the reorganization and elections forced on the Historic lone Band ofMiwok by the BIA are highly
questionable and possibly illegal The 2004 OIG investigation report acknowledges that the lone Band of
Miwoks was afederally recognized Tribe in 1972 and reaffirmed on March 22,1994. [Exhibit 9] It is
difficult to understand how this OIG investigation into the circumstances surrounding the creation ofthe
Franklin led lone Band of Miwok did not look into whether theBIA ignored Federal Law and the
Administrative Procedures Actwhen itforced the Historic lone band of Miwoks to open its membership
rolls and forced a tribal election.

In 2001, Congressional concerns arose relating tothesuspected illegal opening ofthetribal rolls
ofthelone Band of Miwok Indians which resulted in a contested leadership change. Not only did members
ofthe Bureau of Indian Affairs, Sacramento Regional Office, becomemembers of this tribe that theywere
administering, they then took seats on the Tribe's election committee and threw out an election protest
filed by the Tribesousted chairman. The BIA inWashington, in turn, relied on the Tribal election
committee decision in refusing to probe its own employees involvementIn the contested election. Despite
requests by four Congressmen, the Interior Departments Inspector General Earl E. Devaney conducted no
significant review of these irregularities, telling the concerned Congressmen that itwas an internaltribal
matter.

In February 2004, Congressman Frank Wolf (R-VA) renewed allegations of wrong doing and
called forinvestigations by the GeneralAccounting Office(GAO).the FBI, and the Interior Department's
Office of the Inspector General (OIG). [Exhibit 10]The specific allegationswere:

1. Acting against the protests of the historic tribal members, the regional Bureauof Indian Affairs
office forced opened the tribe's membership rolls.

2. The acting regional director, AmyDutschke, who approved the tribal election was added to the
tribal roll along with some of her relatives

3. A different BIA official who oversaw the election had three relatives added to the tribe.

Congressman Wolfs concerns and awidely circulated AP story [Exhibit 11/12] were instrumental
in three separate investigations being undertaken.

1. Justice Department to initiated an FBI investigation.

2. The GAO informedCongressman Wolf that they were openinga probe.

3. The Departmentof Interior's Inspector General was also instructed to investigate.

The results of the FBI and GAO investigations arenotavailable to us. The Inspector General's
investigation did notuncover any evidence tosupport the allegations ofmisconduct in the2002 Tribal
election. However, the fraudulent election in question was the 1996 election, makingthe entire OIG report
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a meaningless whitewash.

rQ «- Jn ffebrV5jy 2005.in response to inquiries from the office of Congressman Dan Lungren, the BIA
Pacific Regional Office continued to obfuscate the core issue surrounding the validity of the leadership of
the lone Band of Miwok by Chairman Matthew Franklln.[Exhibit 13] The reply to this inquiry again
conveniently ignored the legality of the 1996 Tribal election which is really the election atIssue.
Congressman Wolf called it "a potential scandal" that officials of the Interior Department's regional BIA
office opened the membership rolls of the lone Band of Miwok Indians and authorized a new leadership
election when they stood to personally gain from those decisions. The Congressman was right then and
heis right today. a

-*« The ^uestion that the BIA refuses to address is whether the 1996 reorganization and subsequent
elections were lawful which raises questions about Matt Franklin's position as tribal chairman. The BIA
steadfastly maintains this isan "internal tribal issue" but unnecessary and heavy handed BIA interference
in the tribal sovereignty and tribal government of the Historic lone Band by both the Central and Regional
BIA offices have created the current situation.

C. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA1Requests

FOIA requests were submitted to the Regional Office ofthe BIA in Sacramento asking for
numerous documents detailing the initial creation ofthelone Band ofMlwok, tribal enrollment, basis for
opening Tribal rolls, bands charter, etc. After three months, Carmen Fazio, Acting Regional Director on
February 2,2004, stated that no estimate of processing fees orvolume ofdocuments would be given and
thatwithout a "blank check" sent tothe BIA offices, theFOIA would not be honored. (Personal
communication - ElidaA. Malick)

D. Summary:

Theconfusing and convoluted nature ofevents leading to the currentsituation are well
documented. In the Interest ofandforthe benefit ofall parties now involved those events should be
thoroughly investigated by independent agencies toassure thatproper procedures and the law were

^ followed in the Federal Recognition of the Historic lone Band.
v The unresolved legality ofthe 1996tribal reorganization remains a critical issue and is one that

the DOI has so far steadfastly refused to investigate. Congressional concerns are well founded and a
morethorough investigation by an independentagency, a Congressional Committee, the U.S. District
Attorney, or a Federal Grand Jury should be seriouslyconsidered.

Additionally, an administrative hold on ail activities, applications, requests, legal actions, etc. of
the lone Band relating to the its proposed land acquisitionfor Class III gaming in Plymouth should be in
place until ail issues are independently investigatedand property resolved and the Franklin led (one Band
should not be allowed to initiate similar action elsewhere.

II. Land Ownership and EPA GAP Grants

A. Land's Current Fee Simple Status:

The Historic lone Band of Miwok Indians has resided in the lone Valley and Jackson Valleyarea
long before goldwas discovered and settlers moved intothe region. They own and reside on a forty acre
parcelnear lone in the Jackson Valley area today.This forty acre parcel is owned fee simple bythe lone
Band of Mlwok.

In 1972 California Legal Services, on behalf ofthe loneBand, initiated a quiettitle action before
theAmador County SuperiorCourt, and a judgmentwas issued on October31,1972 that declaredthe
forty acre parcelwas ownedfee simple. [Exhibit 14] A1972 letterfrom Commissionerof Indian Affairs,
Louis Bruce, states plainly that "Federal recognition was apparentiy extended to the lone Band of Indians
at the time that the land purchase was contemplated.,, There is in the Bruce letter a clear offerto take the
lone Band's land into trust and a description of the parcel is included in the letter. The March 22,1994
letterfrom Assistant Secretary Ada Deer reaffirming CommissionerBruce's 1972 letter also agreed "to
accept the parcelof land designated inthe Bruceletterto be held inTrust as territory of the Tribe." Action
totake the landintotrust has not been accomplished and Amador County records indicate the property is
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£el$5e,stmP,e- However, the fact that this forty acre parcel was clearly recognized In 1972 and 1994
rastne Tribe s histonc land base by high ranking DOI officials is undisputable. The ownership and status of

• ^Sper5f 2™. ?ubj8ct to fiirtner ,lrl9atlon ln us Dl8trfct Court in 1996 and again in Federal District Court
in 1998 and the Historic lone Band's ownership ofthe forty acres remains fee simple.
B. Landless Claim:

The Franklin led lone Band of Miwoks has claimed tobe landless at least since 2003. This
landless daim is simply false. The Historic lone Band of Miwok ownership offorty acres of land is
recorded in both thetaxrecords and property records on file with theRecorder and Assessor in Amador
County.[Exhibit 15] Arather extensive record oflitigation and appeals relating to Internal Tribal disputes
over ownership and status ofthe lone Band's forty acres also exists in California Superior Courts and U.S.
Federal Courts. The inability ofthe Tribe and the BIA to resolve internal Tribal disputes over the land and
obtain title in form that would allow atrust application tobesubmitted should notbecausefor thetribe to
acquire lands in and nearPlymouth away from their historic land base nearlone.

The Franklin led lone Band's current landless claim isclearly atodds with both the1972 Louis
Bruce letter and the 1994 Ada Deer reaffirmation letter where two high ranking Federal DOI / BIA officials
describe the Historic lone Band's land base, and offer to take the land intotrust

^Despite, the Franklin led lone Band's landless claims, the Franklin group has used the Historic lone
Band's land base as justification for receiving hundred ofthousands of dollars of federal funds under the
EPA General Assistance Program (GAP).

Thecurrent landless claims certainly have every appearance of being an attempt to bypass the
Administrative Procedures Actand qualify them for restored lands and facilitate an off-reservation land
acquisition for gaming purposes. The Historic lone Band ofMiwoks maybe entitled to engage In Class III
gambling underIGRA, butthat gambling musttake place ontheir forty acres in loneafterithas been
taken into trustas definedat 25 CFR 151.9 andwith subsequentapproval of the trustacquisition pursuant
to the requirementsof the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act

C. Request for Restored Status:

NoCasino In Plymouth recently learned from a September 2004 memorandum addressed to
NIGC Chairman Philip Hogan [Exhibit 16] and prepared for the Franklin led lone Band by legal counsel for
theirout of state investor, IKON, that the Franklin led Band has requested a determination from the
National Indian GamingCommission as to whetherthe lone Bandqualifies fora restored lands exception
under 25 USC sec 2719(b)(1)(B)(ifi). This request is clearty a result of their three year long failed efforts to
gain community support for a casino required under the two partdetermination process in 25 USC sec
2719(b)(A).

On page 10 of the IKON memo [Exhibit 16] we find The lone Band has identified and acquired a
228 acre tractof land " This acquisition statement is simply false based on land sale records currently
available forthe September 2004 period. Current DOI regulations require the Tribe to own outright any
land contemplated forTrust acquisition.[Exhibit 17] The 228 acre tract of land In question is merely
optioned by the tribe's investor, IKON. This same memo is filled withtribal and IKON'sopinions
concerning restoration and would have NIGC Chairman Hogan believe that the BIA can accidentally,
inadvertently or perhaps intentionally drop a tribe from the Federally Recognized Tribes listand when the
clerical error is realized and corrected the tribe should be afforded a restored status under 25 USC sec
2719(b)(1)(B)(iii). (The Federally Recognized lone Band, because of an administrativeoversight was
accidentiyleft off the Federally Recognized Tribes listand after years of work by Historic lone Band
members the Tribe was placed back on the list in 1994 by Ada Deer.)

This request for a restored lands determination from the NIGC Chairman comes 10 yearsafter
Under SecretaryAda Deer'saction to place the loneBand back on the Federally RecognizedTribes list
The OIG Gaming Checkliston page7 states "Copies of the enabling acts or legislation such as the
settlement act, the restoration act, ....the final determination of federal recognition and other documentary
evidence must be included inthe acquisition package. A legal opinion from the Office of the Solicitor
concluding that the proposed acquisition comes within one of the above exceptions must be included."
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^
NIGC regulations further clarifies the Indian lands definition:
Indian lands means

(a) Land within thelimits ofan Indian Reservation; or
(b) Land over which an Indian tribe exercises governmental power ana* that is either -
(1) Held in trust by the United States for the benefit of any Indian tribe or individual; or
(2) Held by an Indian tribe or individual subject to restriction by the United States against alienation.

Section 2703 is plainly written by the Congress and requires no clarification. The change ofthe
and in (4)(A) toor in theNIGC regulation isa major change that allows the NIGC to issue land status
opinions favorable totribes that do not have lands within a reservation orwho do not own trust ;lands.
The NIGC has issued many favorable land status opinions using their "clarified" regulation asif it
represented the law aswritten by Congress. This change in the 25 USC Sec. 2703 (4) by NIGC has been
misused by NIGC to determine that the non reservation, non trust fee simple rancheria lands ofmany
California tribes are Indian lands eligible for Class III gaming under IGRA. Recently such an opinion was
issued relating tothe Buena Vista Rancheria. [Exhibit 19] If the IGRA is to perform asCongress intended
then the NIGC and their "clarified0 land determinations must be reined in sothat the intent ofCongress is
realized.

F. Freedom of Information Act request issues at BIA:

With the need to resolve this critical land baseissue, Freedom of Information Act requests (FOIA)
were submitted to both the Department of the Interior and the Environmental Protection Agency[Exhibit
20]. The law requires that FOIA requests be answered within 20days. The EPA responded immediately
and after an exchangeof information to determine processing fees, provided the requested information.
The Department of the Interior responded about a month after the initial FOIA requestand forwarded the
request to The SacramentoOffices of the BIA To the best of ourknowledge the Sacramento officeshave
not replied to the FOIArequests.

We believe that the failure of the Sacramento Offices of the BIAto respond to this FOIArequest is
a deliberate attempt to obfuscate both:

1. The fact that the lone Band of Miwoks is not landless and its historical land base is located near
lone.

2. To hide the fact that the EPA grants to the Franklin led lone Band were obtained under highly
questionable circumstances.

The BIA is responsible for application of the EPA Grant process and requisite audit trail and most
certainly had knowledge of the laws' requirements. Ifthree of the four applications for federal Assistance
lackeven a specific GAP projectdescription on the application, then it is very likely that the EPA reporting
requirements of 40CFR part31 and 40 CFR part35 have not been met As stated previously a visit to the
historic land base near lone which would raise questions as to what the EPA monies were actually used
for as would the absence of any specific projectdescriptions on the applications. Unfortunately, the
Sacramento Officeof the BIA's continuing disregard for FOIA requestsmake this information unavailable
to NCIP.

G. Summary:

The Historic lone Band of Miwok owns forty acres near lone and the land is held fee simple. The
Historic lone Band of Miwok was recognized and a land base forthem discussed as early as the 1920's
and Commissioner Bruce recognized that in 1972. After accidentiy being leftoff the Federally Recognized
Tribes listthe Historic lone Bandwas placed back on the listin1994by Ada Deer. These are facts that
are documented.

The Franklin led lone Band is a creation of the Regional BIAOffice and their landless and
restored claims are simply false. Their restored claim is based on nothing more than the unfortunate
result of a clerical error thatwent uncorrected for 18years, until Ada Deercorrected the errorand placed
the Historic lone Bandof Mlwok back on the listof Federally Recognizedtribes. The "landless" Franklin

8
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H2££ Trihf322 £ !?*?,ar! 3Ware 0f mat demonstrates that the lone Band is afederally
4^ S^«S11S?? ^ If81^ La?ds Status and ** FranWln !ed 9rouPis now en,j8«ng the tribe friendly^ NIGC to create the desired restored lands determination for 228 acres that is not owned by the tribe.

D. Use of Historic lone Land Base for EPAGrants:

.The Indian General Assistance Program Act of 1992 (42 USC 4368b) provides me authority for
the Environmental Protection Administration to fond "the costs of planning, developing, and establishing
environmental protection programs consistent with other applicable provisions oflaw and providing for
enforcement of such laws by Indian tribes on Indian lands." The General Assistance Program or GAP
wording is very specific as to applying to Indian Lands. The EPA 40 CFR Part 35 Subpart Qof 1993
codifying the administrative requirements for GAP Grants also specifically refers to Indian Lands. The EPA
2001 revamping ofCFR Part 35 removes the references to Indian Lands to "avoid the appearance of
unnecessarily limiting its grant authorities" but states that the changes are "consistentwith the Indian
Environmental General Assistance Program Act 42 U.S.C. 4368b." These EPA Grants are not general in
nature but expressly tied to specific land parcels. Furthermore the law requires the BIA to oversee the
program, which makes the Sacramental Regional Office aware ofthis land base recognition.

From 1999 through 2004, the lone Band ofMiwoks has received over $543,000 ofGAP funding
for environmental reasons. EPA documentation substantiates that thelone Band of Miwoks lists theland
in lone as the area affected by the EPA Grants.[Exhlbit 18] The Federal Government has acknowledged
this land base by the authorization ofa half million dollars in EPA GAP funding. How did the landless
Franklin led lone Band receive Federal Funds for use on private property under a law designating those
grants for use on Indian Lands and Reservations? The Franklin led lone Band's application and receipt of
these monies using the Historic lone Band's land base would make this BIA supported landless claims to
the NIGC, State, County, and City governments fraudulent

A visit to the Historic lone Band's land base raises the further question as to howdid Franklin use
the EPA GAP funds? Unless the improvements are underground there isnothing visible to the eyeto
suggest that more than half a million dollars hasbeen used onthe property. If the EPA monies were not
spent improving the property identified in theapplications then how and where werethe monies spent A
thorough investigation into this matter is needed to assure that the Franklin led lone Band has not
procured EPAGAP funds fraudulently, misused EPA GAP funds, ormisrepresented itselfas landless in
order to fraudulently acquire lands awayfrom the loneBand's historic land base nearlone.
E. NIGC Misuse of 25 USC Sec. 2703 (41 (A) iBl:

The September 2004 request to NIGC for restored status requiresadditional comment on
potential issues withany opinion that mightbe received from NIGC related to the questionof what lands
are qualified underthe IGRA for Class III gambling. Basedon numerous opinion letters from NIGC
concerning requests for a determinationof whether rancheria lands or other lands owned fee simple by
tribes and/ ortribal members it became clearthatourseparateunderstandings of Section 2703 (4)(A)(B)
are significantlydifferent

The NIGCwrites opinions with interesting interpretations of what lands are eligible for Class III
gambling based on their regulationclarifying 2703 (4)(A)(B). NIGC has demonstrated time after time their
ability to "clarify" 2703 (4)(A)(B) and determine that non reservation, fee simple lands are eligible forClass
III gambling. Such determinations simply cannot be reached if2703(4)(A)(B) is not "clarified." To
understandwhat NIGC has done one only need carefully read and compare their clarification to what is
written in the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct

Section 2703 of IGRA providesdefinitions for purposes of this chapterand 2703 (4)(A)(B) reads as follows

The term Indian Lands" means -

(A)all lands within the limits of any Indian reservation; and

(B) any lands title to which is either held in trust by the United States for the benefit of any Indian tribe or
individual or held by any Indian tribe or individual subject to restrictionby the United States against
alienation and over which an Indian tribe exercises governmental control.
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^ISHSSS! feCflpt °l T°re tnan aha,f mll,lon d0,lars in EPA GAP ^"d8 usi"9 the historic land basef* be deterrlSned documented- H°wever, where and what the monies wire actually used is yet to
bo two h^H^TJ0"? !la?dJand b^ has been the subJect of several internal tribal disputes and it will
£L!«fJ2?? J «ef 1d .?at,?eterm,nes wither their land base remains afee simple property or is
teken into Trust for the Tnbe. If the land used to procure the EPA GAP monies isnot the historical land
k?6 £8^fifT*? were ^oufcntiy obtained. If, as we maintain, the land near lone is the historic land
base for the Htetonc lone Band of Miwok then the Franklin led lone Bands landless claims are simply
telse. The landless claims ofthe Franklin led Band must be investigated and the questionable activities of
me landless Franklin led lone Band and the Regional BIA Office in procuring and using hundreds of
thousands of dollars of EPA GAP monies for alandless band cry out for investigation.
lit Fee to Trust Pwcmc

A. Trust Process / IGRA Issues;

As outlined in October 2002, by then Dept of Interior, Acting Director ofTrust Responsibility, Larry
b.Scnyner, in a paper found atVol. 37.3 pages 609 -617 ofthe New England Law Review, The
acquisition oftitle to land in trust is governed by the acquisition regulation contained in Title 25, Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 151. This means an Indian tribe acquires title to the land in fee simple In their
name and request thatthe Secretary accept title in trust for theTribe's use and benefit"
•Afternearly three years neither the Franklin led lone Band ofMiwok or their investor Ikon owns any land
in fee in oradjacent tothe City ofPlymouth according toavailable local land sales records.
•And with noownership ofanyland there isno application to take land into trust from the Franklin ledlone
Band as described at 25 CFR Part 151.9.

In theabsence ofa 25 CFR 151.9 trust application the process for reviewing and approving the
acquisition for Class III gambling as contained in the March 2005 Office of Indian Gaming Management
(OIGM) issued CHECKLIST FOR GAMING ACQUISITIONSGAMING RELATED ACQUISITIONS and

rIGRASECTION 20 DETERMINATIONS cannot be initiated. Consequentiy, the City of Plymouth has been
subjected toa Class III Casino Proposal bythe Franklin Group for nearly three years without the Franklin
led lone Band owning any land in oradjacent to theCity of Plymouth and without theTribe having
submitted an application as required byTitle 25 CFR 151.9.

B. MSA / Tribal Misinformation:

A review of the minutes of the Plymouth City Council meetingsfrom April 2003 through February
2004 will reveal a consistenttheme of Tribal representatives misinforming the CityCouncil thatthe Casino
is a "Done Deal" and the best financial arrangementfor mitigation of Casino impacts is dependent on the
City entering into a Municipal Services agreementwith the Tribe. The tribe reminded the City continually
thatunless such an agreement was reached the City would receive fewer mitigation dollars if the Casino is
built without the agreement Similar information was mailed to Plymouth's citizens by the Franklin led lone
Band where it is clearly noted that all the monies projected to be paid by the Tribe to the City of Plymouth
weredependent on the Citysupporting the Casino Project[Exhibit 21]

Title 25 CFR 151 does not require agreements with City governments as part of a trust
application. Likewise, 25 USC Chapter 29, Indian Gaming Regulation does not require agreements with
Citygovernments as partof a trust application. Yet the Tribe insisted on an agreement with the City
withouta requirement for such agreement inTitle 25 CFR 151 or 25 USC Chapter 29. The reason forthis
action by the tribe is also found in the October 2002 Scrivner paper at Vol. 73.3 pg 606 of the New
England Law Review.

"Gaming is a whole different process from acquiring land intotrust...." Of course the factors that
really matter in these applications are the impact on the state and political subdivisions and the
jurisdictional problems. We heard this morning about the jointagreements between tribes, states, and
local governments to address these concerns. The BIA encourages tribes to address these concerns
in the sense that we encourage them to work with the local and state govemments to arrive at
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these cooperative agreements. Why do we do that? Because it just makes the whole process easier.
Any time you have an application where ail the parties are in agreement, the whole process is just

\ simpler As soon as someone starts raising aflag, politics come into the mix, making itmore
difficult to process the applications. Difficulty arises when we have to explain why we may
approve an application whenwe have public concerns." (emphasis added)

The record ofPlymouth City Council Meetings from April 2003 to present and the record of
Environmental Scoping sessions conducted In December 2003 and February 2004 by the BIA indicate that
the proposed Casino in Plymouth would certainty bean application where Hags were being raised,
where politics assuredly would come Into the mix, and the BIA would certainly have difficulty
approving an application due to immense publicconcerns.
C. Scoping / EIR Irregularities:

There are irregularities with the scoping process that has been utilized in Plymouth for the last
three years by the BIA, the Franklin led lone Band, and IKON. When the two scoping sessions were
noticed and conducted the public was not informed as to the exact size and scope ofthe project The
Scoping results document describes Tribal preferred projects ofgreater size and scope never noticed or
disclosed for either scoping session. Adraft Tribal Environmental Impact Report (TEIR) completed in
March 2005 isavailable only to cooperating agencies and has not been made available to the public. The
TEIR was not made available toMATRIX, acontractor hired by the City ofPlymouth toanalyze and report
the impacts ofthe proposed Casino on Plymouth, even though Plymouth isa cooperating agency. 25
CFR 151.10©) states that such TElRs will generally beconsidered adequate for one year prior tothe
acquisition and with no trust application and March 2006 approaching, thetribe should be required to
repeat theScoping and TEIR processes If they should submit a trust application.

Scoping Sessions, Scoping results, and TElR's are costly, mustbe funded, and are ultimately paid
for bytaxpayers. For the BIA/DOl To fund and conduct theseSessions and prepare follow on Reports
without thetribe owning the land appears mostunusual and raises questions as towhymonies were
approved and whoapproved them? Without an application per25 CFR 151.9 any notification of state and

r local govemments of any proposed action bythe Franklin ledlone Band is not required, has never
happened, and stateand local governments and the public are under noobligation to respond toor
cooperate with the Franklin led lone Band. Yet the Franklin Group without owning the land, without a trust
application butwith the consentandcooperation ofthe BIA conducted twoscoping sessions with
deadlines for public commentleading the City and County officials and the public to believe thatsome
legitimate process was being conducted.

D. Summary:

There is no TrustApplication. Without having completed Step 1, submitting an application to place
fee land into trust (25 CFR 151.9) the Franklin led lone Band, with the knowledge, consent and
cooperation of the Regional BIAoffice, has been operating outside processes and procedures established
by the Congress via 25 CFR 151 and 25USC Chapter 29. The BIA policy ofencouraging tribes towork
withlocal and state govemments to reach jointagreement to address Casino related concerns prior to
submitting an application is not called forin either25 CFR 151 or 25 USC Chapter 29. This unofficial
policy without a defined process is a toolused by the BIA and tribesthat allowstribes and the BIAto work
outside established procedures and creates difficult costly, and complexsituations likethatwhich
currently exists in Plymouth. Any further activity bythe Franklin led Band should be prohibited until a
completeand thorough investigation of theirquestionable claims and actions since April 2003 related to
theirproposed Casino has been conducted.

IV. Conclusion / Requested Action Items

InApril2003 a group led by Matt Franklin appeared in the Cityof Plymouth claiming to be the
"landless" lone Band of Mlwok Indians and proposing to build a Class III Casino complex on land in and
near Plymouthto be taken Into trust by the United States for the benefit of the Franklin led lone Band. As
we stated earlierand the Abramoff scandal is revealing, Federal Indian Policyas it relates to Class III
gambling is fraught with corruption and is failing both Indians and non Indians alike. The very existence of

^
10
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JUL-06-2005 09:ZQ AM evvc
209 246 £.199

Honorable Phil Hogan, Chairman
National Indian Gaming Commission
1441 J Street NW
Washington, DC 20510
May 23,2005

RE: Ikon -Non-Indian investors associated with lone Band ofMiwok proposed casino
project in Plymouth, California

DearMr. Hogan:

The community ofPlymouth, California is deeply troubled by the planned casino
project proposed by the lone Band ofMiwok Indians and their Mississippi-based, non-
Indian investors known as Ikon.

--PVCr?* P851 tWO Veaw mis non-tribal corporation has taken the lead role in
representing this proposal to the City ofPlymouth. Through their representative, aMr.
Dick Moody, they have proceeded to engage inactivities inthis community that if not
illegal, have been at least highly unethical. In fact, during my tenure on the Plymouth City
Council, even the Regional Office ofthe Bureau ofIndian Affairs in Sacramento reported
to us that Mr. Moody was responsible for many ofthe difficulties feeing the tribe and City
with respect to this project

Tiie citizens of this community are strongly opposed tothis project being developed in
theheart ofthistown. And,our City Council isonrecord as wellasbeing opposed to
this project Nevertheless werealize that communication with thetribe must take place.
As such, it isofgreat concern that these communications are being driven by an entity
that is nottribal innature. During my term ontheCity Council we experienced Ikon
representatives making essentiallyall decisionsfor the lone Band and at times holding
meetings with theCity without tribal members even present. In other words, the whole
conceptofa government-to-government relationship is nearlynon-existent

As you "sit in the shoes ofthe trustee", we encourage your office to investigate Ikon
andits representatives to the fullest extent possible in orderto ensurethe safety ofthis
community and the integrity ofthis tribalventure. Enclosed please find information
which may be helpful in your work on this issue.

Respectfully,

ElidaA. Malick
Durootor, No Casino In Plymouth
Former member Plymouth City Council

Received 0T-06-OB 12:18 Frcm-208 24S 6198 To-2026327066 Page 002
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JUL-06-2005 09IZ1 AM SWC
209 245 6199

CommissionerNelson Westrin
National Indian Gaming Commission
1441 J street NW
Washington, DC 20510
May 23.2005

RE: Ikon -Non-Indian investors associated with lone Band ofMiwok proposed casino
project in Plymouth. California

Dear Mr. Westrin:

The communiry of Plymouth. California is deeply troubled by the planned casino
project proposed by the lone Band ofMiwok Indians and their Mississippi-based. non-
Indian investors known as Ikon.

Over the past twoyears this non-tribal corporation has taken thelead role in
representing this proposal to the City of Plymouth. Through their representative, a Mr.
Dick Moody, they have proceeded toengage In activities in this community that if not
illegal, have been at least highly unethical. In fact, during my tenure on the Plymouth City
Council, even the Regional Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs inSacramento reponed
to us that Mr. Moody was responsible for many of the difficulties facing the tribe and City
with respect to this project.

The citizens of this community are strongly opposed to this project being developed in
theheart ofthistown. And,our City Council isonrecord aswell asbeing opposed to
thisproject. Nevertheless we realize that communication withthe tribe must take place.
As such, it is ofgreat concern thatthese communications are being driven by an entity
mat is not tribal in nature. During my termon the City Council wc experienced Ikon
representatives making essentially all decisions for the lone Band and at times holding
meetings with the City without tribal members even present. In other words, the whole
concept ofa govemment-to-government relationship is nearly non-cxistcnt.

As you "sit in the shoes ofthe trustee11, we encourage your office to investigate Ikon
and its representatives to the fullest extent possible in order to ensure the safety ofthis
community and the integrityofthis tribal venture. Enclosed please find information
which may be helpful in your work on this issue.

Respectfully,

Elida A. Malick
Director, No Casino In Plymouth
Former member Plymouth City Council

Received 07-06-05 12:18 Fron-209 245 6190 To-202S327066 Pais 006
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NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH
Working toPreserve RuralAmador County

P.O. Box 82

Plymouth, California 95669
www.nocasinoinplymouth.com

Carl J. Artman

Associate Solicitor, Division ofIndianAffairs
Office ofthe Solicitor
Main Interior, MS 6513
1849 C Street N. W.

Washington, D.C. 20240
October 19,2006

Re: Memorandum dated September 19,2006 from Carl J. Artman, Associate Solicitor,
Division ofIndian Affeirs to James E. Cason, Associate Deputy Secretary concerning
lone Band Indian Lands Determination

Dear Mr. Artman;

NoCasino InPlymouth (NCIP) isarepresentational organization acting onbehalfof
the citizens of Plymouth, California and the surrounding communities inAmador County,
California. Because the lone Band ofMiwok and itsinvestors have threatened the City of
Plymouth with legal action for anycomments theymayput forward, theCityhas been
rendered muteon tiiematter ofthe loneBand ofMiwok proposed tribal casino.
Therefore, thecitizens havefound it necessary to actastheir ownagents in thedomain of
local representation on this issue.

Having reviewed your recent opinion on behalfofthe lone Band ofMiwok, NCIP
wouldlike to take this opportunity to request a reviewandappeal ofthis opinionbased on
the fects presented bytheCounty of Amador1, Dr. Stephen Dow Beckam2, and theState

1Letter Dated Dec. 23,2005 toMr. Philip Hogan, National Indian Gaming, Re: Opposition tolone Bandof
MiwokIndian'sRequestfor Determination thatCertainLandsQualifyas RestoredLandsPursuantto 25
U. S. C. sec. 2719, fromCathyChristian AttorneyforAmadorCounty
2A Report prepared for Amador County, California, as comment tothe National Indian Gaming
Commission on a request for land determination fromthe lone Band ofMiowk, May 2006, The lone Band
ofMhvok Indians ofAmadorCounty. California. Stephen DowBeckham, Pamplin Professor ofHistory,
Lewis & Clark College, PortlandOR
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ofCalifornia3. The above sited documents represent acomprehensive review and
clarification ofthe lone Band ofMiwok situation and successfully and thoroughly refute
all arguments brought forward inthe casino investors claim for restored status as found in
the supporting documents4 attached to the tribal Request for Determination.

We agree that the history ofthe lone Band is 'Wque and complex" as stated in your
opinion and therefore, strongly believe this Bands history must be "described in detail".
We resrjectfully submit that as your letter stands today, there isinsufficient factual
information to support theconclusion ofrestoration.

In addition to our support ofthe appeal prepared for the Indian Board ofAppeals,
Department ofthe Interior bythe County ofAmador, our further observations include, but
are not limitedto, the following:
1. There isno signed or ratified treaty that includes tiie site mquestion. There is only one
treaty that was signed in this area, involving theconfluence of themiddle fork and north
fork ofthe Cosumnes River in El Dorado County, eight miles distant from Plymouth.
This treaty was not signed by any Amador County band ofmdians but ramer by Indians in
El Dorado County.

2.The lone band has held only one meeting inPlymouth until your office was inthe
process ofrendering thisrecent opinion; August and September of 2006. If thesite of two
to four recent meeting isenough toestablish modem ties tothe land inquestion, then
certainly it should betaken into consideration that the Tribal office is inlone, California,
nearly all Tribal meeting have taken place at the Evelyn Bishop Hall inlone (17 meetings
confirmed atthis lone site), and that over halfamillion dollars inGAP funding was
requested and received from theEPAbythis Band onbehalfoftheir land base in lone.

3.Regarding the Bruce letter of 1972 you state, "For reasons that are notentirely clear,
the Department did not follow through on the Commissioners direction." Via a recent
FOIAofthe Central and Regional officesofthe Bureau ofIndian Affairs we have
obtained volumes ofletters and memos from the Solicitors office attheDepartment of
Interior that make it abundantly clear why the Department did notfollow through onthe
Commissioners direction. For your letter to state that it is unknown whythe
Commissioners direction wasnot carried outclearly demonstrates a lackofreviewofthe
Solicitor own departmental records.

4. It appears thatyou wereunaware ofthe information presented by the Stateof
California andtiieCounty ofAmador regarding the lands determination for tiiePlymouth

3Letter Dated May 01,2006, to Ms. Andrea Lord, StaffAttorney, National Indian Gaming Commission,
Re:Opposition to lone Band ofMiwok Indians1 RequestforRestored Lands frSemunatjon. fromAndrea
Lynn Hoch,Legal Affairs Secretary, Office ofthe Governor ofCalifornia
4Memo Dated August 06,2004, toTribal Council of the lone Band of Miwok Indians, Re: lone Band of
Miwok Indians* Rights Under IGRA to Have CertainLandsTaken Into Trust as Restored Lands for a
RestoredTribe, from Fredericks, Petcyger & Hester, LLC Attorneys for Ikon Group,LLC
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site. Perhaps, in the transfer ofduty from NIGC to the Solicitors Office, all the pertinent
data was not included in the file requesting determination for this Franklin-led faction of
the lone Band of Miwok Indian.

No Casino In Plymouth, strongly urges you, as an expression ofgood faith to this
non-tribal community who will be so deeply affected by your actions, to withdraw this
opinion pending athorough investigation and review ofthe pertinent facts. We are
confident, that as areasonable and just Solicitor, you will find that restoration, much like
in the Karuk5 determination, will not be the appropriate determination.

Respectfully submitted,

0

Elida A. Malick, Director '
No Casino In Plymouth
Plymouth City Council 2004

cc: Dirk Kempthorn
Secretary ofthe Interior
U. S. Departmentof Interior
1849 C Street

Washington, DC 22040

James Cason

Acting Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs

5Letter Dated October 12,2004 to Bradley D. Bledsoe Downes, Esq. Subject: NIGC Negative
determination on Karuk off-reservation, from Penny J.Coleman, ActingGeneral Counsel, National Indian
Gamming Commission
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To: Carl J. Artman

Associate Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs

From: Butch Cranfbrd,
Citizen Amador County Plymouth Community

Subject: Reply to lone Band Indian Lands Determination

Mr. Artman,

Having had the opportunity to review your recent opinion onthebehalf of the lone Band I
now have several comments regarding the statements and claims in the opinion as well as anumber
ofquestions related to pertinent facts that you apparently have little orno knowledge of; or you
overlooked oryou ignored in the opinion.

1. Concerning the alleged pending fee to trust application.
a. What constitutes a"pending" application?
b. When wasthis "pending" application from the lone Band received atDepartment
of Interior?

c. Was the loneBand's application pending in September 2004when they requested a
lands determination from the NIGC?
d. Does apending application require any action(s) by theDepartment?
e. If action(s) by the Department are required for apending fee to trust application
why havethe City ofPlymouth, County of Amador, and Stateor California not been
notified?

2. According to your opinion you reviewed the lone Band's request.
a. What otherdocuments, if any, did you review?
b. Were you aware that the NIGC requested assistance from the California State
AttorneyGeneral in 2006in preparing the lands determination opinion requested by
lone Band?

c. Were you aware that the California Attorney General provided assistance to the
NIGC in form of a letter from the Governor of California?
d. Were you aware that the Amador County Board of Supervisors provided multiple
inputs to NIGC regarding the lone Band's request through their legal counsel?
e. Did you review any of the documents from the Governor ofCalifornia or Amador
County Board of Supervisors?

3. You state the Band has not suggested it acquired the Plymouth parcel in settlement of a
land claim, nor is there any basis for such a claim.

a. Does the pending application identity' a single Plymouth parcel or are multiple
parcels identified?
b. What evidence can you provide that the Band has acquired the Plymouth parcel(s)?
c. Would it be a more accurate representation of the Bands current relationship to the
Plymouth parcel(s) to state that the Bands investor group, IKON, has options to
purchase the parcel(s) at some as yet undetermined time in the future?
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4. As to your statement that when the Dept. adopted its acknowledgment regulations at the
end of 1978 the Band was treated as having submitted aletter of intent to petition.

a. Could you provide some specific reasons as towhy the Band was treated in this
manner?

b. Was this treatment consistent with Department practices at the time? For instance
was this treatment afforded the Sault St. Marie Band which had received a
substantially similar letter?
c. Did the Band actually submit aletter of intention to petition in 1978?
d. Was this treatment theresult of any opinions ordecisions from the Solicitor's
office or members of the Solicitor's office staff to Interior Officials, the Central
Office or the Regional Office?
e. Was the Band's inability to complete the petitioning process affected in any way by-
opinions or decisions from the Solicitors office tothe Central office orthe Regional
Office?

f. How was the Band treated immediately following the 1972 Louis Bruce letter and
prior to 1978?

5. Your conclusion that the only way the Band can conduct gaming onthe lands it seeks to
acquire in trust withouta two part determination is if the lands are restored lands for a restored tribe
does not address why the two part determination is not an option.

a. Why is the two part determination not an option for the lone Band?
b. Has the lone Band everowned any land near lone?
c. Did theBand inform theDepartment in their pending application ortheir request
for a land determination that their proposed Casino project has been overwhelmingly
opposed from the day it was first publicly announced by the Citizens of Plymouth,
surrounding communities, and AmadorCounty?

6. You write that We believe that the history of the Band's relationship with the United
States is unique and complex but we need not describe it in detail.

a.Why not? I believeinclusion ofa comprehensive description of the unique and
complex history is necessary as no logical or objective determination can be made
without such a description.
b. Are there any portionsof the unique and complex relationship the lone Band has
with the United States thatdo not support your opinion and have thereforebeen
excluded?

7. The Department's defense of the Tribe's recognized statusin the Sault St. Marie case
mentioned in your opinion causes me to ask the following:

a. In your opinion would the treatment by the Department and the Solicitor's office
and staff'afforded the lone Band related to its status as a federally recognized tribe
after 1972 to be substantially similar to the treatment afforded the Sault St. Marie
Band?

b. If the treatment afforded the two Bands was substantially different what
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differences in the two substantially similar letters that would have caused the
different treatment?

c. How do you explain how the Sault St. Marie Band's recognition was successfully
defended by the Department and the loneBand's status remained unclear until 1994 if
the letters were substantially similar?
d. Based onavailable documents how would you characterize the treatment afforded
the lone Band by the Department after the 1972 Louis Bruce letter recognizing the
Band?

8. You state that for reasons that are not entirely clear, theDepartment did not follow
through on the Commissioner's directions and the Department took the position that the Band was
not recognized.

a. To whom is it not entirely clear and why thelack ofclarity for the lone Band
because thislack of clarity was apparently not an issue with the Sault St. Marie Band
that received a substantially similar letter?
b. Is there no documentation available relating tothe position the Department took
that would clarify the reasons?
c. Did the Department rely onany opinions, memos, or letters from theSolicitor's
office in taking the position that the lone Band was not recognized?

9. You write that in 1993 Ada Deer met with representatives of the Band and afterreview of
the matterreaffirmed the conclusions ofCommissioner Bruce's 1972 letterand Ada Deeragreed to
accept into trustthe specific parcel of land described in the Commissioner's letter.

a. Exactly, who met with Ada Deer?
b. Who were the representatives of the lone Band in 1993?
c. Are the persons who met with Ada Deer currently members of the lone Band?
d. Did any of the current lone Band Tribal leadership or any current lone Band
members meet with Ada Deer in 1994?

e. The reaffirming letter was addressed to what lone Band Tribal representative at
what address?

f. Did the lone Band, at any time, by tribal resolution agree to relinquish title to the
parcel of land referred to in the 1972Louis Bruce letter to the United State to be
placed in trust for the lone Band afterreceipt of the Ada Deer letter in 1994?

10. You statethat the Bruce letterof 1972 amounts(empahsis added) to recognition of the
Band in accordance with the practices of the Department at the time.

a. I fail to understand how, if the letter amounted to recognition in accordancewith
the practices of the Department at the time, the lone Band was refused said
recognition until 1994. Can you explain further?
b. Is it possible that there were actually no documented or consistent practices at the
time of the Bruceletter just as there are currently no documented or published rules
or regulations governing Section 20 of the Indian Gaming Regulator)' Act 18 years
after its enactment?

c. Mr. Artman please help me understand that if the Bruce letter amounted to

a
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recognition in accordance with the practices of the Dept. at the time how is it you are
writing this opinion some34 years later?

11 Your previous use of the word amounts becomes clearer after reading that Assistant
Secretary Deer's review of the matter and reaffirmation ofCommissioner Bruce's recognition
amounts to a restoration ofBand's statusas recognized Band.

a. Mr. Artman, in amatter as serious as this and with the consequences that your
opinion could bring toPlymouth and Amador Count)' are you sure it is a restoration
or does it simply amount to a restoration?
b. If in fact as you conclude, that the actions by the Department in Federal Court and
before the IBIA, manifested atermination why did the lone Band continue to seek
recognition and not restoration?
c. If the Band was terminated why is there no mention of this termination in the Ada
Deerletterwhich clearly reaffirmed their 1972 recognition?
d. Was the lone Band ever made aware or ever notified by the Department that the
actions of the Department in Federal Court and before the IBIA manifested a
termination or that the lone Band was considered in any context to be a terminated
Band?

d. In either of these actions did the Department clearly inform the Court or the Board
or the lone Band that the lone Band was being terminated, had been terminated, or
could be terminated?

e. Can you produce any document(s) that indicate the lone Band was informed that it
had been terminated by virtue of the Department's actions in Federal Court and at the
IBIA?

f. When, if ever, did the lone Band know that it had been terminated and when, if
ever, did the Department or any otheroffice ofthe United States so inform the lone
Band?

g. Can you explain why the lone Band notified by Ada Deer in 1994 that the 1972
recognition by Louis Bruce was reaffirmed would need to seek restored status and
then wait more than 10 years to submit a request to the NIGC for a restored lands
determination?

12. You state that in this case the evidence that the land being acquired is in an area that is
historically significant to the Band.

a. What credible or reliably sourced evidence can you provide to support your
statement that this area is significant to the lone Band?
b. Since 1972 and prior to the ''pending" application to take land into trust for gaming
can you produce any documents within the Dept. of Interior or Bureau of Indian
Affairs that any members of the lone Band were concerned about the Plymouth
parcel(s) at any time for any reason?
c. Were you aware that a 2003 Report on a slate mining expansion project named the
Pioneer Projectcontains an Archaeological reportwhich details the failure of the lone
Band to respond to repeated queries as to whether the lone Band had any concerns
about the project's impacts to the area.
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This report contained nothing relating to any Native American site(s) on the
1000 acre site within which is contained amajor portion of the Plymouth
parcel(s) you state are so historically significant to this lone Band.

d. You write that many of the Band's members live in the surrounding area and Imust
ask on what documentation is this statement based and how many of the more than
500 lone Band members live in the Plymouth area in Amador County?
e. Your further statement that the Band has held governmental meetings in Plymouth
establishing amodern connection to the area while bringing a smile to more than one
reader in Plymouth is a trivial and trite assertion notdeserving of further comment
when dealing with this very serious matter.

Mr. Artman, a few more questions and then closing comments.
a. Based on records available in orto theDepartment what historically has been the
size ofthe loneBand? (# ofFamilies / # ofAdult members / # ofChildren)
b. What was the size of the lone Band in 1994 at the time of the Deer letter? What is
the current size of the lone Band?

c. What is the statusof the 40 acre parcel referenced in both the Louis Bruce letter
and the Ada Deerletter andwhich both Bruce and Deer agreedto accept in trust?

Summary: Mr. Artman, I can appreciate and understand your desire to assist and promote
Native Tribes as outlined in your recent testimony before the Senate Indian Affairs Committee.
Certainly, the history of the lone Band is unique and complex and a closer examination and a more
comprehensive reviewof theirunique and complexhistory would have resulted in a more objective
andless biased opinion than the one to which your signature is affixed.

An example ofwhat I find to be particularly troubling is the scenario explaining what
amounted to recognition, manifested a termination, and amounted to a restoration. This scenario
carefully constructed with selected portions ofthe lone Band's complex and unique history to fit the
undocumented practices of the Department 18 years subsequent to the passage ofthe IGRA bears
little resemblance to actual events. Further, when these events which are supported by
documentation areexamined in the context of the time in which they occurredthey simply do not
support your scenario. It appears that this opinion was written to make past and current Department
practices fit with selected elements of the lone Band's history to allow a Casino in Plymouth for the
BIA created lone Band of Indians led by Matt Franklin.

There is a real historic lone Band of lone Indians. The real lone Band is the one that dealt

with Louis Bruce and was recognized in 1972 by Louis Bruce. The real lone Band is that small
dedicated group ofNative Americans that worked for 18 years to be reaffirmed by Ada Deer. The
real lone Band hashistorically consisted ofa small number of families with the Band numbering
less than 100 members. Descendants of the lone Band's tribal leaders that sought and received
Federal Recognition in 1972continue to live quietly on the same 40 acre parcel that both
Commissioner Bruce in 1972 and Secretary Deer in 1994 agreed to take into trust. The real and
historic lone Band does not need or want restored lands in Plymouth nor do they need to establish a
historic or modern connection with land in Plymouth as they have a long established and well
documented connection to the land near lone and with the lone area.

The real lone Band needs only to have theDepartment finally follow the directions contained

(5
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NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH
Working to Preserve RuralAmadorCounty

P.O. Box 82

Plymouth, California 95669

Mr. Clay Gregory, RegionalDirector
U. S. Department of the Interior
Bureau Of Indian Affairs

Pacific RegionalOffice
2800CottageWay
Sacramento, California 95825-1846

May 10,2007

DepHegDir
Ifceg Adm Ofcr.
Route— 1 .
Response Eeqisirc
Duelbi^——-
Memo —. *

Re: Memo dated April 10,2007from Mr. RoryDilweg, Holland & Knight,attorney's
for the lone Band of Miwok Indians

DearDirector Gregory,

Mr. Rory Dilweg, representing the law firm ofHolland & Knight, which represents the
lone Band ofMiwok Indians (Tribe) in their attempt to open a casino in Plymouth,
Amador County, California, made several allegations in a memo to Clayton Gregory,
Regional Director for the Bureau ofIndian Affairs, Sacramento, Ca. Some ofthese
allegations concern our organization, NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH (NCIP). Others are
on the substance ofthe cause his firm represents.

Forthe record, with respect to the seven pointsdirected at NCIPon page fourteen of
the above memo, the following shows that these allegations are false and stretch the
bounds ofhired advocacy.

1.On p.14the Dilwegmemo alleges thatNCIP hadclaimed thatthe lands wherethe
Tribe wants to openthecasino are notin themidstofthe tribe's historic land base. But,
NCIP hadonly stated, entirely trathfully, thattheTribe( andits attorneys) hadnot
documented the claim that the lands arein that base. The Dilweg memo references
certain documents. But, these were not partofthe application that me Tribes attorneys

^
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had filed withthe BIA regional office.

2. Also on p.14 Dilweg states that NOP asserts incorrectly that the application references
plans for -10 acres within the Plymouth City limits. But in feet, the application states
that "the entire first phase ofthe project would be built on land within the City of
Plymouth." (Le. the ~10 acres). Hie application discusses agaming facility, hotel,
parking lots, water treatment plant, and other futilities, but never discusses placing
them inany other location. Again, NCIP iscorrect The Dilweg memo isnot

3. The Dilweg memo suggests that NOP has no basis for its claim that the people of
Plymouth oppose the casino. But the fact that the 2003 City survey showed 73% ofthe
people opposed thecasino is part ofthepublic record, as is the feet that 84% of the
Amador County voters voted against more casinos inAmador County on
Measure I in2004. The Dilweg memo's case rests on the City Council's approval ofa
Municipal Services Agreement (MSA), because it instructs diereader to "see MSA
attached to the Tribe's application." Seeindeed. The MSA wasnot attached to the
Tribes application. More important, the MSA was approved byaCity Council recalled
bythevoters for supporting thecasino proposal.

4. The Dilweg memo alleges that NCIP's concerns about the proposed casino's impact on
Plymouth's water resources and businesses are unfounded because they would be
addressed inthe context of the NEPA Environmental Impact Statement
Notehowever that Mr. Dilweg's firm argued before the3rd District court thatno
environmental impact studies were done atthetime theMSAwas approved because
theproject had been defined only vaguely. Nor has any environmental study been done
in theintervening three years. Hence, NCIP's point is entirely correct; environmental
concerns were never addressed and remain unaddressed.

5.Not addressed aswellis NCIP's question concerning theTribe's intent regarding use
ofa landing strip. The Dilweg memoblames NCIP for asking but,does not answer the
question

6. The Dilwegmemo accuses NCIP ofasking "irrelevant" and"rhetorical" questions
about whether the Tribe intends to provide its own fire, water, and sewer services, or
whether it intends that the City do so. But, ifsuchquestionswere irrelevant, what
would relevant ones look like? Note especiallythat while the application states that
''the proposed acquisitionwill be self sustaining, includingwater supply, wastewater
treatment, and fire protection," the MSA is specifically to the contrary. Hence NCIP's
question remains; "Which is it, a self sustaining casino project, or a casino project
connected to the City and County infrastructure?"The Dilweg memo does not provide
and answer.

7. The Dilweg memo allegesthat NCIP somehow placesno value in a Market Study of
how Plymouth and Amador County would be affected by the Casino. But, NCIP never
said any such thing. Rather,NCIP believes that the public and local governments
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should be allowed to comment on it and that it shoul< I
likemuchofthework surrounding thecasino applies tion,
public business. It shouldnot be treated as a cosanostra

be updated. The Market Study,
is non-transparent This is

by the interested parties.

The Dilweg memo is a small, none too subtle, none too competent attempt to create
the appearance that NCIP has been somehow refuted aad discredited. But, any impartial
person, orcourt, thatexamines the record will seethat NCIP hasbeenscrupulous withthe
facts and law. Itrepresents the citizens ofPlymouth, California. It is financed byitsown
members who work entirely pro bono. Onthe other side, we see law firms financed by
gambling interests that play fast and loose with facts, 1iw,and allegations, confident that
corrupt agencies will side with them.

The recent decision, regarding the MSA and
California upheld NOP against all that Holland &
probably not be the last instance in which the citizens
will have the opportunity to ask the courts to examin
hope that jmipartiaLaulborities wjUjncjuire into the v
beenmanipulated, andhold those^peopleaccoiintable.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr.ElidaA.Malick

Director, No Casino In Plymouth

CEQA,

ways

by the 3rd District Court of
Knight could muster. This will
of Plymouth and Amador County

this matter. We have reason to

in which law and process have
VMwRk^iiiaMMaa
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iW CASINO INPLYMOUTH
Working to Preserve Rural Amador County d-

P.O. Box 82 Plymouth, CA 95669
nocasinoinplymouth.com
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Clay Gregory, Regional Director _,.•
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Pacific Regional Office ...
2800 Cottage Way :
Sacramento, CA 95825

Re: Preliminary Commentson lone Band of Miwok Fee to Trust Application

Dear Mr. Gregory, •

General Issues with the lone Band of Miwok Fee to Trust for Gambling Application as noted
during brief review on December 5th, 2006.

The Municipal Services Agreement (MSA) with the City of Plymouth was listed as an exhibit but was
not included in the application. No explanation provided in the application for it not being included as
listed.

The lone Band of Miwok's September 2004 letter to NIGC requesting an Indian Lands Opinion for
Restored Lands was not included but was listed as an exhibit.

No Environmental Impact Study was included but it was noted that it will be submitted under separate
cover. No estimated time of delivery was noted.

A Market Survey completed for the lone Band was not included due to protection afforded under the
Freedom of Information Act.

A map of sites culturallyrelevant to the lone Band of Miwok was not included due to protection
afforded under the Freedom of Information Act.

beg Oh-
3p Reg Dir

1UU-C.K
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There is no information included in the application as to how the 200 acres inthe County will be used:

Observations, Findings, and Issues related to the Cover Letter
Itwas noted that the cover letter isundated and isaddressed to Secretary Norton. Without

knowing when the Regional Office received the application the fact itwas addressed to. Secretary
Norton indicates that the application has been in receipt at the Regional Office prior to Secretary
Norton's resignation effective March 31,2006. Please provide the date on which the Regional
Office first received the application.

1st Paragraph - ."...request you take these lands into trust for the benefit ofthe lone Band for gaming
and governmental purposes.

Does Governmental purposes include "affordable housing, job training, education,
affordable health care, child care and other services?"

2nd Paragraph - "These lands are located within the aboriginal territory ofthe lone Band. Furthermore,
the tribe hasa strong temporal, cultural, and geographical nexus to these lands a shown in the
application."

Where in the application is a strong temporal, cultural, and geographical nexus
documented?

3rd Paragraph - "The Tribe submitted aRequest for Restored Lands Opinion to the National Indian
Gaming Commission (NIGC) to support this application in September 2004." (and copied the Office of
Indian Gaming.) added "TheNIGCis currently drafting an opinion in consultation with the BIA,
Office of Indian Gaming,and theDept. ofInterior Office of theSolicitor." Presumably, thiswas being
donein accordance with the Memorandum ofUnderstanding in place between the NIGC and DOI in
September 2004.

Please explain how the September 2004 request from the lone Band to the NIGC for a
restored lands opinion was responded to by the Solicitor's Office in September 2006 with
an opinion which closes with the following "so once the land is in trust, the Band may .
conduct gaming on it without obtaining a two part determination.".

Additionally, the Solicitor's opinion was not addressed to the lone Band but instead
addressed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Associate Deputy Secretary, James Cason.

Did the Tribe instruct that the restored lands opinion be sent to Associate Deputy.
Secretary Cason in their September 2004 request to the NIGC?

A reading of#14 of a May 31, 2006 Memorandum ofAgreement between the NIGC and
the Department of Interior raises the question as to how the Solicitor would have knowledge of
a PENDING trust acquisition that addresses whether a tribe is a restored tribe.and whether the
lands are restored lands under IGRA.

Additionally, the only opinion that could .be delivered by Assoc. Solicitor Carl J. Artman
pursuantto the MOA is an opinion to the BIA pursuant to #3 of the MOA where it was agreed
that "If the Secretary is considering ah a fee to trust acquisition, then the DOI's Division of
Indian Affairs (DIA) will draft the legal opinion to the Bureau of Indian Affairs(BIA) whether it
must conduct a two part determination as part of the fee to trust acquisition.

However, the Secretary as of September 2006 was not considering a fee to trust
acquisition for the lone Band, as according to your recent notification the application for the
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lone Band was not filed until November and no two part opinion could have been required from
the Solicitor's Office for the lone Band before November 2006.

In the September 2004 restored lands request tothe NIGC the lone Band states that "At
this time the Tribe has completed but not submitted afee to trust application ("Application")
that will besubmitted to the Bureau ofIndian Affairs ("BIA") upon receipt of a favorable
determination in response to this request.

What is the process for obtaining a restored lands opinion?
When and how did the IoneBand's fee to trust application become a"pending

application" when according to their request to the NIGC the application wouldnot be
submitted until a favorable response was received?

Did the tribe know aSeptember 2006 favorable opinion was forthcoming onor
. before March 31,2006 and in accordance with theirrequest filed their application?

Was thePacific Regional Director orhis / her staff informed as to thenew May 31,
2006 Memorandum of Agreement between the NIGC and the DOIwhich replaced the old
MOU? If yes, provide some evidence, memo, email, etc of the notification.

Did you as the Regional Director or any of your staff notify.the Solicitor's Office of
a "pending" application from the lone Band that might require the Solicitor's Office to
deliver an opinion that addressed a restored tribe or a restored lands issue?

When, if ever and by whom, was an opinionrequested from the Office of Solicitor?
Where is it defined who writes restoredlands opinions for pending fee to trust

applications for gaming beyond the May 31,2006 MOA?
How is it possible for the Solicitor's Office to deliver a two part determination

pursuant to #3 of the MOA without an application for the Secretary to consider?

4thP.aragraph - Some or all ofthis land will beused for Class II and Class III gaming and related
purposes.

It is important to agencies and concerned citizens commenting on the application to know
whether it is some or all of the land that will be used for gaming and related purposes?

it is the policy of the Department to require tribes with no reservation tp make their
initial acquisitionas an "off- reservation" request. Restoredimplies or requiresthat land was
owned at some time by the lone Band, is no longer owned and ownership needs to be'restored.

If the tribe is a restored tribe eligible for restored lands why is this an initial
acquisition?

There is an exception for initialreservations for newly recognized tribes.
Why is the Regional Office not advising the lone Band to use that exception?

5th Paragraph. The contents of the application conform to the guidelines in the March 7, 2005
Checklist.

Do the contents of this application conform to the guidelines in the Checklist?
Has the Regional Director or his staff reviewed the application prior to sending the

recent notice that the application has been filed?
Are there any requirements of the Checklist including those required by the

Regional Director or his or her staff that have not been met?

Comments on the Fee to Trust Application of the Franklin led lone Band of Miwok

3 NCIP
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Introduction

15t Paragraph - ....officeslocated in lone....
How long have the offices been in lone?

With offices inlone please explain the lone Band's modern connection to Plymouth
given the fact that the offices could have been moved to Plymouth at least 3V% years ago.

Ill Need for Additional Land

This section might be better titled "Need for Initial Reservation" ifthejone Band is indeed
landless or "Needfor Restored Lands" if they arerestored.

No reservation or land in trust...

Has the Department ofInterior orBIAever attempted to purchase land for the
lone Band? If yes, when and with what result?

Doyou have any documents at the Regional Offices or at the BIA or DOI that
indicates the lone Band may own fee landin Amador County?

The use oftheword restored inthis paragraph is the only place I can find restored used inthe
application. Infact, the preamble to the lone Bands Constitution reads ....a Federally Recognized
tribe t reaffirmed byAssistantSecretary AdaDeer on March 22,1994,. ReaffirmedNOT restored.

Didthe tribenot know it was restored whenitsConstitution was drafted and approved in
August 2002?

A reviewof the documents from Ada Deerrelated to the action she took on March22,1994 will
showthat she, at no time, considered herreaffirmation as restoring the lone Band.

Can the BIA or Department of Interior produce any documents that meet the
requirements of the March 2005 Checklist for terminating the lone Band or restoring the
lone Band, exclusive of the Artman opinion?

Please explain how, if the lone Band is landless, the Franklin led lone Band has
applied for and received EPA GAP funds using 40 acres of fee land near lone?

Did Ada Deer have authority to restore the lone Band?. .

The Tribe has lacked sufficientfunds to purchase land
Doesn't the lone Band, as a non gaming California tribe, receive approximately

$1,000,000.00 annually from a fund administered by the State of California?
Could not the tribe have purchased land with these monies and have that land

taken into trust?

...the Tribe has been unable to provide for its people in ways similar to the surrounding
community and surrounding Indian tribes because the Tribe has no sustainable economic base.

If the tribe is landless and has no land base which surrounding communities or Indian
tribes are the object of this statement?
What legal authority requires that the Tribe provide for its people similar to surrounding
communities or other tribes?

Do any surrounding communities operate casinos?
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Without trust land, the Tribe has had little opportunity for successful economic development
. and little chance of true governance.
* Do any surrounding communities hold land in trust?

Does the Buena Vista Band own trust land?
Is the Jackson Casino located on trust land?

If any of the aboveanswers isyes, please provide the Trust documents that indicate the
land is held in trust.

Is Ikon Group LLC still theloneBand's gaming developer?

Has thelone Band purchased, any options orhave the options been purchased by and are
recorded in the name of Ikon?

....revenue to assist theTribe and its members inobtaining affordable housing, affordable health care,
child care, job training, and other services.

Aren't these services andmore available to Federally recognized tribes through theBIA?
Additionally, aren't these services and more to U.S. Citizens and California residents
through a number of Federal and State programs?

How often, since1994 has the lone Band or any of its members applied for services
or assistance from the BIA orother federal agency for theTribe and its members for any
of services listed in the application?

Same question for any applications for Federal and State programs?

Theproposed acquisition will be self sustaining, including water supply, wastewater treatment
i and fire protection. The MSA With the City ofPlymouth requires the Tribe receive itsfire protection
from the City ofPlymouth.

Please clarify which it is; self sustaining for fire protection or receive fire protection from
the City?

A market study was prepared but is not available for review since it is protected by the Freedom of
Information Act.

How are we to comment on the viability of the market ifwe do not know how the study
was conducted and what size casino was used, how many, what type machines etc?

IV Intended Use of the Land

This section provides very limited information on the development of the casino and related
facilities and there is NO information about the location of affordable housing, health care facilities,, a
child care center, a job training center, or facilities for any other services for tribal members and
nothing related to the infrastructure requiredfor thesekinds of facilities.

Can you explain where these services will be provided if they are not included in this
section and there are no facilities being built from which they could be provided?

120,000 sq. ft is the only reference to the size of the proposed casino and related facilities.
What is the actual size of the proposed casino complex project in square feet?
Aren't the two most preferred alternatives sized at 316,000 and 297)000 sq. ft?
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The first phase would include small retail shops and food/beverage facilities that would
compete unfairly with local retailers and food / beverage small businesses in Plymouth.

How many smallretail shops specifically andwhat land?
Can you define small retail shop as asmall retail shop in amega casino may not be asmall
retail shop in Plymouth?

Only 2phases for 10.28 acres ofthe -228 acre parcel are mentioned in the application. Nothing is
known as to plans for the -218 acres notintheCity of Plymouth and this lack of information makes
substantive comments on 95% ofthe lands in the application extremely difficult ifnot impossible..

Can you explain how review and comment could beconsidered relevant if use for less than
5% ofthetotal land to be taken into trust has been defined inavery limited, inaccurate,
and inadequate way in the application?

Tribal construction of a fire station is included again incontrast to provisions inthe MSAwith
Plymouth where theTribe agreed to pay for the remodeling or building of anew fire station for
Plymouth, purchasing anewfire truck, and paying more than $700,000 annually toman the fire station.

Please explain this discrepancy? Is theTribe planning on meeting its commitment under
the MSA with Plymouth or are theybuilding, operating, andmaintaining theirown fire
station?

The subject ofwastewater, the wastewater treatment system, the standards it will meet, andhow
recycled water will used are all discussed. However, mere is no discussion as to the source or sources
ofthe water to be treated.

Specifically, what is the source or sources for the potable water for the proposed casino
project?

Not a single reason listed for needing additional land in section III is apart of either phase 1 or
2 development for and on me land other than to build a casino and hotel.

In what phase of the project will the affordable housing be built?
Where are the health care facilities, the job training facilities, the child care facilities, the
schools, the government buildings and buildings and facilities associated with other
services normally associated with and required from "sovereign" governments so that
their citizens' economic, social, cultural and political needs are met?

The schools, businesses and residences in proximity to the Casino listed in the in the application
represent only a small portion of the schools, businesses, andresidences with ~ one*mile of the
proposed casino.

There is a preschool, a grade K -6 elementary school, a high school for troubled youth,
and a Montessori pre school within approximately one mile of the proposed casino site.
Three churches are within approximately one. mile of the proposed casino.

There are nearly 300 residences within a mile ofthe proposedcasino, in fact most ofthe City of
Plymouth is within one mile ofthe proposed casino. *• .

Please explain why none of the above schools, residences, or businesses are listed as
being in close proximity to the proposed casino?
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What are the size and kinds ofcommercial uses currently on the land versus the size and
1 scope ofa casino?. Areall commercial uses considered equal.

The alleged minimal traffic pattern disruption isbased on what traffic or circulation
studies, since no EIS is available?

Did the tribe contact the City, County or State to inquire or verify the amount oftraffic
and thelevel ofdisruption and impact to traffic patterns?

What other sites, if any, were considered or evaluated for the criteria listed?
Were there no properties in Sacramento County where the majority of theFranklin led

lone Band lives and which would be even closer to population in general?

Wouldn't land inSacramento County better qualify as aboriginal territory ofmany ofthe
terminated members of the Wilton Rancheria now listed as members of the lone Band, including
Matt Franklin?

V. Physical Description of the Land
most ofthe vegetation consists ofgrasses, but there are also asignificant number ofsmall pine

and other brush and bushes.

Please explain how a tribe with along historical connection to the land and astrong
modern connection would not have included the hundreds of majestic oak trees of of various
varieties on the site.

Not only do wequestion whether any historical or'm'odem connection to this land by the
Franklin led lone Band exists; we question whether whoever prepared this section of the application
has everbeen to thesite. There is simply no 228 acre sitein and around Plymouth that meets the
description in the application.

VI. Past and Present Uses of the Land

The landing strip. A small landing stripmightprovebeneficial for some high rollerswho want
to visit the casino and not want to wait in traffic.

Has the landing strip ever beenused and will the tribe, ever develop the landing strip for
use as a landing strip as part of the proposed casino complex?

Themine lift stationwas removed. When and by whom? We.believe that if a pending
application that included a draft EIS were on file that removmg structures would not be done on or to
the property without sometype of notice. Are there any residual EPA issues related to the mining
operation?

VII Proof of Ownership / Plan for Transfer to Tribal Authority
Prior to trust acquisition the Tribe will purchase the parcels and take fee title.

How is it possible that the Tribe can now purchase property after having not been
able to since 1994?

Appraisals are underway and will be provided to the BIA when completed.
Will the public, local, county and state governments have access to these
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appraisals?

*> Wfflrthegr km>w*t feast whether theappraised value oftheacquisition ismore than
$100,000.00? .

Did the Tribe obtain the rights ofway or did Ikon obtain rights ofway and by what
means were the.rights ofway obtained?

VIII Legal Description and Maps of Land tobeAcquired.
Located within the Tribes aboriginal territory inand about Plymouth.
This assertion of aboriginal territory is based on what documentation?

Within 2.5 miles of State highway 16. Highway 16 is much nearer than 2.5miles.
Have tribal members actually traveled from Highway 16 to theproposed site?

The Tribe intends to place itsgaming facility (casino) onthe 10.28 acres.
Is the tribenot sure oris there a possibility the casino would not be placed on the 10.28

. site?

IX Proximity to the Tribes Reservation
While the statement in section III thatthe lone Band has no reservation"andno land in trustis

correct the statement that the Tribe is landless is incorrect. The lone Band owns 40 acres in fee near
lone and has since acquiring quiet title tothe property in 1972. This isnotthe tribe's initial acquisition
ofland. -

Does the lone Band own 40 acres in fee near lone?
Have members of the lone Band lived on that 40 acres for decades?
Has Matt Franklin used the 40 acres near lone to apply for and receive EPA GAP funds?
Has the Regional Office assisted Matt Franklin in applying for EPA GAP funds using the
40 acres near lone?

Does the Regional Office possess any documents that mention or make reference to the 40
acre parcel now owned in fee by the lone Band?

XI Tribal Resolution in Support of the Trust Application
Irrespective ofwhat is contained in theTribal Constitution atArticle VII, Section 1 (i) the

Tribal Council does not have the authority to take land into trust.
By what authority under the U.S. Constitution and laws of the United States do the lone.
Band of Miwok have the authority to take land into trust? .

, as evidenced in the original Tribal resolution, entitled Resolution 2005 - 19. Exhibit B.
Are there other resolutions that are not included that might be of some value to those
commenting.

XII Impact on Local Government / Jurisdictional Issues

Impact on Tax Rolls
After reading this section we wonder if local government comments or comments from the

affectedcommunity arenecessary at all. We donot understand the tribe's very short sighted
assessment on city, county, and statetaxes. The mistaken assumption that these parcels will never be

i •
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developed to avalue beyond their current assessed value is simply ludicrous in light ofthe
development that has taken place in Plymouth, Amador County and California in the past decade.
Since this casino proposal was first introduced in April 2003 several new developments aligned with
and in harmony with our General Plan are proposed for Plymouth. This impact assessment fails to
account for any projected revenues that might accrue in the future through development that is more
thoughtful, responsible, and reasonable than acasino. No considerations,were given for any Prop. i3
properties orany Williamson Act properties.

$200,000.00 per year to the City is not generous. Ifone simply uses avery conservative
estimate ofthe assessed value ofaLas Vegas style casino and hotel of$350 Million and uses 1% as the
basis for mitigating annual revenues to the City we get $3.5 Million annually. The offer of$200,000
annually is apaltry 0..57% ofthe conservative assessed value of$350 Million. The application does
not include any assessment ofthe loss ofsales taxes, hotel taxes, etc that acasino may collect but not
distribute to the city, county, or state.

Jurisdictional Problems and Potential Conflicts of Land Use.
The section begins with "The Tribe does not foresee any jurisdictional orland use conflicts....

and the tribe intends to work co operatively with the local jurisdictions to ensure that the casino project
harmonizes with the surrounding community".

Does the Regional Director or the BIA believe it proper for a tribe to offer money
in exchange for the City's support?

Does the BIA believe that continually threatening theCity andCommunity with
reduced mitigation dollars orzero mitigation dollars if theCitydidnot approve the MSA
and supportthe casino is a proper method for workingco operatively to sitean off
reservation casino in Plymouth?

Does the BIA believe that falsely claiming on the public record that the proposed
casino was a"Done Deal" and there was nothing the Cityor County could do wasworking
co operatively?

For this application filed in November 2006to statethatno problems and conflictswere
foreseen after more thanthree years filled with issues, problems, conflicts, andlitigation related to the
lone Band and theirproposal to buildacasino in Plymouth is simplybeyond belief.

The third sentence ofthis section declares that "To demonstrate this co operative spirit, thelone
Band and the City ofPlymouth have negotiated a Municipal Services Agreement ("MSA") that .
addresses and resolves any potential jurisdictional and/or land use issues...."

Are these the jurisdictional and / or land use issues the Tribe does not foresee?
It was the Tribe that initiated the negotiation that led to the MSA.
This leads one to ask if there were no jurisdictional and / or land use issues foreseen why

would the Tribe initiate negotiations with the city for a MSA?

The very fact that the MSA was successfully challenged by Amador County and NCIP on
CEQA related issues is proofthat the MSA did not adequately address and resolve potential
jurisdictional and / or land use issues as stated.

The following is a brief review of how the unnecessary and unwanted MSA is a farce
because of the manner in which it was negotiated and then approved by a City Council under
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recall by the citizens ofPlymouth who overwhelming oppose the proposed casino.
The Plymouth City Council entered into the MSA despite overwhelming city and

community opposition as initially indicated by an August 2003 survey conducted by NCIP
indicating that more than 60% ofPlymouth's citizens were opposed and opposition in
surrounding communities reached 90%.

Suspicious that opponents ofthe casino manipulated the survey result, the City Council
approved and administered aSeptember 2003 survey ofregistered voters that indicated 73% of
Plymouth's voters opposed the casino. The City Council voted to support the casino project in
spiteofthis overwhelming opposition.

The overwhelming opposition tomore casinos inAmador County was verified in
November 2005 when during the special state election the Amador County Board of
Supervisors placed the non binding Measure I on acounty wide ballot. Inresponse to a simple
"Do you want anymore Casinos in Amador County", 84% voted NO MORECASINOS. Voter
turnout was 72%. The City ofPlymouth voted 73% NO MORE CASINOS. These results
speak not only for the City ofPlymouth but for surrounding communities and'Amador County.

From September 2003 toFebruary 2004 the City Council negotiated the MSA. During
these negotiations the support letter from Mayor Darlene Scanlon, now a partoftheMSA was
attached to an early MSA draft made available tothepublic. This was 3 months prior to the
City Councils approval inFebruary 2004 and this indicates that the City Council was planning
to approve the MSAwithout regard to theoverwhelming public opposition registered over the

.' intervening months.
In open session of a City.Council meeting, Mayor.Darlene Scanlon admitted that she did

not write the letter of support on which her name was found. She also admitted the letter of
support was drafted by the tribe.

Longtime City Attorney, Mike Dean, was completely shut outof the negotiation process
and is on the public record numerous time stating that he had nothing todo with the final MSA
as approved.

Finally, in November 2005, Mike Dean was provided a copy of the draft- MSA for his
review and comment during a regularly scheduled Thursday night City Council meeting. In
written comments that reached 11 pages Mr. Dean provided objective comment that echoed
many of the issues raised by the public and specifically raised the CEQA issues over which the
City was ultimately, sued in an email to Mayor Scanlon on the following Saturday. Hard copies
were later provided to then Mayor Scanlonand other Councilmembers.

The following Monday, City Administrator Charles Gardner informed tribal . .
representative Dick Moody that the City had hired a new attorney to review the MSA. Without
a City Council meeting a new attorney was hired.

Unfortunately, the public was never informed of this hiring and no. agenda item to
consider the hiring ofanother attorney exists or record of the hiring other than his billings and
the record of the City's payment exist. No contract, nothing. In the Grand Jury report for 2005
City officials are on record as never having interviewed Stan Wells.

The public learned of this sordid affair more than 3 months after the MSA was
' approved; The attomey, one Stan Wells, turned out to be none other than Dick Moody's
attomey. Dick Moody was the Tribal Representative.

A recall effort was initiated in September 2003 and in May 2004 the three elected
members supporting the casino were recalled but not before approving the MSA in February
2004.
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This is avery briefreview ofwhat thecity council under threat of a successful recall and
inconcert with the lone Band and their tribal representative, Dick Moody, was willing to do in
order to get an MSA as favorable to the tribe as possible approved before they could be
recalled. Former Councilman and casino supporter Raymond Estey recently stated during
public comment that the Council had to hurry and approve the MSA because they were being
recalled.

Anysuggestion that the MSA between thelone Band and the City ofPlymouth and
the accompanying support letter accurately represents city and /or community support
for thelone Band's proposed casino project is simply false; it is a misrepresentation of the
facts.

The MSA and support letter were created and approved using highly questionable
if not illegal methods and practices. The MSA and the letter ofsupport are nothing more
than the disgusting result ofwhat can happen when casino / reservation shopping tribes
work co operatively with unethical local public officials.

The MSA is not before the court onamotion for anewtrial. That motionwas denied over a
year ago. The City of Plymouth decided not to appeal theSuperior Court Ruling buttheTribe intheir
desire to work co operatively with the City intervened and appealed the ruling in spite of the City's
decision tolet the Superior Court ruling stand. Oral arguments are scheduled tobeheard on February
20,2007 at the District Court in Sacramento.

When will accurate, truthful, andup to dateinformation concerning the status of the
MSA be included in the application for additional comment?

Under terms of theMSA, law enforcement,yireJproi'ec//o/i, and emergency services to the
project would be.paid for by the tribe.

Again, this is notwhat is detailed in section DDL where the project is described as being self
sustaining including water supply, water treatment andfireprotection. A thorough
explanation is requested.

A preliminary review ofthelone Band's Application was completed oilDecember 5th, 2006 by
D.W. Cranford II and the MSA was not included in the application.

Can you explain why the MSA is not included?
When if ever will the MSA be available in the application for comment?

the Tribe fully intendsto mitigate any such impacts that result from the proposed acquisition.
Intends.

At no time during the past 3 Vi years has the Tribe been willing to state for the public
record or provide any written document that simply states the infrastructure, and services
for the building, operation, and maintenance of the proposed casino would not cost the
taxpayers of Plymouth and Amador County one cent.

We believe that the many negative impacts of this proposed casino project should
not cost taxpayers one cent. Not a very cooperative spirit on the part of the lone Band
and their out of state investors and certainly not indicative of any intention to fully
mitigate any such impacts.
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The Tribe would connect to existing City infrastructure and pay for sewer disposal and potable
water services for the project under the terms ofthe MSA.

Which is it aself sustaining casino project for water and wastewater or a casino project
connected to the City infrastructure?

The study of local impacts ofthe project includes non gaming commercial alternatives that
would also change the character ofthe area.

Specifically, what non gaming commercial alternatives?

However, the proposed acquisition is in an area that is zoned commercial and related
infrastructure for such commercial development is planned not only for this site, but in many nearby
areasthroughout the County.

The City of Plymouth has been on a building moratorium for lack of a reliablewater
supply since 1987 and its wastewater system has under a citation from the State of
California since before 2003.

On what data is this statement based?

Please provide specific information about themany nearby areas throughout the County
where commercial infrastructure is planned that would accommodate a 316,000 square
foot Las Vegas style casino complex.

Ability of the BIA to Discharge Additional Duties .
To the extent it has not done so already so, the Tribe intends to contract and/or compact under

the Indian Self Determination andEducation Assistance Act, PX. 93-638, to performmost ifnot all of
the federal services the BIA currently provides to the Tribe.

What services are currently provided to the Franklin led lone Band?
As a dependent sovereign nation with a Las Vegas style Casino anticipated to

generate hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues annually is there any reason that the
BIA would ever have to provide any services to the Tribe?

The tribe will have primary responsibility for the supervision and administration of its land.
Who would have secondary responsibility for the land?
Why wouldn't a dependent sovereign nation have sole responsibility for its land?

For example if the Tribe decides to request road services (roads will likely total.less
than a mile), then such roads might be added to the BIA system.

Why would a dependent sovereign nation with annual revenues in the hundreds of
millions need to have its roads funded by the BIA or any other government agency?

Additional burdens to the BIA should be minimal.

Why would the burdens to the BIA not be zero? The BIA should consider charging for
services to gaming tribes.
Isn't the reason for the application to allow the tribe as a sovereign entity to provide for its
tribal members? Why would the BIA or any other Federal or State agencies be
responsible for additional burdens?

Economic Benefits arising from Acquisition
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-j The Market Study isnot available for comment.
How is the public, local governments, or agencies expected to make informed comments
on the reliability of this study?

Much has changed in Plymouth, AmadorCounty and the surrounding region since
September 2004. Without access to the more than2 year old studywe believe an updated
study is required.

Indian Lands Opinion Request
The Tribe made a request to the NIGC to issue an Indian Lands Opinion for the proposed

acquisition in September 2004. The request is still pending. A copy ofthe request was forwarded to
theDepartment of Interior, Office of Indian Gaming, under separate cover.

Under what rule or regulation of the fee to trust process for gaming is the Tribe
authorized to send such a request to the NIGC or to the OIG?
When was the copy forwarded to the OIG?
Was a copy also sent to the Office of the Solicitor?
As part of their desire to work co operativelywith local jurisdictions did the Tribe also
send copies to theCity of Plymouth, Amador County and / or the State of California or
even notify the City or County that the request was made?

A preliminary review of the lone Band's Application wascompleted on December 5th, 2006 and
this Indian Landsopinionrequestwasnot included in the application for that review.

NEPA Compliance

The Tribe, through the BIAhas retained Analytical Environmental Services to prepare an
environmental impact statement (EIS) on the acquisition of the land into trust.

All the dates pertinent t to the above statement are past and 2007 is upon us. When will
an EIS be available for review and comment?

Are any former BIA employees now employed by AES that might have participated in the
NEPA process while employed by the BIA.?
Will separate comment periods be noticed when the EIS and other documents not
included in the application on December 5th, 2006 are available?

Compliance with the March 2005 Office ofIndian Gaming IGRA Checklist
In theundated letteraddressed to Secretary Norton in theapplication the 5th paragraph reads. •

"The contentsof this application conform to the guidelines issued by the Bureau'of Indian Affairs on
March 7, 2005 entitled, "Checklist for Gaming and Gaming Related Acquisitions and IGRA Section 20
Determinations".

In paragraphfour of the same letter the tribe writes that this application is made as an" "off
reservation" acquisition pursuant to 25 C.F.R. 151.11

The Checklist at IX. 151.11 Offreservation acquisitions. A. When 25 CFR 151.11 applies, the
acquisitionmust include all the information required under Part 1, Section VIII of this Checklist.

Since this application has been on file at the Regional Office at least since April 1,2006 and
. possibly longer has the Regional Director or his / her staff reviewed the application for
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I The Market Study isnot available for comment.
How is the public, local governments, or agencies expected to make informed comments
on the reliability of this study?

Much has changed in Plymouth, Amador County and the surrounding region since
September 2004. Without access to the more than 2year old study we believe an updated
study is required.

Indian Lands Opinion Request
The Tribe made arequest to the NIGC to issue an Indian Lands Opinion for the proposed

acquisition inSeptember 2004. The request is still pending. Acopy ofthe request was forwarded to
me Department ofInterior, Office ofIndian Gaming, under separate cover.

Under what rule or regulation ofthe fee to trust process for gaming is theTribe
authorized to send such a request to the NIGC or to the OIG?
When was the copy forwarded to the OIG?
Was a copy also sent to the Office of the Solicitor?
As part of their desire to work co operatively with local jurisdictions did the Tribe also
send copies to theCity of Plymouth, AmadorCounty and/ or the State of California or
even notify the City or County that the requestwas made?

A preliminary review of the lone Band's Application was completed on December 5th, 2006 and
this Indian Lands opinionrequestwasnot included in the application for that review.'

NEPA Compliance

The Tribe, through the BIAhas retained Analytical Environmental Services to prepare an
environmental impact statement (EIS) on the acquisition of the land into trust.

All the dates pertinent t to the above statement are past and 2007 is upon us. When will
an EIS be available for review and comment?

Are any former BLA employees now employed by AES that might have participated in the
NEPA process while employed by the BIA.?
Will separate comment periods be noticed when the EIS and other documents not
included in the application on December 5th, 2006 are available?

Compliance with the March 2005 Office ofIndian Gaming IGRA Checklist
In theundated letter addressed to Secretary Norton in theapplication the 5th paragraph reads.

"The contents ofthis application conform to the guidelines issued by the Bureau of Indian Affairs on
March 7, 2005 entitled, "Checklist for Gaming and Gaming Related Acquisitions and IGRA Section 20
Determinations".

In paragraph four of the same letter the tribe writes that this application is made as an" "off
reservation" acquisition pursuant to .25 C.F.R. 151.11

The Checklist at DC. 151.11 Off reservation acquisitions. A. When 25 CFR 151.11 applies, the
acquisition must include all the information required underPart 1, Section VIII of this Checklist.

Since this application has beenonfile at the Regional Office at least since April 1,2006 and
possibly longerhas the Regional Director or his / her staff reviewed the application for
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compliance to the March 2005 IGRA Checklist? Have any of the actions required of by the
Checklist have been completed bythe Regional Director or Ms orherstaff?

151.10 A. The scope ofgaming beyond the generic Class II / Class III was not included in the
notice nor is it detailed mthe.application. Would scope include the specific types of gaming and the
number ofmachines, number oftables or types ofgames, etc. ?

151.10 B. There appears to be no independent factual analysis ofthe application ofsuch
statutory authority tothe tribes request included inthe notice provided.

At the end of 151.10 Bthe reader is directed to See Part 1, Section I of the checklist. At
Eofthis section we find, When the Regional Director believes that the acquisition satisfies one
of the Section 20 exemptions other than (b)(1)(A) the transmittal memorandum from the
Regional Director must include an analysis establishing that such an exemption exists and
include supporting documentation, i.e. An appropriate Solicitor's Office legal opinion, in the
acquisition file.
A preliminary review ofthe lone Band's Application was completed on December 5th,
2006 and this documentation was not included intheapplication for that review.

Does theRegional Director believe that the acquisition satisfies onethe Section 20
exemptions other than (b)(1)(A)? \

If yes, when willan analysis establishing that such an exemption exists that
. includes supporting documentation be available from the Regional Director for review?

151.10 C. The Regional Director must conclude that the Tribe has sufficiently justified the
need for additional landbasedon a factual finding.

This conclusion by the RegionalDirectorand finding appears to not be not included in the
notice or the application. When will this conclusion be documented and will the
conclusion be available for review and comment at a later date?

151.10 D Is this conclusion documented and if not when will it be documented? Will it be
available for review and comment?

151.10 F Again is this conclusive statement by the Regional Director documented and if
not when will it be documented? Will it be available for review and comment?

151.10 G Again is this conclusive statement by the Regional Director documented and if
not when will it be documented?-

The MSA was not included in the application on December 5*, 2006.

151.10 H Given that the Regional Office has had this application for more than 8 months
when will this independent assessment be documented and available for review and
comment.

151.101 Is there a pre-acquisition environmental site assessment available? None was
included in the application as reviewed on December 5th , 2006.

151.11 Off reservation acquisitions
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151.11 B Does this section apply to fee lands owned bythe lone Band?
151.11 C Will this review be documented or summarized and included in the acquisition
package ?

If these conclusions, findings, statements and any documents indicating that the
various requirements ofthe Checklist have been complied with will be prepared and
available at some later date when will there be opportunity for the public, local
governments, and agencies to review and comment prior to submission to the OIG?

PART2 INDIAN GAMINGREGULATORY ACT- 25 U.S.C. 2719, SECTION 20

End of 3rd Paragraph: Atribe's contention that gaming on newly acquired lands is not prohibited
because ofone ofmore ofthe exceptions apply will require a conclusive factual and legal finding that
the particularexception does applyto the acquisition.

Where in the application is this conclusive factual and legal finding located?

II Section20(b)(1), 25 U.S.C. 2719(b)(1)
When application indicates that the proposed acquisition falls within one ofthese exceptions,

theRegional Directormust provide, documentation that the particular exception is applicable to the
case. Copies of the enabling acts, or legislation such as the settlement act, the. restoration act, the
reservation plan, the final determination of federal recognition andother documentary evidence relating
to the tribeshistoryand existence mustbe included as part of the acquisition package. A legal opinion
from the Office of the Solicitor concluding that the proposedacquisition comeswithin one of the above
exceptions must be included.

No such opinion was included in the application reviewed on December 5lb, 2006.

Where is the documentation the Regional Director must provide pursuant to the lone
Band's application for restored lands? No such documentation was included in the
application as reviewed on December 5th, 2006.

When, if ever, did the Regional Director request such an opinion from the Solicitor's
Office based at least partially on the documentation provided by the Regional Director?
No such opinion was included in the application as reviewed on December 5th, 2006.

While this application for fee to trust for gaming is for alleged restored lands and in the opinion of the
Office of Solicitor to be exempt from a two part determination the consultation process outlined under
thetwo part portion of the checklist is presumed to be the consultation processused for exceptions such
as restored lands since no other consultation process is described.

If there another consultation process please advise us to its location or provide a copy?
Appropriate state and localofficials include the.governor of the state, state officials

and appropriate officials of local governments located within 10 miles. The cities of
Sutter Creek, Amador City, lone, and Jackson were not included in the notification. The
City of Plymouth where the casino is proposed was hot notified.

According to the list of recipients provided with the notification the Governor was
not notified, only his deputy legal affairs secretary.

Will these cities be notified? If not why not?
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-j The Regional Director shouldprovide aminimum of30 daysfor the consulted officials to
comment and respond to the consultation letter. In determining the proper length ofthe
consultation period, the Regional Director should take into consideration the number ofparties
contacted, the scope and magnitude ofthe proposedgamingproject, the preliminary indications of
public sentiment, support, opposition, the potential impact on other gaming operations and such
otherfactors which will be issues ofconcern to the consultedparties.

With the consultation period set at 30 days it appears that the Regional Director determined that
the scope and magnitude ofthe project and its impacts is minimal while preliminary indications of
County, State and public sentiment is not worthy ofmore than 30 days given that the County, State,
and the public have overwhelmingly opposed this project for more than three years.

Please explain thejustification for determining the comment period should bethe
minimum of 30 days.

To Assist the Secretary indetermining whether the gaming establishment on newly acquired
land will be inthe bestinterest of the tribe and its members, the applicant tribe should be requested to
address terms such as the following.

1. Projectionsof income statements, balancesheets Is this information contained in the
Market Survey? If not where is this information in the application?

2. Projected tribal employment, jobtraining, and career development including thebasis for
projecting an increase in tribal employment considering theoffreservation location of the
facility. This issueis not specifically addressed and included in the application, when will
it be addressed and included in the application?

3. Projected benefits to the tribe for tourism. This issue is not specifically addressed and .
! * included in the application, when willit be addressed and included in theapplication?

4. Projected benefits to the tribeandits members This issue is not specifically addressed and
included in the application, when will it be addressed and included in the application? .

5. Projected benefits to the relationship between the tribe and the surrounding community. This
issue is not specifically addressed and included in the application, when will it be
addressed and included in the application? . .

6. Possible adverse impacts on the tribe and plans for dealing with those impacts. This issue is
not specifically addressed and included in the application, when will it be addressed and
included in the application? .

7. Any other information.... including copies of any consulting agreements, financial agreements^
and other agreements relative to These issues are not specifically addressed and
included in the application, when will they be addressed and included in the application?

Ill Guidance for Preparing NEPA statements.

The law andregulations defining the parameters ofNEPA arewell defined and explicit The
implementing regulations for NEPA require theuse of and interdisciplinary approach, consultation
with allinterested parties, and a speedy commencement of the process. The NEPA regulations also
require....

that the entire process be completed without delay (40 CFR 1500.5)
and that consideration of NEPA occur early in the planning process (40 CFR 1501.1).
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Given these requirements why is there no completed EIS, as recommended by the
checklist, available as part ofthe application currently available from the Regional Office
in Sacramento?

Preparationof Section 20 Documentation by Region

When is the documentation required bythis section expected to be completed?
Will these documents beavailable for review and comment bylocal governments and the
public?
Are all the documents (except those protected by the FOIA) thatthe Regional relies on for
his orher finding of facts under this section currently available to theRegional Director
for review?

If no when will all the documents be available?

The Regional Director's finding of fact is to organized for ease of review which raise the
question; Will local governments and the public beallowed to review theRegional
Director's finding of facts?

If the conclusions, findings, statements and any documents indicating that the various
requirements of the Checklist have been complied withwillbe prepared by the Regional
Director or his or her staff at somelater datewhen will there be opportunity to review "
and comment prior to submission to the OIG?
Specifically which documents, if any,will be prepared and available for review and
comment at some later date?

Is this notification of a fee to trust application for gaming for the lone Band of Miwok a
properly executed notification?

The application is incomplete, inaccurate and doesnot meet the requirements as .outlined in.the
March 2005 IGRA Checklist. There is no.documentation that supports the lone Band's landless claim,,
that supports their claim to be a restored tribe, or that supports their restored lands claim and that basis
we submit this applicationfor fee to trust should be denied.
We submit these comments for your"consideration and request that each of the issues we have raised or /
questions" we have asked be thoroughly and completely answered atyour earliest opportunity. Please
provide an immediatewritten response that indicates whenyour response to our inquirieswill be
available. We are available by phone at 209 245 5338 or 209 245 4588

Submitted on BehalfofNCIP

Walter Dimmers, President

A
Dueward W. Cranford II Vice President
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NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH
Working to Preserve Rural Amador County si if //)

P.O. Box 82 Plymouth, California 95669 6/1^/
www.nocasinoinplvmouth.com ' ^-

Mr. BrianWaidmann, April 16 2008
ChiefofStafT

1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240

Dear, Mr. Waidmann,

In December 2007, Mr. Butch Cranford communicated to you via electronic mail a list ofpotential ethics issues
associated with the fee-to-trust application and the restored opinion ofthe Franklin-led lone Band ofMiwok
Indians. The application in question pertained to aproposal for Indian Gaming on the land in and adjacent to the
City ofPlymouth, California. Mr. Cranford outlined several ethical issues and requested ahold be placed on
noticing the tribes EIS in the Federal Register until such time as these issues could be clarified. In January ofthis
year, in a letter toMr. Jim Cason, Mr. Cranford provided information detailing additional ethics issues associated
with this Tribe's Fee toTrust Application toacquire offreservation lands for a casino.

We believe that these ethical concerns have evolved from failing to correctly address three primary issues. The
three questions at the crux ofthe matter are:

- Is the current lone Bandleadership authentic?
- Is the lone Band landless?

- Is the lone Band restored?

We believe these questions can only be answered in the negative. The attached documents submitted by No
Casino In Plymouth, will provide a more complete and comprehensive list ofethics issues and provide the
contextual background information necessary tounderstand the serious nature ofwhat has taken place during the
past5-15 years in thePacificRegional Office (BIA PRO), at DOI, atNIGC,and in the Solicitors Office. The
attached information is readily available and thefact thatit has been ignored indicates an intentional and
pervasive pattern of behavior at theBIA PRO, DOI, NIGC, and the Solicitor's Office. This pattern when
combined with themisapplication of illdefined fee totrust process requirements hassuborned thetransparency
and consistency which should beintegral togood government The deliberate anddocumented actions bythe
above named agencies toaccommodate and facilitate the lone Band's fee to trust application at any cost raises
serious ethical andlegal questions that have not been addressed by any government agency to date.

Acomplete and detailed review of thefacts related tothelone Band of Miwoks and theirfee to trust application
will reveal that the Matt Franklin led lone Band is fraudulent, that the lone Band is not landless, and the lone
Band isnot restored. Therefore we respectfully request investigations be initiated intoall aspects related to the
Franklin ledlone Band and thattheirfee to trust application beplaced on hold including the April 18th EIS
Federal Register notice pending completion of the requested investigations. A response related to the request to
hold theEIS notice is requested before April 18th and webelieve a response to our request for investigations no
laterthan April30th is reasonable.

Respectrullv,-Submitted,

D. W."Butch" Cragfcrd Vice President

Walter W. Dimmers President

1
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To: Concerned Citizens and Elected Officials Mav 10 2004
From: Citizens for No Casino in Plymouth '
Subject: Off Reservation /Acquired Land for Gaming Issues in Plymouth

. ♦ J>i£r,0!/th'Amador County, California; is asmall rural community of 1,000 citizens
located 35 miles east ofSacramento in the rolling foothills ofthe Sierra Nevada mountains
Located in the Heart of the Mother Lode," the Gold Rush days of more than acentury ago are
longi gone from Plymouth. The rush has been replaced by aquiet rural lifestyle found in other
Mother Lode communities and many small towns across America. One year ago that all
changed when agroup claiming to be the "landless" lone Band of Miwok proposed to bring
prosperity and financial security to our small community by building a"World Class, Las Vegas
Style" gaming facility with ahotel, shops, and restaurants in our small town. From the day this
proposal was made public there has been consistent and overwhelming opposition to the
project.

A rogue City Council ignoring this opposition, cooperated with the tribe and their out of
state investors and entered prematurely and unnecessarily into a Municipal Services Agreement
in Feb 04 to facilitate the processing and approval of the lone Bands yet to be filed application
to have 220 acres ofland put into trust. Three of those Council persons were just recalled by
wide margins on May 4th. If there were a Poster City for what is wrong with the current practice
ofreservation shopping and the process for siting offreservation gaming facilities, Plymouth
might well be that Poster City. How can Imake such a statement? Let me explain why
Plymouth is not a suitable site and summarize the issues related to our situation.

Amador County, population 33,000, is home to three Federally recognized Miwok bands.
Jackson, Buena Vista and lone and currently has one operating Casino in Jackson with a
second approved in BuenaVista. A third casino, an acquired land off reservation casino, is not
needed in Amador County. Amador County currently has a budget shortfall of nearly $1 million
annually due to unmitigated impacts from the Jackson Casino.

The proposed Casino project in Plymouth is in complete conflict with land use as
described and outlined in both the Cityof Plymouth's General Plan and Amador County's
General Plan. The land surrounding the site is primarily range and grazing land; beautiful rolling
tree covered hills.

The voters of the City overwhelmingly indicated with a Sep 03 survey vote of 73%
opposed that the sovereign citizens of Plymouth do not want a Casino in their City and surveys
of neighboring communities indicate more than 90% in those communities are opposed to the
project. The City Councils of lone, Sutter Creek, Amador City, and Jackson and the Amador
County Board of Supervisors quickly passed resolutions in May 04 opposing the project. Only
the rogue Plymouth Council supported the project.

The City of Plymouth has been under a State Board of Health imposed building
moratorium for lack of a reliable supply of water since 1989. Current City pumping is believed
to have caused more than 20% of the 67 wells in a neighboring community to be deepened or
have new wells drilled. Monitoring of static water levels in wells, including the City's wells, for
the past 5 years shows that static levels are dropping, a clear indication that a limited supply of
water is already being depleted. There is simply not enough water available to support this
Casino project without impacting the City and surrounding communities water supplies.

No viable cost analysis or environmental impact studies were conducted prior to the
signing of the Municipal Services Agreement. You might ask as many citizens have this
obvious question. How could actual accurate costs for the City to expand and in some
instances initiate services be determined without such analysis and studies being completed?
The California Environmental Protection Act has not been complied with and the No Casino in
Plymouth citizens group and the County have sued the City for CEQA violations and to require
compliance with CEQA. Many impacts and environmental issues have been ignored and
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DEIS Comments

lone Band of Miwok Indians' Casino Project

Submitted July 2,2008

By

No Casino in Plymouth
P.OBox82

Plymouth, CA 95669
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7/2/08

Amy Dutschke,
Acting Regional Director,
Pacific Regional Office, BIA
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, Ca. 92825

RE: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement lone Band of Miwok
Indians' Proposed 228.04-Acre Fee-to-Trust Land Transfer and Casino Project,
Amador County, California.

Dear Director:

We theundersigned aresubmitting this cover letter and the following comments on
behalfof the organization No Casino in Plymouth, their many individual members, and
thegoodpeople whohavediligently prepared these comments.

Description ofNo Casino in Plymouth

Members ofNoCasino in Plymouth and their families have taken their place in therural
grasslands andwoods of Amador County. Their lives andmemories areinextricably
interwoven onthemultifaceted tapestry of this unique region. It is theplace they work
with, strugglewith; and where they endure the hot summersand the wet winters. Their
connections to this place haveinspired in thema desireto maintain the qualityof their
Cityand County, and to passit onto newcomers andfuture generations.

Themembers ofNo Casino in Plymouth value the City's simple ruralamenities, and lack
ofurbanblight Plymouthis a citywith no trafficlights,becauseit needs none.
Plymouth is a City that has no loud and bright urban "night life", because the early rising,
hard working,people who call Plymouth their home like it that way. Plymouth is a city
with activelygrazed land right on edge of town, becauseranching is a valuablepart of its
past and present. Plymouth is a city with a patch of irises along the highway that
dazzlinglyannouncesspring every year. Plymouthis a city where the post office door
can stay open even after the postmaster has left for the day. Plymouth is a city where
people check on the wellbeing of their elderly neighbors ifthey miss seeing them that
week at church or at the branch library.

Members ofNo Casino in Plymouth, and the Amador County public, rely upon
the area's roads as the arteries ofcommerce, public service, community relations, and
family life. It is through the highways that they commute, supply their businesses, and
receive their customers. Safe and free-flowing thoroughfares are the difference between
life and death when police, fire, and ambulanceservicesare called into action. Their
rural roads take them to the potlucks,dances, churches, and volunteer endeavors through
which distant strangers, isolated by rural acreage, are transformed into communities of
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caring neighbors. Itison these roads that children return home from school, that parents
return home from work, that patient drivers wait as elderly drivers carefully negotiate
slow turns, and that the entire sr^ctrum of life's errandsis run.

Members ofNoCasino inPlymouth recognize that there are alotof things that are
commonplace inurban cities that Plymouth does nothave. Plymouth and Amador
County do not have grand plans for expanding road infrastructure, because existing
development patterns around narrow roads make widening costprohibitive, and thearea,
does notreceive outside funding atthelevels seen inurban areas. Plymouth does not
have a large surplus potable water supply and available sewage treatment capacity,
because ithas a limited level of development planned for within its sphere ofinfluence.
Plymouth and Amador County do not have large enough populations to financially
support onegaming and entertainment complex, letalone the three thatare planned for
the area.

Finally, members ofNo Casino in Plymouth recognize that the scale ofthe built
environment is smaller and simpler in Plymouth thanin urban cities. Plymouthis a city
without abuilding overthree stories. In Plymouth, people park their cars in small
parking lots, not multi-levelparking structures. In Plymouth, roadside advertisements are
on waist-high sandwich boards andwoodenroadway signs,not multi-story electrified
billboards. For recreation in Plymouth, parents take theirchildren to a baseball diamond
or to Sharkey Park, insteadof goingto a 120,000square-footcasino. Forevent
receptions, folks in Plymouthusea carousel- styled picnicarea, not a 30,000 square-foot
event and convention center.

Thus, while a more populatedurbanarealike nearby Stockton or Sacramento would be
an ideal location for a casino,it would be an environmental catastrophe to introduce a
loud, bright, late night, traffic generating, water sucking, sewage spewing casino into a
rural city like Plymouth. Members ofNo Casino in Plymouth, like any reasonable
person, have to believe that there are less harmful and more profitable alternative casino
locations available for the Bureau to consider.

Purposes of NEPA

Before reviewing the Bureauprocedure and the Draft EIS for compliance with NEPA, it
is useful to review the purposes ofthe act

"The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is our basic national charter for
protection ofthe environment" (40 CFR 1500.1(a).)

"In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it is the continuing responsibility of
the Federal Government to use all practicable means, consistentwith otheressential
considerations ofnational policy, to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions,
programs, and resources to the end that the Nation may -
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(1) fulfill theresponsibilities ofeach generation astrustee oftheenvironment for
succeeding generations;

(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and esthetically and cultural
pleasing surroundings;." (42USC4331(b).)

"NEPA procedures must ensure that environmental information isavailable topublic
officialsand citizens beforedecisions aremade andbeforeactionsaretaken. The
information must beofhigh quality. Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency
comments, and public scrutiny are essential to implementing NEPA" (40CFR
1500.1(b).)

"TheNEPAprocess is intended to help public officials makedecisions thatare based on
understanding ofenvironmental consequences, and take actions that protect, restore, and
enhance the environment" (40 CFR 1500.1(c).)

"Federal agencies shall to the fullest extentpossible:

b) Implement procedures ... to emphasize real environmental issues andalternatives.
d)Encourage and facilitate public involvement indecisions which affect thequality of
the human environment

e)Use theNEPA process to identify and assess thereasonable alternatives to proposed
actions that willavoid orminimize adverse effects ofthese actions uponthequality ofthe
human environment"

f) Useall practical means, consistent withthe requirements ofthe Act and other essential
considerations ofnational policy, to restore andenhance the qualityofthe human
environmentandavoid or minimize any possible adverse effects oftheir actionsupon the
quality ofthe human environment" (40 CFR 1500.2.)

With this federal mandate for environmental protection andinformed government in
mind, we can nowreview theadequacy oftheBureau's procedures and the DEIS.

The Bureau Afforded Insufficient Noticeand Opportunity to Comment

The Bureauhas failed to providethe publican adequate opportunityto review and
comment on this document. The following problems are noteworthy:
1. Though the Tribe was given over 4 years to professionallyproducethe Draft EIS, the
public was given only 33 days to review it prior to the May 21 hearing,a mere 42 days
more to provide written comments.
2. Though the lettersent out to notify peopleofthe intentto file a DEIS stated that
interested partiescan receive a copy ofthe draft document, in fact only select individuals
have been provided a copy and others have been informed that they would have to pay
$ 175 for a copy. Two or three copies ofa document this lengthy available only during
working hours for an entire county to review in only 75 days is wholly inadequate.
3. Electronic versions have provedimpossibleto navigate due to the number of
appendices and cross-references and have suffered continual technical difficulties.
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4. Additionally, asimple 25-day request for extension ofthe comment period made on
behalfof thiscommunity byourCongressman was denied.
5.Lastly, while nomention oftime constraints onthe public comments where included in
the notification and instructions sent to interested parties prior to the May 21,2008
hearing (and indeed at the prior Scoping sessions held in2003 and2004 no time
limitation where imposed) the public was informed atthe meeting just prior tothe
commencement ofthe oral comment period that a three minute time limit would imposed.
This severely prejudices that opportunity toparticipate by those members of our
community who duetophysical limitations are not beable toprovide their comments in
written form.

The Bureau's DEIS Does notInform Public Participation and theAgency's
Decision.

Inaccurate Notice

Basic flaws in the DEIS make it unsuitable as an environmental disclosure document and
as a toolto inform pubic participation andagency decisionmaking.

The credibility ofdataintheDEIS was compromised from the very beginning, due to the
gross factual inaccuracy in theFederal Register Notice. TheFederal Register notification
forthis Draft Environmental Impact Statement is false and misleading tothepublic in
statingthat the "228 acresin question is currently heldin fee bythe lone Band." It is
morethan difficultto believe that an error in sucha fundamental and easilyverifiable
aspectof the project description could be mistaken.

The DepartmentofInteriorsown Ethics Office indicatesthis statementmay be a
violation ofU.S. Codeandthe CodeofFederal Regulations andquoting in part from the
same (18 U.S.C. § 1001;43§ CFR 20.510) "An employee shall not, in any matter within
thejurisdiction ofany department or agency ofthe UnitedStates, knowinglyor willfully
falsify, conceal or cover up by any trick, scheme, or device a materialfact, or makeany
false,fictitious, fraudulent statements or representation, or make or useanyfalse writing
or document knowingthe sameto containanyfalse,fictitious orfraudulentstatementsor
entry."

We are pleased that, at the Public Hearing held on May 21,2008 in Plymouth, California,
the hearing facilitator admitted to this error and indicated that a correction should be
made. She indicated that the properties in question where in feet "not" owned by the
Tribe but were in the "acquisition pipeline". We hope that the Bureau is similarly
responsive in making the numerous corrections needed in the DEIS as described in our
comments and in those ofothers.

Lack of a Clear, Stable, and Finite Project Description

Fromthe rjeginning of thisenvironmental review, we have not hada clearand stable
projectdescription for the casino proposal. The Scoping sessions heldhere in 2003 and

CL-4
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2004 took place without a formal project description. Even the number ofparcels ofland
under discussion has continued tochange tothis day.

Narrow and Vague Alternatives

The descriptions ofthe proposed alternative projects are briefand sketchy, and certainly
do not meetthe criteriafor adequate alternatives for the sake ofthe environmental review
at this time.

Substandard Analyses

The issues ofinaccuracy, incomplete analysis ofdata, and complete omission of
supportive materials, are pervasive throughout the (DEIS) text Quite frankly, the
majority of the document isso poorly and inaccurately put together asto amount to, in
many instances, a huge collection of words fewofwhich have anyrelation or relevance
to actual feet

Conclusion

While the members ofNoCasino inPlymouth have tried todiligently participate in this
environmental review process, they have been repeatedly frustrated by the fundamental
failure of this process tomeet the basic foundational principles of theNational
Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA). Neitherthe letternor the intent of the laws
regardingthis processare beingfollowed with respectto public notice, public
participation, and environmental review. These fundamental flaws must be corrected as
this process continues.

Theflaws in theEIS process anddocument to date aresopervasive that theycannot be
cured by mere production of the Final EIS. The DEIS should be withdrawn until a
project proposal has been submitted with all the necessaryand required detail. Likewise,
care should be taken in correcting the false statements in the DEIS. The Federal Register
notice should be reissued in an accurate and truthful form, and appropriate public
hearings should be held. Then and only then can we move forward with this process in
the transparent manner that the law intends.

Documents referenced in these comments are incorporated into the administrative record
for this project. Please retaina copy of thesecomments for the administrativerecord.

CL-5
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Sincerely,

<^vm*^ PQd.iLr, ?ti<Ad9Jfl\a.
Thomas P. Infusino, Esq. Elida Malick, Director
P.O. Box792 No Casino inPlymouth
Pine Grove, CA 95665 P.O. Box 82
(209) 295-8866 Plymouth, CA 95669
tomi@volcano.net
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LIST OF PREPARERS

Below is a list of the individuals who prepared these written comments on theDEIS.

D.W. Cranford II

P.O. Box 794

Plymouth, CA, 95669

Walter W. Dimmers

18000 Burke Dr.

Plymouth, CA 95669

Patrick Henry
18210 Burke Dr.

Plymouth, CA 95669

Thomas P. Infusino, Esq.
P.O. Box 792

Pine Grove, CA 95665

Elida A. Malick, Director
No Casino in Plymouth
P.O. Box 82

Plymouth, CA 95669

Dick Minnis

P.O. Box 880

Plymouth, CA 95669

Executive Summary
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3.3 Water Resources

Section 3.6 Cultural Resources
Section 3.9 Public Services

Section 4.3 Water Resources
Section 4.9 Public Services
Appendix A Environmental Data Report
Appendix B Water & Wastewater Study
Appendix C Pumping Tests
Appendix O Phase I
Appendix R Economic Impact Study
Federal Register Notice

Section 4.10 Other Values

Section 3.4 Air Quality

NEPA citations

Section 4.11 Cumulative Impacts

Sections 3.7 & 4.7 Socioeconomic

Conditions/Environmental Justice

Appendix M Traffic Study
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NO CASINO INPLYMOUTH
Working toPreserve RuralAmador County

P.O. Box82

Plymouth, California 95669

www.nocasirioinplymouth.com

Secretary of the Interior Salazar
Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20240
February 18,2009

Dear Secretary Salazar;

Shortly after preparing the enclosed letter of introduction to ourorganization and the issues
surrounding the tribal gambling facility proposed by the lone Band of Miwok Indian in Plymouth
California, No Casino in Plymouth became aware of a recent opinion by Solicitor Bernhardt
dated January 16, 2009, correctly reversing the 2006 restored lands opinion of CarlJ. Artman.

No Casino In Plymouth would like to take this opportunity to supportSolicitorBernhardt's
reversal of Mr. Artman's erroneous restored lands opinion issued in 2006. We have enclosed our
original letterof introduction to our caseas wellas questions previously directed to the
department by our Congressional representative DanLungren, which to this day have been left
unanswered, as well as our request of October 2008 to withdraw the Artman opinion. We believe
these documents serve to provide background on the situation in Plymouth, California as well as
support our position in favor up upholding Solicitor Bernhardt's opinion.

We would request at this time that the Department clarify the status of the tribes Fee to Trust
Application which is based and relies on the restored lands opinion.

ft4

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Elida A. Malick, Director
No Casino In Plymouth
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NO CASINO INPL YMOUTH
Working to Preserve RuralAmador County

P.O. Box82

Plymouth, California 95669
www.nocasinoinpIymouth.com

Secretary of the Interior Salazar
Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20240
February 4, 2009

Re: Introduction to loneBand of Miwok proposed casino project inPlymouth,
California

Dear Secretary SaJazar;

No Casino In Plymouth (NCIP) is a grassroots organization bringing the voice ofthe citizens of
Plymouth, the surrounding communities, and indeed throughout Amador County, to theattention
of the new Secretary of Interior.

I. Background
Since April 2003, when thiscommunity first became aware of a tribal plan to place a gambling
casino in our small, rural townof Plymouth, NCIP hasdedicated itselfto ensuring that the laws
and regulations for administering this process are upheld and thatjustice for all parties, local
citizens andhistoric tribal members, is preserved. Unfortunately our six-yearexperience with
tribal gambling development, pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), has
frustrated our expectations at every turn.

In April 2003 we learned that a group calling themselves the modern lone Band of Miwok.
funded by out of state investors, wereplanning to take218 acres into trust to build a large Las
Vegas style casino in our small (pop. approx 950) rural community. The BIA's Sacramento
Regional Office through misuse of the Auburn Restoration Act created this modern lone Band,
led by Matt Franklin. The Sacramento Regional Office forced the "reaffirmed" lone Band to
open their tribal rolls for enrollment, a process that admitted more than 700 persons of
questionable ancestry and, created a modern lone Band. Amongthose enrolled were Acting
Regional Director Amy Dutschke and several of her family members. This outrageous and
questionableaction came to the attention of Congressman Frank Wolf (Va) and an Inspector
General investigation followed which was stonewalled and whitewashed by the Sacramento
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Office. Inspector General Devaneyreporting thatMs. Dutschke orno one with her surname was
f on the lone Band's rolls evidenced thiswhitewashing. Ms. Dutschke andherrelatives wereon

the rolls at the time ofthe investigation and remainon the tribalrolls ofthe modern lone Band to
this day.

Next came the propaganda ofacontrived tribal history with respect tothe Tribes relationship
with the U. S. government leading to areaffirmation being incorrectly used asa claim of
"restored status." Following - theexpected sequela ofattempting to acquire "restored" lands for
gambling purposes, distant from the tribe'srecognized, historic land base.

While the historic lone Band could not achieve Federal Recognition viathe prescribed Section
83 process, itsstatus was ad^ninistratively "reaffirmed" byUnder Secretary of Indian Affairs
Ada Deer in 1994. The modern lone Band and Regional Office inSacramento has promoted a
contrived tribal history with respect to the tribe's relationship with the U.S. government, which
has led tothe reaffirmation being incorrectly used as arestoration, and in2006 managed to
procure ahighly questionable and in fact inaccurate "restored" lands opinion from Solicitor Carl
J. Artman.

Former Solicitor Carl J. Artman issued arestored lands opinion inSeptember 2006 for the lone
Band of Miwok that isnotsupported bythewell-documented history oftheloneBand available
from theDepartment ofInterior. Theopinion is filled witherrors, misinformation, and serious
omissions regarding the lone Band, their history, their land, and issuesrelated to their federal
recognition. An unbiased comparison oftheopinion to thedocumented history ofthe loneBand

^ will expose the opinion as largely awork offiction. Attempts by the No Casino In Plymouth and
the County ofAmador to obtain and review those documents on which Mr. Artman relied to
form thisopinionhavebeendenied. Attemptsto appeal this decision have beendenied. And,
questions raised by thisopinion directed to theDepartment by Congressman Lungren (Rep. Ca)
have been ignored.

As is thecase in Plymouth, California, thereservation-shopping phenomenon hasbeen fueled
largely by the"restoration" exception. Inenacting Section 20ofthe IGRA,Congress sought to
achieve a balance between tribal sovereignty and states rights by providing amechanism for
inclusion oflocal government in the dialogue between tribes and the Secretary in ascertaining
whether gaming on newly acquired land wouldbe detrimental to the surrounding community. In
addition, concurrence by the governor ofthe state in thatdetermination would be required.
However, the misuse and abuseofthe "restoration" exception,throughthe rewritingoftribal
histories, clearlyseeks to evadethe two-part test outlined in the IGRA in orderfacilitate gaming
development by excluding potential negative orcomplicating input from affected jurisdictions.
The resulthas become essentiallya BIA sanctioned policyofavoidingthe two-parttest through
themanipulation oftribal histories andthe restoration exception.

Finally, in a documented and verified case ofserious ethics abuses, the " Inspector General
reported in September 2006 that the Sacramento Office ofthe BIA is operating a Fee to Trust
Consortium where tribes pay the salaries ofBIA employees whose job it is to expedite and
approveConsortium members Fee to Trust Applications. The Inspector General stated this

m\ Consortiumis a conflict ofinterest, yet no known actionhas been taken to eliminate the
* Consortium orthe conflict" The loneBand ofMiwok Indian hasbeenreported to be amember
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ofthe Fee toTrust Consortium. Congressman Lungren (Ca) who represents our district has been
f unable toobtain information that was redacted inthe OIG report; yet another instance ofFOIA

requests being ignored.

II. Requests Relative to Plymouth and the lone Band of Miwok
Unscrupulous investor manipulation oflocal and tribal government, probable violation ofthe
Ad^ninistrative Procedures Act, suspected fraud involving the procurement and use ofEPA-GAP
funds, refusal ofthe Regional BIA to honor FOIA requests, multiple cases offederal employees
leaving government positions towork for the Tribe with some then returning towork for our
federal representatives, aTribal Consortium illegally facilitating land acquisition applications,
bogus claims of"restored" tribal status and aclassic case of"reservation-shopping" are just a
handful ofthe issues that have resulted inthe Plymouth situation growing into what has been
termed a "poster-child" for allthat iswrong with tribal "gaming'.

No Casino In Plymouth, on behalfofthe citizens ofAmador County and others throughout
California who, like us, are suffering from the inequities and injustice prevalent inthe current
administration ofthe laws and regulations governing tribal gaming, makes the following requests
ofthe new administration ofPresident Barack Obama.

l.An investigation ofall BIA Fee to Trust applications for gaming, with a special follow up
investigation into the lone Band's Fee to Trust Application and the Sacramento Regional BIA
Offices Fee to Trust Consortium.

^ 2.An investigation into the restored lands opinion for the lone Band ofMiwok issued in
September 2006 byCarl J. Artman with special attention todetennining the basis and
background documentation that form the foundation ofthis opinion.

3. Thorough investigation into the improper creation ofthe Franklin-led Ion Band byofficers at
the BIA Sacramento Regional Office and the presence ofActing Regional Director (Sacramento
Regional Office oftheBIA) Amy Dutschke onthe lone Band's membership listsince at least
2002.

HI. Recommendations Relative to Indian Gaming Regulations
Undoubtedly the Secretary willhavea heavyworkload as the newadministration embarks on
this exciting chapter in U.S. history. Nonetheless, webelieve that thesituation existing in
Plymouth, California offers aunique andclear perspective regarding theflaws inherent in the
IGRA leading to exploitation oflocal communities and deterioration oftribal relations with local
governments and the non-tribal communities.

The growing backlash toward casino expansion makes it unequivocally clearthatthe IGRA must
bestrengthened for thebenefit of all those affected bytheunintended consequences oftribal
gambling. TothisendNCIP suggest thefollowing recommendations be included in the scope of
work for this new administration.

1.All Section 20 exceptions for land acquisition should be held to the same criteria as those
^ undergoing the Two-Part Determination process. The negative impacts ofClass III gambling
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to the existing communities remain the same regardlessofthe methods or processes used to
determine that the tribe is entitled to the land in question (including the restored land exception
and legislative flat). Therefore, a significantexpansionofthe role ofthe affected
community/state in the Fee to Trustprocessfor Class in gambling must be part ofany change.

2. A Fee to Trust processthat is fully integrated withthe IGRA is neededwhen land is being
taken intoTrustfor the specific purpose of Class III gambling. Likewise, there can be only one
set of guidelinesdefiningwhat is IndianLandeligible for Classin gambling. The National
Indian Gaming Commission andtheDepartment of Interior cannot haveguidelines thatdiffer
from theIGRA at 2703(4) and2719. [The NIGC's priorconfusion as to thedefinition of lands
thatare eligible for gamingpursuant to IGRA 2703(4) thatresulted in their unilateral actionto
change thewording of their definition should have been relegated back to Congress for
clarification.]

3.The current Bureau of Indian Affairs practice of beginning the environmental review
process under the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), before lands are
determined to be Indian lands,must be discontinued. This practice hasnecessitated that
Counties and other affected parties expend considerable time and taxpayer money instudying
and responding to these out-of-sequence processes when it may beentirely unnecessary if the
land is ultimately noteligible forcasino development

4.A definition and standard of economic self-sufficiency should be adopted. This language
hasbecome thecornerstone ofjustification for the establishment of tribal gambling operations
yet, there isnoclear definition inplace to guide thedecision making process thatwould allow
initial gaming land acquisition oracquisitions ofadditional lands bytribes currently benefiting
from gamblingenterprises.

5.Tribes operatingClass III gambling casinos shouldNOT be eligible for U.S. Government
programsavailableto non-gambling tribes. In these timesofeconomic hardship, it is
offensive to theAmerican taxpayer's sense of fairness thata large percentage ofnon-gaming
tribes andIndians, many ofwhom receive none of thepromised revenue sharing from gaming
tribes, live in abject poverty while members ofgaming tribes continue to enjoy thebenefit of
taxpayer funded resources; all thewhile collecting fabulous wealth from theircasino businesses.
Without question, these funds should befreed and directed tothose in true andoften desperate
need.

No CasinoIn Plymouthrespectfully submitstheserequests and is prepared to be ofassistancein
any capacity to this new administration,

Dr. Elida A. Malick, Director
No Casino In Plymouth
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Request for withdrawal
ofthe Artman Opinion 1 of7 10/27/08

No Casino in Plymouth (NCIP)
"Working to Preserve Rural Amador County"

www.nocasiRolnptymoutti.org

HonorableDirk Kempthorne
Secretary ofthe Interior
U.S. Department ofthe Interior
1849 C. Street N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20240
Fax:202-208-6956

RE: NICP requests the immediate and permanent withdrawal of the Artman restored
lands opinion for the lone Band because the opinion is deficient, has little basis in history
or fact, and is not supported by the record currently available. If our request for
withdrawal is denied , we request that the entire administrative record used and relied on
by Solicitor Carl J. Artman in preparing the restored lands opinion for the lone Band of
Miwok be provided to No Casino in Plymouth with a detailed explanation as to why the
opinion will not be withdrawn.

NCIP requests a Formal Opinion from the Department's Solicitor as to whether the
Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs has authority outside the Section S3 process to
administratively restore federal recognition to tribes whose federal recognition has been
officially terminated? We respectfully withdraw this request if the Artman restored lands

f* oninion for the lone Band is permanently withdrawn.
NCIP requests a Formal Opinion from the Department's Solicitor as to whether the
Department has the authority to officially terminate federal recognition of tribes through
action before a Federal Court or the IBIA. We respectfully withdraw this request if the
Artman restored lands opinion for the lone Band is permanently withdrawn.

Dear Secretary Kempthorne:

No Casino in Plymouth, a grass rootscommunity based501C4, respectfully makes these
requests because the questions are particularly relevant to the federal recognition of the lone
Band ofMiwok in 1972, the reaffirmationofthat recognitionby Assistant Secretary Ada Deer in
1994 and the restored lands opinion delivered by Solicitor Artman in September 2006 for the
lone Band The history of the lone Band, as indicated by Solicitor Artman, is unique and
complex. However, Solicitor Artman railed to provide an accurate factual review of the history
of the lone Band in the opinion. We believe an accurate factual review of the lone Band's
history would have resulted in a different conclusion. We now offer an what we believe is an
accurate factual review of lone Band history to assist you in understanding the reasons this
inaccurate, ill advised, illogical, and error filled opinion should be permanently withdrawn
immediately.

At mid page three, Solicitor Artman declares that the 1972 letter from Commissioner
Bruce is a clear and unambiguous statement that he is dealing with the band as a recognized

_^ tribe. He further informs that Commissioner Bruce's statement that he"hereby agree[s] toaccept
\ the following described parcel of land to be held in trust for the lone Band ofMiwok Indians" is

a clear act ofrecognition.
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However, in the very next paragraph he writes that for reasons that are not entirely clear
the Department did not follow through on the Commissioner's directions. Secretary
Kempthorne, which is it, A "clear and unambiguous act of recognition" or "not entirely clear"?
NCIP believes the reasons for the Department's failure to follow through are clear and well
documented. An examination of the records of Solicitor Scott Keep and former Solicitor Reid
Chambers and other Department/ Solicitor's Office records relating to the lone Band pursuant to
Commissioner Bruce's letter will reveal precisely why there was no follow through on the
Commissioner's federal recognition of the lone Band and his direction to take their land into
trust

Without explanation, Solicitor Artman declares that the Department took the position that
the Band was not yet recognized and placed the Band on the list of petitioners for recognition.
The reasons for these actions are clear, well documented, and will be found if you review the
records of Solicitors Scott Keep, Reid Chambers, and other Department / Solicitor Office
records. We believe, based on our knowledge ofthe records that it was the Solicitor's Office that
withhelddepartment actionon Commissioner Bruce's 1972recognition memo which delayedthe
inclusion of the lone Band on the list of federally recognized tribes for more than 20 years.
Please provide any information and documents that might clarify this if our conclusion is
incorrect

Solicitor Artman conveniently skips sixteen years of history of the lone Band and their
relationshipwith the Department and references a 1992 Federal case and IBIA appeal. Solicitor
Artman next opines that the Department's defense of its non recognition position in the 1992
Federal Court case and before the IBIA terminated the relationship Commissioner Bruce had
recognized Are we to believe that the Departments successful defense of its non recognition
position in Federal Court and the IBIA rises to the level of a termination? If by stretching the
bounds of logic and common sense we consider this was a termination, it must be explained why
the lone Band would undertake an action in Federal Court and at IBIA that would result in the
termination of its recognition when the Band had been trying for 20 years to have the department
follow through on the "clear and unambiguous" directions from Commissioner Bruce that the
lone Band was recognized. At issue in the court case alluded to by Mr. Artman was an internal
tribal dispute concerning whether the Band was exempt from county jurisdiction. In taking a
position in courtcontrary to the "clearandunambiguous" positiontaken by CommissionerBruce
in 1972 that the lone Band was recognized the Department and Solicitor's Office simply
defended their erroneous''unclear"non recognition of the lone Band dating to 1972 and it must
be explained beyond Solicitor Artman's opinion how this twenty year old erroneous "unclear"
non recognition ofthe lone Band became a termination in 1992.

To assure the public that this termination created by Solicitor Artman has some basis in
law or regulation please provide the authority that allows a tribe to be terminated through
Department action before a Federal Court or before the IBIA?

NCIP requests copies ofany records, memos, federal register notices or other documents
that indicate the lone Band was officially notified by the Department or any agency ofthe United
States that the 1992 Federal Court action and/or the IBIA action terminated the federal

recognition of the lone Band and any documents indicating that the Department notified any
other agency ofthe United States that the recognitionofthe lone Band had been terminated as a

^h- result of the 1992 Federal Court and/or IBIA action referred to by Solicitor Artman in his
opinion. A similar request ofSolicitor Artman in 2006 remains unanswered

These documents are important because in the very next paragraph Solicitor Artman
informs that representatives ofthe lone Band met with Assistant Secretary Ada Deer in 1993 and
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that she "specifically reaffirmed the conclusions of Commissioner Bruce's 1972 letter " and
agreed to accept into trust the specific parcel of land described in Commissioner Bruce's 1972
letter. We ask the following relatedto this portionofSolicitor Artman's opinion.

If the lone Band was terminated in 1992, why was the lone Band still seeking a
reaffirmation or recognition ofCommissioner Bruce's 1972 letter and not a restoration of
the 1992 termination?

If the lone Band was terminated in 1992, why did Assistant Secretary Ada Deer
"specifically reaffirm the conclusions of Commissioner Bruce's letter" as opposed to
restoring the 1992 termination? Surely, the Assistant Secretary would have been aware
ofany termination ofthe lone Band

We believe the answers are quite simple.

Neither the lone Band or any one else was ever notified that the 1992 Federal Court
and/or IBIA actionshad terminated theirrecognition andthe lone Band continued to seek
reaffirmation of the recognition given them in the "clear and unambiguous" 1972 letter
from Commissioner Bruce, and

Assistant Secretary Ada Deer, like the lone Band, was not aware of any temiination of
the lone Band and since the lone Band was not seeking restoration of the non existent
1992termination she "specifically reaffirmed"the 1972 Bruce letter.

Not only does this section ofthe opinionraise serious questions about the validity of the
termination andrestoration inventedby Solicitor Artman, it introduces the subjectof land,which

^ in the case ofthe lone Band plays amajor role in their unique and complex history.
According to Department documents the lone Band has lived continuously and

collectively on the 40 acres described in the 1972 Bruce letter since before 1916. While the
United States railed for over 50 years to purchase the property for the tribe, the tribe finally
acquired title to the 40 acre property in 1972. This is the property thatboth Commissioner Bruce
and Assistant Secretary Deeragreed to takeintotrust for the lone Band Again, Solicitor Artman
offers no explanation asto why the property hasnotbeentakenintotrust46 years after the Bruce
letter and 14years afterthe reaffirmation from Assistant Secretary Deer.

Therefore, we would welcome any explanation as to why this 40 acre property has not
been taken into trust by a Department whose job it is to assist tribes. Additionally, please
explain how the lone Band, which still owns the 40 acres that both Commissioner Bruce and
Assistant Secretary Deeragreed to takeintotrust, can now present itself to the Department in its
request to the NIGC for a restored lands opinion and in its Fee to Trust Application as a
"landless" tribe.

We now refer to Civil Action No. 03-1231(RBW) a case currently in the DC District
Court which involves the plaintiff MUWEKMA OHLONE TRIBE vs. defendant DIRK
KEMPTHORNE, Secretary of the Interior. We direct your attention to this case because
references to the lone Band are frequent, and prominent in the case documents and these relevant
references clearly demonstrate that Solicitor Artman's opinionis not basedon the factual history
ofthe lone Band and should be withdrawn.

The following is an excerpt from Judge Walton's September 21st 2006 memorandum
opinion page 8-9 which as part of the opinion background are facts not in dispute. Emphasis
added
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^ Moreover, the Department does not dispute Muwekma's allegation that lone and Lower
* Lake, like Muwebna, "were Central California tribes previously recognized at least as

late as 1927" who didnotappear on the 1979listoffederally recognized tribes despite
"never lhavinel been terminated bv Congress fori bv any official action of [the
Department]." PI. *s Opp. at 5; see also PI. 'sMem at 23-27;Answer at 22-23.

On several occasions, Muwebna requested that the Department reaffirm its tribal status
through administrative correction, as the Department had done with lone and Lower
Lake, without requiring that its completed petition be evaluated under the Part 83
criteria. PI. 's Mem. at 11; Compl. 27; Answer at 23. The Department denied
Muwekma's requests, stating that it did not have the power to restore Muwebna to the
listofrecognized tribes bvadministrative means. Emphasis added

Is the Department misrepresenting the facts related to the lone Band before Judge Walton
in the Muwekma case or is Solicitor Artman representing a non existent termination and
unauthorized restoration ofthe lone Band in his opinion. NCIP believes the latter to be the case
and that an immediate withdrawal of therestored lands opimon for the lone Band prepared by
Solicitor Artmanis justifiedandin thebestinterest ofthe Department

Further reviewofa Department brief filed on April27,2007 reveals more inconsistencies
in Solicitor Artman's opinion. Solicitor Artman briefly mentions the 40 acre parcel in his
opinion and observes that the Department was directed by both Commissioner Bruce and
Assistant Secretary Deer to takethis parcel into trust However, he fails to offerany explanation
as to what happened to the parcel or explain why it is not held in trust for the lone Band or

z^ informas to the current status of the parcel or explain how a tribe that owns 40 acres can claim
it is "landless" and needs "restored lands".

This is particularly concerning because the lone Band in its September 2004 request to
the NIGC for a restored landsopinionclaimsthat it is landless. This landlessclaim is also made
in their November 2006 Fee to Trust Application. This Fee to Trust Application was made
available for public comment in November 2006 and lists Solicitor Artman's restored lands
opinion as an exhibit However, the opinion was withheld from the Fee to Trust Application
made available for publiccomment While it would seem a relatively simple task to determine
whether the lone Band is landless it appears this has been beyond the capability of the BIA's
Sacramento Regional Office sincethe lone Bandbegan makingthe unfoundedclaim.

However, the 4/27/2007 Departmentbrief in the Muwekma Ohlone case provides some
key insight into the Department's findings and policies relative to the lone Band Let us review
what the Department has presented to the DC District Court pertaining to the lone Band, its
reaffirmation, andthe land it owns andoccupies from Case 1:03-cv-01231-RBW, Document66
Filed 04/27/2007 andhow its contentscompares to the Artman opinion, (emphasisaddedbelow')

From Page 1: Those two decisions emphasized correcting an administrative error on
behalf of groups that had either trust land or collective rights to land and a history of
dealings with the federal government Unlike lone and Lower Lake, Plaintiff also cannot
demonstrate that it possesses collective rights in tribal lands. The Departmentconfirms
that thedecisionbyAssistant Secretary Deerto administratively reaffirm lone was based
inpart on thefact that the lone Band ownedland

f* From Page 6: Defendants' Motion also explained that, unlike Lower Lake and lone,
Plaintiff lacks collective rights in lands. Defs.' Mot (Dkt No. 61) at 13-17; see also id.
14 (detailing that the United States held land in trust on behalf of Lower Lake for forty
years); id. at 14- 15 (explaining the efforts made bv the Department of the Interior
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("Department") to obtain land for lone and noting that the members of lone successfully
quieted title to land): id. at 15 Here again is a reference to the fact that the U.S.
attempted to purchase landfor the lone Band and that members of the lone Band
currently own land and are not landless.

From Page 6: In addition, fane's common land base, which it successfully quieted title
to.demonstrates that tone's members lived inacentralised geographic location. And the
members live in this centralized geographic location which happens to beabout 5 miles
southwest ofthe cityofloneandnotonlands in ornear Plymouth.

From Page 6-7: The feet that Lower Lake and lone possessed collective rights in land
provided evidence that these Indian tribes are continuously existing political entities.
Again, we see the department acknowledging to the D.C. District Court that the lone
Band is not landless.

From Page 7: Indeed, the lone were not, as Plaintiff suggests, merely individual Indians
living in a California town. The Band lived onan Indian Rancheria, composed almost
exclusively of Indian residents, who worked on a ranch that was contiguous to the
Rancheria. This land is the same property where thev have lived continuously and
collectively until the present This is the land where the lone Band has lived
continuously sincebefore 1916andcollectively until thepresent. Again, not landless.

Secretary Kempthorne, if the lone Band is landless as claimed in their 2004 restored
lands request to NIGC and their November 2006 Fee to Trust Application, is the land the
Department referred to in its April2007 briefon which members ofthe lone Band are presently
living the same land referred to in Commissioner Bruce's letter and Assistant Secretary Deer's
reaffirmation? If no, please explain. If yes, please explain why the lone Band can claim it is
landless in its Fee to Trust Application and request for a restored lands opinion without question
fromthe BIA's Regional Office in Sacramento, the NIGC, and the Solicitor's Office.

From page 8: In the lone decision, the Assistant Secretary stated that she was acting to
correct a failure to complete an acquisitionof land to be held in trust authorized bv the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1972. Afailure by the Department that continues to
this day without explanation.

What happenedto their landaftertheir recognition was reaffirmed in 1994 and again we
ask why has the 40 acresnot been taken into trust as directed by Commissioner Bruce 46 years
ago andby Assistant Secretary Deer 14 years ago?

From page 13: Plaintiff's efforts to draw the Court into fabricating a "standard" for
reaffirmation out of these two admittedly brief decisions recognizing a longstanding
relationship with the United States, communal interest in land and correcting an
administrative error, standin starkcontrast to the Department's efforts to develop general
regulations through notice and public comment

Nowhere in this briefdoes the Department suggest or inform the Court that the lone Band
was terminated by the Department in 1992 or ever terminated In fact according to the
Department the 1994 decision recognized a longstanding relationship with the United States,
communal interest in land, and the correction ofan administrative error.

Clearly, Solicitor Artman's opinion stands in stark contrast to the content of the
Department's April 4th 2007 brief and Judge Waltons September 21st 2006 memorandum
opinion. Again, one must consider that either the opinion offered by Solicitor Artman is not
based on the facts relating to the lone Band, their recognition, their reaffirmation, and their land
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or the Department is presenting raise and misleading statements about the lone Band, their
recognition, their reaffirmation, and their land to the D.C. District Court in the Muwekma case.

NCIP reaffirms our belief that the Department has accurately represented the facts and
history concerning the lone Band before the D.C. District Court and that the Artman opinion
does not accurately represent the facts andhistory of the lone Band. Therefore, we request that
the Artman restored lands opinion for the lone Band ofMiwok be immediatelyand permanently
withdrawn dueto its gross misrepresentations ofthe facts and history concerning the lone Band.

The reaffirmation of the lone Band of Miwok was not a restoration as Solicitor Artman
opines but was, according to the Department, the correction of an administrative error as
presented in Muwekma case. His opinion that the lone Band is a "restored tribe ehgible for
restored lands at a site other than the 40 acres owned by the lone Band has provided the lone
Band and the Regional BIA Office in Sacramento with a lands opinion that has the practical
effect of a final agency action. This is demonstrated by the Sacramento Regional Office's
continued processing of an incomplete Fee to Trust Application and premature preparation of a
Draft Environmental Impact Report at a cost of millions of taxpayer dollars while denying the
public any opportunity to comment and/or challenge the opinion by withholding the Artman
opinion from the lone Band's Fee to Trust Application. This opimon is the foundation of the
lone Band's Fee to Trust Application and is the guiding document for the information gathering
and documentation of the Administrative Record of Decision (ROD). Without Solicitor
Artman's opinionthere can be no the Feeto Trust Application for gaming for the lone Band per
the restored exception in the IGRA. The Fee to Trust process for gaming for the lone Band
continues to move forward on the basis of this opinion. Meanwhile the public and their
representative governments are denied any opportunity to comment or challenge the specious,
fictional, and unsupportable opinion delivered by Solicitor Artman and we are respectfully
requesting its immediate and permanent withdrawal.

The opinion offered by Solicitor Artman failed to provide an accurate review of the
history of the lone Band of Miwok and does not accurately represent past department decisions
or policies which pre-date the acknowledgment regulations that resulted in the unique and
complex history of the lone Band. An examination of the record would reveal his considerable
oversight relating to the historyof the lone Band, their recognition, their reaffirmation, and the
status oflandsowned by the lone Band.

Because ofhis opinion, the lone Band ofMiwok ROD for an off reservation fee-to-trust
gaming application is fatally flawed due to the corrupting, unsupportable, imaginative, and
fictional perspective of Solicitor Artman'sopinion.

How will the Department verify that a restored lands decision for a Fee to Trust
Application for gaming under the IGRA is based on factual and objective criteria if the
restored lands opinion on which the Fee to Trust Application is based is not founded on
supportable objective documented criteria on which a Final Department decision could
be made?

Secretary Kempthorne, we believe it is clear that Solicitor Artman's restored lands
opinion is being intentionally withheld from public comment and challenge. How else
can you explain its absence from the Fee to Trust Application on which the Application

$P\ is based? Provided that the Artman opinion is being withheld from the Administrative
* Record, how could acourt provide athorough judicial review ifacomplete and extensive

Administrative Record ofa tribe'shistory related to federal recognition is not available?
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Solicitor Artman's opinion lacks factual objective criteria and he appears to have
purposefully ignored, abbreviated andmisrepresented the documented historyof the lone
Band to construct a restored conclusion where none exists. To be blunt his opinion is a
considerable work of fiction that bears little resemblance to fact, history, or truth about
the lone Band, its land or its relationship with the United States. This opinion is the
foundation of the lone Band's Fee to Trust for gaming Application which is, has been,
and continues to be an extremely contentious and controversial Fee to Trust application.
Withholding the opinion from the application to avoid comment and challenge is viewed
by many as an effort by the Sacramento Regional Office and the Department to
manipulate the ROD, frustrate challenges in the courts and ultimately deny judicial
review ofthe lone Band's Fee to Trust application. Whenexactly in the process will the
public and affected governments have an opportunity to comment on and challenge the
veracityof Solicitor Artman's opinion that the lone bandis restored and the lands in and
near Plymouth qualify as restored lands under the IGRA?

All questions and requests are respectfully withdrawn if the Artman Opinion is permanently
v/ithdrawn.

For the reasons we have presented, No Casino in Plymouth respectfully requests you
immediately and permanently withdraw Solicitor Artman's September 19th, 2006 Restored Lands
opinion for the lone Band Should youdecide to notimmediately and permanently withdraw the
Artman opinion please advise NCIP as to why the Department believes the Artman opinion
should not be withdrawn and respond to all our questions and requests. NCIP thanks you in
advance for yourpromptreply andassistance in thisvery important matter.

Sincerely,

D.W. Cranford Vice President NCIP

NCIP

P.O. Box 82

Plymouth, Ca. 95662
plvmouthbutch(gihotmail.com

CC: David Longly Bernhardt- Office ofthe Solicitor
James E. Cason-Associate Deputy Secretary of the Interior
GeorgeT. Skibine - Interim Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs
R. Lee Fleming - Director- Office of Acknowledgement
Phil Hogen- Chairman, National Indian GamingCommission
Jack Rohmer - Office of Inspector General
U.S. Senator Diane Feinstein California

U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer California

U.S. Congressman Dan Lungren Calif. 3rd District
Andrea Hoch Legal Affairs Office ofthe Governor, California
California State Senator Dave Cox

Richard Forster Chairman Amador Board of Supvervisors
President Elect Obama's Transition Team

Fax: (202)-208-5584
Fax: (202)-208-1873
Fax:(202)-273-3153
Fax: (202)-219-3008
Fax: 202-632-7003

Fax: (303)-236-8279
Fax: (202)-228-3954
Fax: (202)-224-0454
Fax: (202>226-1298
Fax: (916)-323-0935
Fax: (916)-324-2680
Hand Delivered

email to Pete Rouse
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From: ButchCrenfofti
To: fotrohawk. Unv

Subject: Concerns Related to the lone Band of Miwok
Date: Thursday, June 03,2010 4:25:14PM

TO: Congressman Dan Lungren Fax: 916-859-9976

FROM: No Casino In Plymouth

SUBJECT: Concerns Related to the Tone Band of Miwok Proposed Long Range Transportation Plan

No Casino InPlymouth (NCIP) writes to express our concerns about a proposed 1.3 mile road project to
be administered bythe lone Band of Miwok and the Bureau ofIndian Affairs and funded with taxpayer
dollars. A review of the proposal provided by the lone Band indicates their fee land is not eligible foe the
Indian Reservation Road Program as described in the plan. Therefore, NCIP respectfully requests that you
take all appropriate action to stop or hold any additional funding of the proposed road with taxpayer
dollars until the properties owned by the lone Band meet the requirements of the Indian Reservation
Road program and are eligible for funding.

The lone Band of Miwok Indians has submitted to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) a Long-Range
Transportation Plan Application to acquire grantfunding for planning the construction of a new road to
serve residential development on Tribal Fee Land adjacent to the City of Plymouth California. This
application, whichwill be developed underthe Indian Reservation Road Program (IRR)raises more
questions than it answers, The IRR is restricted bylaw to development of public roads on to, within, and
through IndianReservations, Indian Trust Land and Restricted Indian Lands. This projecthowever, is
intendedto benefitTribal Fee Landwhich does not qualify under any of the aforementioned IRR
restrictions. As such, this application is inappropriate and the grant application should be denied until the
land's statusis resolved under the established administrative procedures of a Fee-to-Trust Application.

The 47.5 acres ofTribal Fee Landdescribed in the application is currentlyunder Amador County Ag-
land zoning constraints. No apartmentcomplexes and a maximum of five single family homes would be
allowed under current zoning restrictions. This level of residential construction could easily be
accommodated with no expenditure of public funds by the Tribe simply building a driveway to the
closest existing arterial road. That solution is deemedinadequate by the Tribe for its projected phased
construction Ofas many as 250 single family dwellings on less than 2/10tlis of an acre each within their 5
parcels of fee- simpleland. Obviously, this densityof construction is impossibleunder the lands current
status and is another valid reason for denying this grant application.

The lone Bandof Miwokshas a Fee to Trust Application for Gaming Landpendingon an adjacent 228
acres based on a restored landless exemption to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act The Department of
Interiorhas rejected their restored statusclaim and the Tribe now refers to themselves as a reaffirmed
Tribe in the current Long-range Transportation Plan Application. However, the BIA still considers the
gaming application's statusas pending. The Tribal Housing and Community Development Director, Bob
Terry, disavows any connection between the two applications but that assertion defies logic. The planned
road location traverses land held in option for the Tribe in conjunction with the pending Fee to Trust
Application for Casino development. We are concerned that the road projectand the subsequent
requirement to put that Land intoTrust is an attempt tocircumvent the several legal impediments to their
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stalled Fee-to Trust application for Casino development. The fact that the application includes nearly
$750,000 of probable construction costs for water and sewer mains (appendix 5) but fails to address these
issues in the main bodyof the application lends credence to this concern as does the Tribe's intentto
takeresponsibility for law enforcement (pg. 12).

There issimply too much obfuscation involved in this application. There is an established process for
projects of this sort;one that would quite properly shed light on the real goals andintent of the Tribe.
The appropriate venue for this transportation project would be tomake it a part of a Land toTrust
Application. During a period of runaway Federal deficits, spending taxpayer's funds for transportation
planning is a waste of assetswithout first resolving the land trust issue. It is also a circumvention of not
only the spiritbut the intent of Federal regulations concerning Tribal land acquisitions.

Wo respectfully repeat ourrequest the you take all appropriate action to stop orhold any additional
funding of the proposed road with taxpayer dollars until the properties owned bythelone Band are
eligible for the Indian Reservation Road Program. Ifyou have any questions regarding our concerns
about this proposed road or this lone Band please do not hesitate tocontact us byphone at 209 245 4588
or email at plvnioutlibutohf5)]iotmail com

Respectfully Submitted,

Walter Dimmers President NCIP

CC: Senator Diane Feinstein Fax(202) 228-3954

SenatorBarbara Boxer Fax (202) 228-3865

Congressman Frank R. Wolfe Fax(202) 225-0437

Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar Secretary_of_theJnierifttfaios.dcri.gov

Secretary ofIndian Affairs Larry Echp Hawk Lany Echfthawta_hia.gov

Amador Ledger Dispatch
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NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH

Working to Preserve Rural Amador County
P.O. Box 82 Plymouth, CA 95669 www. _____inoinp 1ymout.h. com

To: Ken Salazar. Secretary of the Interior

cc: Hilary Tompkins, Solicitor, Diane Feinstein, U.S. Senator, California

Dan Lungren, U.S. Congressman, California, 3rd District

From: No Casino in Plymouth (NCIP)

Subject: Request to Withdraw the Final Environmental Impact Study for the lone Band

Secretary Salazar, NCIP is a non profit grassroots community organization. We write you on behalf of
the84%of Amador County and 73% of City of Plymouth voters whovoted no more casinos inAmador
County. We have serious concerns about the Final Environmental Impact Study (FEIS) for the lone
Band of Miwok Indians noticed in theFederal Register on Friday, August 13, 2010.

NCIP requests you immediately withdraw this Final EIS until significant questions related to the lone
Band, their 2006Fee to Trust (FTT) Application, and thisFEIS are resolved. A brief overview of only
the FEIS's executive summary and introduction reveals what we believe to be several misleading and
false statements concerning the "restored" lone Band and their 2006 FTTApplication for "restored"
lands. These "restored" statements are unchanged from the DEIS despite extensive comment on these
issues from the State of California, Amador County, the City of Plymouth and NCIP.

We make this request because we believe it reasonable that without status as a "restored" tribe and
without a "restored" lands opinion the lone Band's November 2006 FTTApplication is without any
legal basis or necessity for continued processing by the BIA, the DOl or by the EPA with this FEIS.

Secretary Salazar we request a response within 5 days to our request to withdraw the FEIS and a
response to the following questions based on the background information provided below.

1. Is this Final EIS related to or associated with the lone Band's November 2006 Fee to Trust
Application for Class III gaming pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA)?

2. If this Final EIS is not pursuant to or not associated with the lone Band's November 2006 FTT
Application, under what application or authority is this Final EIS being processed?

3. Is it still the opinion and legal position of the Solicitor's Office that the lone Band is not a restored
tribe within the meaning of the IGRA? If not please provide explanation.

Background: In June 2005 the lone Band submitted a request to the National Indian Gaming
Commission (NIGC) for a restored lands opinion for -228 acres in and near the City of Plymouth.
Associate Solicitor Carl J. Artman delivered a restored lands opinion for the lone Band on September

lof4
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19,2006 with Associate Deputy Secretary James E. Cason concurring. Amador County appealed the

2 of 4
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NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH

Working to Preserve Rural Amador County
P. 0. Box 82 Plymouth, CA 95669 www. ___§_______] _______ com

Artman restored lands opinion to the Board of Indian Appeals and the appeal was dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction. NCIP, Amador County, and the State of California filed suit in Federal Court to reverse
the Artman opinion. Theirsuits were dismissed because no final agency decision had been made. On
November 21, 2006 the BIA Pacific Regional Office provided notice that the lone Band wasapplying
to have the -228 acres taken into trust as "restored" lands to conduct Class III gaming on the property
pursuant to the IGRA. The Artman opinion was the basis for the lone Band's claim it was a "restored"
tribe eligible for "restored" lands pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act(IGRA). However, the
Artman restored lands opinion was not included in the FTT Application made available for public
comment in November 2006 without explanation. Subsequent requests by NCIP to Solicitor Artman
and the DOl to respond to specific questions about the many questionable and unsupportable
statements in his opinion yielded no response.

InApril 2008 the lone Band's Draft EIS was noticed in the Federal Register as available for public
comment In this notice the publicwas grossly misinformed that the -228 acres were "currently held in
fee by the tribe". The tribe knew this was blatantly false. Attempts by NCIP to have the notice
corrected by officials at BIA and DOl failed with George Skibine informing us that the tribe was
currently in process of procuring the land. More than 2 years later the lone Band still does not own the
noticed property in fee. The DEIS contained references and statements that the lone Band was
"restored" as well as other misleading and false information related to the lone Band. Serious
questions and issues with supporting information related to the status of the lone Band as "restored"
were provided in comments submitted on the DEIS by the State of California, Amador County, the City
of Plymouth, and NCIP. These serious and well documented "restored" concerns were simply
dismissed by the EPA as not related to the DEIS. In November 2008 NCIP requested Secretary
Kempthorne to withdraw the Artman restored lands opinions based on information not provided in
comment on the DEIS.

What specific effect all the comments related to the "restored" status claimed by the lone Band based
the the 2006 Artman restored lands opinion at the DOl is not known. However, in January' 2009
Solicitor David L. Bernhardt sent a memo to Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Policy and
Economic Development, George T. Skibine informing Mr. Skibine of the following concerning the lone
Band Lands Determination.

nWe are now in process ofreviewing thepreliminary draftFinal Environmental
ImpactStatementofthe Plymouth parcel. As a result, I determined to reviewthe
Associate Solicitor's 2006 Indian lands opinion and have concluded that it was wrong.
I have withdrawn and am reversing thatopinion, ft no longer represents the legal
position ofthe OfficeoftheSolicitor. The opinion oftheSolicitor's Officeis that the

3 of 4
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Band is not a restored tribe within the meaning ofthe IGRA. " (emphasis added)

NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH

Working to Preserve Rural Amador County
P. 0, Box 82 Plymouth, CA 95669 www. _____ ______j vmou __ com

Pursuant to this action Solicitor Bernhardt sentActing General Council of the NIGC a copy of the
opinion, explained the withdrawal and invited the NIGC to comment on the opinion which reversed the
"wrong" 2006Artman restored lands opinion.

After learning of the January 2009 Bernhardt memo, NCIP requested a copy in a March 2009 face to
face meeting with Associate Deputy Secretaiy Laura Davis, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Policy and Economic Development George T. Skibine. Ms. Davis denied the request because the
opinion is a draft. Additional requests for a copy of theopinion made on ourbehalf by SenatorDiane
Feinstein and Congressman Lungren were also denied In September 2006 the "wrong" Artman
restored lands opinion was readily available to the public but in the more than 18 months since January
2009 all requests to provide the public with a copy of Solicitor Bernhardt's opinion reversing that
"wrong" opinion have been denied. The NIGC has removed the lonerestored lands opinion from their
website and NCIP is not aware, despite repeated requests for status of NIGC comment, thatany
comment preparation is in process or has been completed by the NIGC. We now repeat our request for
a copy of the Solicitor's opinion withdrawing and reversing the "wrong" 2006 Artman restored lands
opinion for the lone Band.

Secretary Salazar, in closing, we repeat our requestfor a response within 5 days to our request to
withdraw the FEIS and a response to the following questionsbased on the background information
provided below.

1. Is this Final EIS related to or associated with the lone Band's November 2006 Fee to Trust
Application for Class III gaming pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA)?

2. If this Final EIS is not pursuant to or not associated with the lone Band's November 2006 FTT
Application under what application or authority is this Final EIS is being processed?

3. Is it still the opinion and legal position of the Solicitor's Office that the lone Band is not a restored
tribe within the meaning of the IGRA? If not please provide explanation.

Respectfully Submitted

Dueward W. Cranford II Vice President NCIP

4 of 4
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/ Dale Risling
V Acting Regional Director

Bureauof Indian Affairs, Pacific Region
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825

9/10/10

RE: Comments by No Casino In Plymouth on FEIS for "lone Band ofMiwok" Casino
Project

Dear Director:

Over twoyears ago, members of NoCasino In Plymouth submitted comments on the
Draft EIS for the "lone Band ofMiwok" Casino Project Recently we received copies of
the Final EIS. We have reviewed the Final EIS. We find that the BlA's responses toour
comments are not legally adequate.

Followingin Section 1, you will find comments letteron the Final EIS from our members
Dueward W. Cranford II, Dr. Elida Malick, Dick Minnis, Patrick Henry, and Walter
Dimmers. These letters explain both major flaws that remain inthe technical analyses in
the EIS, and the inadequate responses topublic comments. Because the BIA's responses

. to so many comments are flawed, inSection 2 youwill find matrices summarizing the
V repeated failures ofthe BIA toadequately respond topublic comments. Finally, in

Section3 you will find a guide to reference materialson the enclosed DVD. These
materials bothverify the factual assertions made in ourcomments, andvalidate our
concerns regarding the impacts of theproposed project.

The casino isproposed inthe wrong place, atthe wrong time, and bythe wrong agency.

It makes no senseto locatea casino,withall of its urban service needs, in a smallrural
town without urban services. The casino isproposed inthe wrong place. That is why the
proposed casino in the BayArea(Richmond) has so muchless impacton its
surroundings.

It makes nosense toapprove A Third casino in rural Amador County, miles away from
itsurban patrons, when the price of gasis $3.25 a gallon, andthe entire worldis
struggling to reduce greenhouse gasemissions to avert thecatastrophes associated with
global climatechange. This project is not a twenty-first century solutionto anyone's
problems.

By way ofcontrast, the CHIPS project, an outgrowth ofthe Amador - Calaveras
Consensus Group, is training and employingNative Americans to work in the forest
removing brush andsmall trees that pose a fire risk. Those small logandbiomass

/ materialsare in turn used to manufacture valueaddedproductsfor sale, such a rustic
l^_ furniture, compost, andpower plant fuel. The CHIPS project notonly helps the

/
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economic condition of Native Americans, it helps the rest of the community by reducing
fire risk, providing useful products, andpromoting energy independence. The BIA
would do better and get farther by considering these types of win-win economic
development alternatives, ratherthan trying to force unwanted casinosdown the throats
of small rural towns.

Finally, the casino project is in the hands ofthe wrong agency. Despite 40 years of
practice, Department ofthe Interior remains ill equipped to successfully produce
environmental review documents incompliance with NEPA. Over the last couple of
years, the agencies of the Department of Interior have been repeatedly rebuked bythe
courts for improperly stating the purpose and need for a project, fornotevaluating the
effectiveness ofmitigation measures, and for not properly responding topublic
comments. Despite these repeated judicial rebukes, the BIA seems determined to repeat
these very same violations in this EIS.

The proposed rural casino project is an idea whose time has passed. Now is time for the
BIA tojoin the twenty-first century. Now is time for the BIA join with rural
communities to seek economic solutions that embrace opportunities to improve our
environment rather than destroy it. Now is time for the BIA to seek economic solutions
thatunite our communities rather than divide them. Saying no to this ill advised casino
project, andjoining theAmador - Calaveras Consensus Project, would be good first steps
in this direction.

(. Sincerely,

_______

Thomas P. Infusino, Esq. Elida Malick, Director
P.O. Box 792 No Casino in Plymouth
Pine Grove, CA 95665 P.O. Box 82
(209) 295-8866 Plymouth, CA 95669
tomi(£>volcano.net

P.S. Please retain a copy of the comments, the matrices, and the DVD of reference
material for the administrative record.
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                      PLAINTIFFS’ STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS IN SUPPORT OF  MOTION 
FORSUMMARY JUDGMENT (Case No. 2:12-cv-01748 JAM CNK)  

 

KENNETH R. WILLIAMS, State Bar No. 73170 
Attorney at Law 
980 9

th
 Street, 16

th
 Floor 

Sacramento, CA 95814 
Telephone:  (916) 543-2918 

 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
No Casino in Plymouth and  
Citizens Equal Rights Alliance 
 
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

NO CASINO IN PLYMOUTH and CITIZENS 
EQUAL RIGHTS ALLIANCE, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

SALLY JEWELL, in her official capacity as 
Secretary of the U.S. Department of the 
Interior, et al. 
                                                         Defendants. 

Case No. 2:12-cv-01748-TLN-CMK 

PLAINTIFFS’ STATEMENT OF 
UNDISPUTED FACTS IN SUPPORT OF  
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT   

Date:  TBD  
Time:  TBD 
Place: Courtroom No. 2 
 
Judge: Honorable Troy L. Nunley 
 

 
 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, Plaintiffs submit the following statement 

of undisputed facts in support of their motion for summary judgment. 

1. The Ione Band of Miwok Indians filed its Complaint for Declaratory Relief, Quiet Title, 

Breach of Trust and to Compel Agency Unlawfully Withheld in Ione Band et al. v. Harold 

Burris et al (USDC ED Cal. No. CIV-S-90-0993) (“Ione Band v. Burris”) against 

individual Ione Indians and the United States on August 1, 1990.  (ECF 62; RJN No, 1.) 

2. The United States filed its Answer in Ione Band v. Burris on September 28, 1990 and 

denied all the contentions of the Ione Band including the contention that it was a federally 

recognized tribe. (ECF 62; RJN No. 2.)   
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3. The Ione Indians filed their Answer in Ione Band v. Burris on October 22, 1990 and also 

denied that the Ione Band is a federally recognized tribe.  (ECF 62; RJN No. 3.) 

4. The United States made the following statement in its Status Report in Ione Band v. 

Burris: “The [United States] government denies that the Ione Band of Miwok Indians has 

ever been a federally-recognized tribe.” (ECF 62; RJN No. 5.)   

5. The Ione Indians made the following statement in its Status Report in Ione Band v. Burris: 

“Defendants [Ione Indians] deny that the Ione Band of Miwok Indians has ever been a 

federally-recognized tribe.” (ECF 62; RJN No. 6.) 

6. The U.S. filed a Motion for Summary Judgment in Ione Band v. Burris in February 1991.  

(AR00691-AR00732.)  The Ione Indians joined that motion.  (ECF 62; RJN No. 8.)  

7. Michael L. Lawson, Ph.D. submitted a declaration in favor of the United States motion.  

(AR00732-AR00738 and AR020823-AR020900 (with exhibits).  Dr. Lawson concluded 

that:  “the United States has never extended federal recognition to the Ione Band of 

Miwok Indians as an Indian tribe.”  (Id.) 

8. Arthur G. Barber, an employee of the BIA, also filed a declaration in favor of the United 

States motion.  (AR020901-AR020904.)  Mr. Barber told the Ione Indians that the Ione 

Band was not a federally recognized tribe and that they should apply for recognition under 

Part 83 to receive federal services from the BIA. (Id.) 

9. The Ione Band opposed the United States motion for summary judgment and the United 

States filed a reply brief.  (AR00738-AR00767.)  The United States reasserted its 

contention that the Ione Band was not a federally recognized tribe. (Id.) 

10. The United States filed a Supplemental Brief in Support of its Motion for Summary 

Judgment (ECF 62; RJN No. 12) and a supporting declaration (ECF 62; RJN No. 13) in 

March 1991.  The stated purpose of this supplemental brief was to bring to the Court’s 
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attention additional information that the Ione Band knew that they were not a federally 

recognized tribe as early as 1973. (Id.) 

11. Pursuant to Judge Karlton’s request, in October 1991, the United States submitted a 

second supplemental brief on whether or not the Part 83 regulations were the exclusive 

means to obtain tribal recognition.  (AR020910-AR020922.)  The United States argued 

that, although the Part 83 process was not the exclusive means to obtain tribal recognition, 

it was the only administrative means for a tribe to obtain federal recognition. (Id.)  

12. In its reply brief the United States confirmed that “The government’s position has been 

and remains that the acknowledgement regulations [Part 83] constitute the exclusive 

administrative means of obtaining full . . . federal tribal recognition.” (AR020923-

AR020928; emphasis in the original.)    

13. Judge Karlton issued his decision granting the United States motion for summary 

judgment on April 23, 1992.  (AR007763-AR007788.)  Judge Karlton concluded: 

“Plaintiffs’ [Ione Band’s] argument appears to be that these non-regulatory mechanisms 

for tribal recognition demonstrate that ‘the Secretary may acknowledge tribal entities 

outside the regulatory process,’ . . . and that the court, therefore, should accept jurisdiction 

over plaintiff’ claims compelling such recognition.  I cannot agree.  Because plaintiffs 

cannot demonstrate that they are entitled to federal recognition by virtue of any of 

the above mechanisms, and because they have failed to exhaust administrative 

remedies by applying for recognition through the BIA acknowledgement process, the 

United States motion for summary judgment on these claims must be GRANTED.” 

(Id at 17; emphasis added.) 

 

Dated: October 14, 2014 

 

     Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

     /s/ Kenneth R. Williams 

KENNETH R. WILLIAMS 
Attorney for Plaintiffs  
No Casino in Plymouth and  
Citizens Equal Rights Alliance 
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES 

  This case is related to, but distinct from, the following pending appeal 

in this Court: County of Amador, California v. United States Department of 

Interior, et al. (USCA Ninth Circuit No. 15-17253).  

 Dated: November 20, 2017. 

        Respectfully submitted, 

        /s/Kenneth R. Williams 

        KENNETH R. WILLIAMS 

        Attorney for Appellants 
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forth in Rule 32(a)(7)(C) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. This brief 

exceeds 15 pages and, consequently, per Circuit Rule 40-1 is limited to a 

maximum of 4200 words. This brief uses a proportional typeface and a 14-point 
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 Dated:  November 20, 2017. 
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